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Abstract

The energy �nite element method 	EFEM
 is an alternative to the
more established statistical energy analysis 	SEA
 for modelling of high
frequency dynamic behaviour of vibro�acoustic structures� The main
advantages over SEA are the use of a conventional description of the
model� similar to classical �nite element models� and the modelling of
the spatial distribution of vibrational energy throughout the structure�
This dissertation gives a full description of the theoretical background
of EFEM in di�erent components with emphasis on the assumptions
and approximations in the derivations of the basic equations�

Two main aspects of EFEM that are studied in this dissertation are
related to the practical use of EFEM and the validity of EFEM� The
main contribution with respect to the applicability of EFEM are two
case studies with experimental validation � the coupling of di�erent
wave types in a composed beam structure and the interior noise pre�
diction in a thin walled cavity� The validity of EFEM is expressed in
two wavelength criteria that are derived from related modal criteria
on the validity of SEA� A fundamental explanation of the wavelength
criteria is found in terms of the assumptions and approximations in
EFEM based on extensive numerical validation studies on plates and
coupled plates�
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Samenvatting

De energie eindige elementen methode 	EFEM
 is een methode voor het
modelleren van hoog frequent dynamisch gedrag in vibro�akoestische
toepassingen als alternatief voor de op heden meest gebruikte en ver�
spreide statistische energie analyse 	SEA
� De belangrijkste voordelen
ten opzichte van SEA zijn het gebruik van een conventionele beschrij�
ving van het model� gelijkaardig aan de traditionele eindige elemen�
ten methode� en het modelleren van de ruimtelijke verdeling van de
trillingsenergie in de structuur� Dit doctoraat geeft een grondige be�
schrijving van de theoretische achtergrond van EFEM in verschillende
componenten met de nadruk op de veronderstellingen en de benaderin�
gen in de a�eiding van de basisvergelijkingen�

Dit doctoraat bespreekt voornamelijk twee aspecten van EFEM� na�
melijk het praktisch gebruik van EFEM en de geldigheid van EFEM�
De belangrijkste bijdrage omtrent de toepasbaarheid van EFEM zijn
twee gevallenstudies met experimentele validatie � de koppeling van
verschillende types golven in een samengestelde balkenstructuur en de
voorspelling van het geluidsniveau in een dunwandige akoestische ca�
viteit� De geldigheid van EFEM wordt uitgedrukt in twee gol�engte
criteria die afgeleid zijn van modale criteria voor de geldigheid van
SEA� Numerieke gevallenstudies met platen en gekoppelde platen re�
sulteren in een fundamentele verklaring voor de gol�engte criteria op
basis van de veronderstellingen en benaderingen in EFEM�



Toepassing en geldigheid

van de energie eindige

elementen methode voor

hoogfrequente trillingen

�� Inleiding

Geluids� en trillingsniveaus bepalen in steeds belangrijker mate de kwa�
liteit van industri�ele producten zoals auto�s� vliegtuigen� industri�ele
productiemachines� huishoudapparaten���� Om te voldoen aan de steeds
hogere verwachtingen van consumenten en tevens aan de steeds stren�
ger wordende wettelijke normen� is het belangrijk om te beschikken
over betrouwbare voorpellingstechnieken voor het trillingsgedrag van
structuren� Het is dan immers mogelijk om van in de eerste stappen
van de ontwikkeling van nieuwe producten� op een e�ci�ente manier de
geluids� en trillingsniveaus te reduceren waarbij dure prototype testen
zo veel mogelijk worden vermeden�

Tot op heden bestaat er geen algemene methode om het vibro�
akoestisch gedrag van mechanische constructies te voorspellen in het
volledige hoorbare frequentiegebied 	ongeveer ��Hz tot �����Hz
� De
klassieke eindige elementen methode 	�nite element method FEM
 en
de rand elementen methode 	boundary element method BEM
 voorspel�
len de eerste eigenfrequenties en modevormen van complexe structuren�
Hoewel theoretisch nog steeds bruikbaar� stellen deze deterministische
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methodes echter een aantal problemen bij de studie van trillingen op
hogere frequenties� Omwille van de kleinere gol�engte bij hogere fre�
quenties� moeten FEM en BEMmodellen opgebouwd worden uit steeds
kleinere elementen wat resulteert in hoge rekentijden� excessief model�
leringswerk� grote databanken om het probleem te beschrijven en re�
sultaten in weg te schrijven���� Deze problemen met de grootte van de
modellen kunnen theoretisch opgelost worden met grotere computers
en meer mankracht� Dit in tegenstelling tot de problemen van klassieke
FEM en BEM omwille van de gevoeligheid van de resultaten op hoge
frequenties voor kleine wijzigingen in de eigenschappen van de compo�
nenten 	materiaal� geometrie����
� de verbindingen en de randvoorwaar�
den� De nauwkeurigheid van de resultaten is in sterke mate afhankelijk
van de accuraatheid van de beschrijving van kleine geometrische de�
tails� Vermits elke fysische realisatie van eenzelfde 	ideaal
 model in
details zal verschillen� is het onrealistisch om op een deterministische
wijze het trillingsgedrag te bestuderen op hoge frequenties� maar is een
statistische aanpak meer aangewezen� Het is daarbij duidelijk dat het
e�ci�enter is om een statistisch model op te stellen voor een popula�
tie van fysische realisaties van een ideaal model� dan deterministische
berekeningen uit te voeren en achteraf te middelen�

De meest gebruikte en verspreide methode voor de analyse van hoog
frequente trillingsproblemen is tot op heden de statistische energie ana�
lyse 	statistical energy analysis SEA
� Een SEA model bestaat uit een
netwerk van subsystemen die theoretisch gede�nieerd worden als groe�
pen van vibro�akoestische eigenmodes� Resultaat van een SEA bereke�
ning zijn de globale energieniveaus van de subsystemen� zonder verdere
informatie over de ruimtelijke verdeling van de energie binnen een sub�
systeem� Gedurende de laatste jaren is heel wat onderzoek verricht
naar alternatieve energiemethodes om deze beperking van SEA te om�
zeilen� Deze alternatieve energiemethodes gebruiken een di�erenti�ele
vorm van de energievergelijkingen� gelijkaardig aan de di�erentiaalver�
gelijkingen van een statisch thermisch conductie probleem� Daarom
worden deze methodes vaak aangeduid met de benaming thermische
benaderingen� Een groot voordeel van deze methodes is dat lokale e�ec�
ten 	lokale demping� ruimtelijke verdeling van externe belastingen����

gemakkelijker kunnen ingerekend worden� Dit doctoraat beschrijft �e�en
van de implementaties van deze thermische benaderingen � de energie
eindige elementen methode 	energy �nite element method EFEM
� Een
belangrijke troef van deze methode is dat bestaande eindige elementen
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modellen voor laag frequente berekeningen kunnen hergebruikt worden
voor een hoog frequente analyse met EFEM� Dit is een groot voordeel
ten opzichte van een SEA model met SEA subsystemen en SEA pa�
rameters die minder direct kunnen gerelateerd worden aan de fysische
eigenschappen van de structuur�

In de literatuur zijn er een toenemend aantal publicaties over toepas�
singen van EFEM voor steeds meer realistische problemen � gekop�
pelde platen met puntlassen �Vlahopoulos and Zhao ����� geluid in
een bestuurderscabine �Wang and Bernhard ����� toepassingen in de
scheepsbouw �Vlahopoulos et al� �������� Dit doctoraat draagt bij tot
de volledige beschrijving van de achtergrond van EFEM en bespreekt
verschillende interessante voorbeelden van de toepassing van de me�
thode met experimentele validatie van de bekomen resultaten� Ook
geeft dit doctoraat een antwoord op verschillende kritische publicaties
die de algemene geldigheid van EFEM in twijfel trekken� De verschil�
lende benaderingen en veronderstellingen in de a�eiding van de basis�
vergelijkingen van EFEM bepalen immers de limieten van de geldigheid
van de methode�

Deze doctoraatsverhandeling is als volgt ingedeeld �

� Hoofdstuk � geeft een overzicht van de voornaamste modelleer�
technieken in het hoge frequentie gebied� Een achtergrond over
SEA is hier wenselijk vermits SEA de meest verspreide techniek
is voor het modelleren van hoogfrequent trillingsgedrag� Ook zal
SEA in de rest van het doctoraat op verschillende plaatsen ge�
bruikt worden als vergelijkingsbasis voor EFEM�

� Hoofdstukken � en � geven een overzicht van de theoretische ach�
tergrond van EFEM � de energievergelijkingen in basiscomponen�
ten 	analoog aan thermische vergelijkingen
� de energierelaties
aan de koppeling van basiscomponenten en de speci�eke eindige
elementen implementatie� De klemtoon ligt in beide hoofdstuk�
ken op de verschillende benaderingen en veronderstellingen in de
a�eidingen�

� Hoofdstuk � bespreekt een aantal aspecten van de toepassing van
EFEM� Een belangrijke bijdrage omtrent de toepasbaarheid van
EFEM zijn twee gevallenstudies met experimentele validatie � de
koppeling van verschillende golven in een samengestelde balken�
structuur en de voorspelling van het geluidsniveau in een dunwan�
dige akoestische caviteit� Dit hoofdstuk bevat ook de procedure
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voor de analytische berekening van de transmissiecoe�ci�enten
voor gekoppelde dikke 	Mindlin
 platen�

� De geldigheid van EFEM wordt in hoofdstuk � uitgedrukt in twee
gol�engte criteria die afgeleid zijn van modale criteria voor de
geldigheid van SEA� Numerieke gevallenstudies met platen en
gekoppelde platen resulteren in een fundamentele verklaring voor
de gol�engte criteria op basis van de veronderstellingen en bena�
deringen in de a�eiding van de basisvergelijkingen in EFEM�

�� Overzicht van modelleertechnieken voor hoge
frequenties

Statistische energie analyse �SEA�

Statistische energie analyse 	SEA
 is de meest verspreide methode voor
de analyse van het vibro�akoestisch gedrag van complexe systemen op
frequenties ver boven de eerste eigenfrequenties� Een SEA model is
een netwerk van subsystemen� die gede�nieerd zijn als groepen van
eigenmodes met vergelijkbare energetische eigenschappen� SEA para�
meters beschrijven de energiedissipatie in subsystemen� de uitwisse�
ling van energie tussen subsystemen en de capaciteit om energie op te
slaan� De basisvariabele is de tijdsgemiddelde trillingsenergie van ie�
der subsysteem� Als gevolg van de statistische aanpak voorspelt SEA
gemiddelde energieniveaus � tijds� en frequentiegemiddelde waarden�
ruimtelijk gemiddelden 	geen informatie over de ruimtelijke verdeling
binnen een subsysteem
 en gemiddelde waarden voor een populatie van
nominaal gelijkaardig systemen 	verschillende realisaties van �e�en ideaal
model
�

De eerste fundamentele SEA hypothese legt het verband tussen het
gedissipeerde vermogen Pi�diss en het energieniveau Ei in een subsys�
teem i �

Pi�diss � ��iEi 	


Hierbij is � de radiale centerfrequentie van de beschouwde frequentie�
band en �i de eerste SEA parameter � de interne verliesfactor�

De tweede fundamentele SEA hypothese legt het verband tussen de
energiestroom Pij tussen twee individuele subsystemen i en j en hun
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respectievelijke energieniveaus Ei and Ej �

Pij � � 	�ijEi � �jiEj
 	�


met �ij en �ji de koppelingsfactoren� een tweede type SEA parameter�
De reciprociteitsvergelijking relateert de twee koppelingsfactoren door
middel van de derde SEA parameter � de modale densiteit ni en nj van
de subsystemen i en j �

ni�ij � nj�ji 	�


De basisvergelijking van SEA beschrijft de energiebalans van ieder in�
dividueel subsysteem met behulp van de twee SEA basishypotheses �

Pin�i � ��iEi �
nX
j ��i

� 	�ijEi � �jiEj
 	�


met Pin�i het toegevoerd vermogen van een externe bron� Deze verge�
lijking kan opgesteld worden voor ieder subsysteem in een SEA model�
De vergelijkingen kunnen gecombineerd worden in �e�en matrixvergelij�
king die 	de vector met
 de ingaande vermogens fPg relateert aan 	de
vector met
 de energieniveaus van de verschillende subsystemen fEg �

fPg � ��� fEg 	�


De SEA systeem matrix ��� is een functie van de frequentie � en de
SEA parameters�

Pin�� Pin��

Pin��

Pdiss�� Pdiss��

Pdiss��

P���

P���

P���

P���
P���

P���

E� E�

E�

subsysteem � subsysteem �

subsysteem �

Figuur  � SEA model met drie subsystemen
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De belangrijkste veronderstellingen en beperkingen van SEA zijn
zeer gelijkaardig aan deze van de energie eindige elementen methode
	EFEM
 die verder in dit doctoraat beschreven wordt� De veronderstel�
lingen in SEA vloeien voort uit de twee basishypotheses van SEA� De
eerste hypothese omtrent de interne energiedissipatie is volledig analoog
voor EFEM en zal dan ook verder meer uitvoerig worden toegelicht� De
tweede basishypothese stelt dat de energiestroom tussen subsystemen
evenredig is met het verschil in modale energie tussen de subsystemen�
wat correct is voor twee conservatief gekoppelde oscillatoren� Dit kan
worden veralgemeend voor subsystemen met verschillende modes onder
de volgende voorwaarden �

� zwakke en conservatieve koppeling tussen de subsystemen
� energetische gelijkwaardigheid van de eigenmodes in een subsys�
teem � uniforme verdeling van eigenfrequenties in het beschouwde
frequentie interval� gelijkaardige demping van de eigenmodes

� ongecorreleerde externe krachtwerking� zowel tussen de verschil�
lende subsystemen als bij een verdeelde belasting van individuele
subsystemen�

Hoewel bovenstaande criteria uitgedrukt zijn in modale termen� wordt
in praktijk veel gebruik gemaakt van een golfbeschrijving� Beide be�
schrijvingen zijn in theorie equivalent maar lenen zich soms beter tot
de uitdrukking en interpretatie van bepaalde aspecten van het trillings�
gedrag� De modale criteria zijn equivalent met de veronderstellingen in
een golfbenadering dat de verschillende trillingsgolven ongecorreleerd
zijn in plaats en tijd� dat de trillingsenergie hoofdzakelijk gesitueerd is
in het di�use� weerkaatste veld 	het veld van de golven na de eerste
re�ectie
����

De uitvoering van een predictieve SEA berekening start met een gepaste
keuze van de subsystemen� De keuze van subsystemen wordt bepaald
door bovenstaande voorwaarden voor de toepassing van SEA� Hoewel
in theorie niet strikt noodzakelijk� zullen in praktijk de grenzen van
de subsystemen meestal samenvallen met de fysische grenzen van ver�
schillende basiscomponenten in het model 	balken� platen����
� Door de
grote verschillen in de impedantie is dan immers automatisch voldaan
aan de eis van zwakke koppeling tussen de subsystemen� Verder moeten
de modes of golven in een subsystemen gelijkaardige energetische eigen�
schappen hebben en moet ieder subsysteem een niet te verwaarlozen
rol spelen in de energievergelijkingen�
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Als de subsystemen vastliggen� moeten de verschillende SEA parame�
ters bepaald worden� Grootste struikelblok is de berekening van de kop�
pelingsfactoren� Er zijn immers bijkomende veronderstellingen nodig
voor het opstellen van uitvoerbare rekenalgoritmen� zoals de veronder�
stelling dat koppelingsfactoren bij koppelingen van fysische 	eindige

structuren kunnen gelijkgesteld worden met de koppelingsfactoren van
	half�
oneindige structuren� �Fahy ���� stelt dat deze bijkomende ver�
onderstellingen gerechtvaardigd zijn als �i� er voldoende overlapping
is tussen de verschillende eigenmodes 	modale overlappingsfactor gro�
ter dan 
 en �ii� het aantal modes in de beschouwde frequentieband
voldoende groot is�

In het algemeen is het belangrijk om te beklemtonen dat� hoewel SEA
een zeer eenvoudig formalisme biedt voor hoogfrequente dynamische
analyses� de invulling in praktische toepassingen niet vanzelfsprekend
is� De kwaliteit van een SEA berekening zal in sterke mate bepaald
worden door de ervaring en het inzicht van de analist�

Alternatieve energiemethodes

De laatste jaren is er veel onderzoek verricht naar alternatieve energie�
methodes die een aantal beperkingen van SEA ophe�en� vooral de grove
ruimtelijke beschrijving in een SEA model� In de literatuur zijn er ver�
schillende onderzoeksgroepen die met verschillende motivatie� benade�
ringen en benamingen toch essentieel dezelfde energetische basisverge�
lijkingen a�eiden en gebruiken� Vermits deze parti�ele di�erentiaalver�
gelijkingen equivalent zijn met de basisvergelijkingen in een statisch
thermisch conductie probleem� worden de methodes vaak aangeduid
met de benaming thermische benaderingen of trillingsgeleiding bena�
deringen 	vibrational conductivity approaches VCA
�

De eerste formulering van dit type vergelijkingen stamt van Russische
akoestische literatuur 	�Belov and Rybak ���� Belov et al� ����
� Deze
formulering past de SEA basishypothese 	uitwisseling van energie even�
redig met het verschil in energieniveau
 toe op een di�erentieel niveau
in plaats van macro subsystemen in SEA� In latere publicaties ontwik�
kelden �Buvailo and Ionov ���� en �Nefske and Sung ���� numerieke
implementaties van de parti�ele di�erentiaalvergelijkingen� �Nefske and
Sung ���� beschrijven een eindige elementen implementatie in de ver�
mogen stroom eindige elementen methode 	power �ow �nite element
method PFFEM
 en tonen een aantal interessante resultaten voor longi�
tudinale golven en buiggolven in staven en balken� Hoewel niet expliciet
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vermeld� slagen �Nefske and Sung ���� erin om de ruimtelijke trend
van de verdeling van de energieniveaus te voorspellen voor structuren
met relatief hoge interne demping� Als dezelfde numerieke voorbeelden
worden uitgerekend in het geval van lagere demping voorspelt PFFEM
niet meer dan de ruimtelijk gemiddelde waarde� analoog aan een SEA
voorspelling�

De onderzoeksgroep van Bernhard ontwikkelde in verschillende stappen
de energie eindige elementen methode 	EFEM
 die ook het onderwerp is
van dit doctoraat� De initi�ele bedoeling was om een op eindige elemen�
ten gebaseerde formulering te ontwikkelen van de SEA vergelijkingen�
De ontwikkeling van EFEM gebeurde hoofdzakelijk in twee stappen �
	i
 de a�eiding van de energievergelijkingen in verschillende basiscom�
ponenten en 	ii
 technieken om de koppeling van basiscomponenten
te beschrijven in termen van energie� �Wohlever and Bernhard ����
beschrijven eendimensionale structuren� De energetische beschrijving
van longitudinale golven voldoet volledig aan de thermische energie�
vergelijking� Voor de beschrijving van buiggolven in Bernoulli�Euler
balken� werd een andere energievariabele gebruikt dan in �Nefske and
Sung ���� � de lokale energiedensiteit� gemiddeld in tijd en ruimte
	typisch over een halve gol�engte
� �Bouthier ���� veralgemeent dit
werk tot twee� en driedimensionale structuren � platen� membranen en
akoestische ruimtes� Hij onderzocht twee gevallen onafhankelijk � een
cilindrisch symmetrische oneindige plaat met een puntkracht en een
gedempte vlakke golfbenadering voor een eindige plaat� Enkel voor
dit laatste geval gelden de eenvoudige thermische energievergelijkin�
gen zoals gebruikt in EFEM� Het directe veld van een puntlast kan
niet voorspeld worden door EFEM� De EFEM vergelijkingen gelden
in twee� en driedimensionale structuren enkel voor een vlakke golfbe�
nadering die gerechtvaardigd is voor een di�uus� weerkaatste veld en
voor systemen met een verdeelde belasting� �Cho ���� bespreekt de
verdere uitbreiding naar gekoppelde structuren en de eindige elemen�
ten implementatie van de basisvergelijkingen� �Cho ���� plaatst een
extra koppelingselement tussen de knopen aan de koppeling van ba�
siscomponenten� Hij toont voorbeelden van EFEM toegepast op o�a�
een driedimensionale balkkoppeling en gekoppelde coplanaire dunne
platen� �Bitsie ���� bestudeert de toepassing van EFEM voor driedi�
mensionale akoestische ruimtes en de structureel�akoestische koppeling�
�Wang ����� ontwikkelt een trapsgewijs constante benadering van de
di�erenti�ele vergelijkingen onder de benaming EFEM� die de beste ei�
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genschappen van EFEM en SEA tracht te combineren� Hij bespreekt
ook de uitbreiding van EFEM voor orthotrope platen en presenteert
een experimentele validatiestudie met de voorspelling van het geluids�
niveau in een bestuurderscabine�

Een derde lijn van onderzoek die leidde naar essentieel dezelfde basis�
vergelijkingen is gesitueerd rond de onderzoeksgroep van Jezequel� Hun
initi�ele werk �Lase et al� ���� omvat een volledige beschrijving van de
propagatie van energie in structuren in termen van totale energieden�
siteit 	som van kinetische en potenti�ele energiedensiteit
 en Lagrange
energiedensiteit 	verschil van kinetische en potenti�ele energiedensiteit
�
Deze wiskundige beschrijving� onder de benaming algemene energie
methode 	general energy method GEM
� demonstreert de mogelijkheid
om trillingsproblemen zonder benaderingen op te lossen met behulp
van energiegrootheden� Door de complexiteit en de hoge orde van de
vergelijkingen biedt de methode op zich echter geen voordeel voor nu�
merieke berekeningen bij hoge frequenties� Dit voordeel is er wel bij de
vereenvoudigde energie methode 	simpli�ed energy method SEM
 die
kan worden afgeleid uit GEM door toepassing van een aantal benade�
ringen� bijvoorbeeld door enkel ruimtelijk gemiddelde componenten van
de energiedensiteit te beschouwen� Dit ruimtelijk middelen is� volgens
latere publicaties� equivalent met het verwaarlozen van de interactie
tussen de verschillende lopende golven� De SEM vergelijkingen voor
eendimensionale structuren zijn volledig equivalent aan EFEM� Voor
twee� en driedimensionale structuren tonen �Lase et al� ���� aan dat de
vergelijkingen kunnen toegepast worden bij een vlakke golfbenadering
met verwaarlozing van de interacties tussen de golven� Net zoals in
�Langley ����� stelt �Le Bot ���� dat de thermische analogie niet cor�
rect is voor problemen met sferische en cilindrische symmetrie� Bij een
puntlast voorspelt een thermische benadering een afname van de ener�
giedensiteit evenredig met �

p
r� terwijl een exacte analyse �r voor�

spelt� met r de afstand tot de puntlast� Volgens �Langley ���� geeft de
fout bij een thermische benadering aanleiding tot een onderschatting
van de energieniveaus dicht bij de excitatie en een overschatting ver
weg van de excitatie� �Le Bot ���� stelt een gecorrigeerde thermische
benadering voor die de afname met �r wel correct voorspelt en die
dus vooral nuttig is voor de beschrijving van het directe veld van een
puntlast� Latere publicaties van �Boucquillet et al� ���� en �Carcaterra
and Sestieri ����� besluiten echter dat berekeningsresultaten niet zeer
gevoelig zijn aan de doorgevoerde correcties en dat beide benadering�
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en 	al dan niet gecorrigeerde vergelijkingen
 betrouwbaar zijn onder
dezelfde voorwaarden als SEA�

Een laatste onderzoekslijn� zoals voorgesteld door �Thivant and
Guyader ������ bestudeert de intensiteit potentiaal benadering 	inten�
sity potential approach IPA
 voor geluidsvoortplanting bij hoge frequen�
ties� Om de problemen van de thermische benaderingen in het bepalen
van de di�usieco�e�ci�ent bij een akoestisch medium zonder interne dissi�
patieverliezen te vermijden� gebruikt IPA een andere energievariabele �
de potentiaal van de intensiteit� De oplossing van de vergelijkingen
met energierandvoorwaarden is de irrotationele component van de ac�
tive geluidsintensiteit� In het vrije veld ver van de akoestische bron en
obstakels kan het geluidsdrukniveau uit deze resultaten worden afge�
leid�

De volgende hoofdstukken bespreken de theoretische achtergrond van
EFEM� een aantal aspecten van de toepassing van EFEM voor prak�
tische problemen en het geldigheidsgebied van EFEM�

�� Theoretische achtergrond van EFEM in een
basiscomponent

�in

�diss
q

q

q

q

e

Figuur � � Di�erentieel volume met de verschillende termen
van de vergelijkingen voor energetisch evenwicht

De basisvergelijking in EFEM beschrijft de energiebalans van een dif�
ferentieel volume zoals voorgesteld in �guur �� De vergelijking van het
energetisch evenwicht is in stationaire toestand �

�in � �r � �q � �diss 	�
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Deze vergelijking drukt het evenwicht uit tussen het toegevoerd ver�
mogen van externe excitaties 	�in
� het intern gedissipeerde vermogen

	�diss
 en de energiestroom door de randen van het volume 	met �r� de
divergentie operator
� De volgende paragrafen bespreken de twee ter�
men in het rechterlid van de vergelijking � de interne energiedissipatie
en de energiestroom in functie van de energiedensiteit�

Interne energiedissipatie

De belangrijkste bronnen van interne energiedissipatie in een basiscom�
ponent zijn �

� interne materiaaldemping of interne demping in een akoestisch
�uidum

� akoestische afstralingsverliezen bij trillende structurele compo�
nenten

� verdeelde demping zoals dempende lagen op structurele compo�
nenten en absorberende wanden in akoestische caviteiten

� lokale demping in verbindingen zoals lassen en boutververbindin�
gen

Deze tekst bespreekt voornamelijk interne materiaaldemping gekarak�
teriseerd door een verliesfactor � vermits deze aanwezig is in alle EFEM
berekeningen� In een aantal gevallen kunnen ook andere types demping
beschreven worden met een verliesfactor� De verliesfactor � verschijnt
in de complexe elasticiteitsmodulus van een materiaal � Ec � E	� i�

en geeft een aanduiding van de energetische verliezen in het materiaal
per cyclus van de belasting 	hysteresis demping
�

Op tijdsgemiddelde basis en in de veronderstelling dat de kinetische en
potenti�ele trillingsenergie gelijkgesteld mogen worden� kan het gedissi�
peerde vermogen in een di�erentieel volume uitgedrukt worden als �

h�dissi � �� hei 	�


Hierbij duidt hi op een tijdsgemiddelde waarde en stelt � de radiale
frequentie voor�

De belangrijkste veronderstelling in de a�eiding is dat de kinetische
trillingsenergie gelijk is aan de potenti�ele trillingsenergie� Het is aan�
getoond dat deze veronderstelling aanvaardbaar is op hoge frequenties
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en wanneer de resultaten worden gemiddeld in een frequentiegebied�
Deze veronderstelling is ook beter voldaan voor meer gedempte struc�
turen� hoewel frequentiemiddeling het verschil verkleint tussen minder
of meer gedempte structuren� Deze veronderstelling in de basisverge�
lijkingen zal� zoals verder besproken� het geldigheidsgebied van EFEM
beperken�

Energiestroom in basiscomponenten

Deze paragraaf bespreekt de a�eiding van het verband tussen de ener�
giestroom �q en de energiedensiteit voor verschillende basiscomponen�
ten� Globaal volgen de a�eidingen voor de verschillende basiscompo�
nenten steeds hetzelfde schema� Uit de 	gedempte
 bewegingsvergelij�
kingen van de basiscomponent volgt de algemene uitdrukking van de
verplaatsingsvariabele	n
 als een som van golven en een uitdrukking
voor het golfgetal k en de golfsnelheid 	fasesnelheid c en groepsnelheid
cg
� Substitutie van deze verplaatsingsoplossing	en
 in de uitdrukkin�
gen van de totale energiedensiteit 	som van kinetische en potenti�ele
energiedensiteit
 en de energiestroom levert vergelijkingen voor de to�
tale energiedensiteit en de energiestroom als een som van termen over�
eenkomstig de verschillende aanwezige golven� Na toepassing van een
aantal benaderingen en veronderstellingen 	afhankelijk van het type
van de basiscomponent
 kan uit deze uitdrukkingen het volgende ver�
band worden afgeleid tussen de energiestroom en de energiedensiteit �

h�qi � � c�g
��

�rhei 	�


Hierbij is cg de groepsnelheid van de beschouwde golf� Dit verband is
analoog aan de wet van Fourier voor een thermisch conductieprobleem�
Deze vergelijking geldt voor ieder golftype dat aanwezig is in een basis�
component� EFEM veronderstelt dat golven van verschillende golftypes
binnen een basiscomponent onafhankelijk van elkaar bewegen en onder�
ling geen energie uitwisselen� Er is enkel uitwisseling van energie tussen
verschillende golftypes aan de koppeling tussen basiscomponenten 	zie
hoofdstuk �
�

In eendimensionale componenten kan de energiestroom geschreven wor�
den als een scalaire grootheid q 	in plaats van een vectori�ele grootheid

waarbij een positieve waarde overeenstemt met een voortplanting in
positieve x�richting volgens de aslijn van de component� De boven�
staande uitdrukking voor de energiestroom herleidt zich in het geval
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van een eendimensionale component tot �

hqi � � c�g
��

� hei
�x

	�


Voor 	niet dispersieve
 longitudinale golven en torsiegolven in een staaf
zijn enkel de veronderstellingen van een geringe demping 	�� 
 en het
gebruik van tijdsgemiddelde waarden noodzakelijk om de basisvergelij�
kingen af te leiden� Voor buiggolven in een 	dunne
 Bernouilli�Euler
balk moeten extra veronderstellingen gemaakt worden� Eerst worden
uit de algemene verplaatsingsoplossing enkel de termen weerhouden die
overeenkomen met het verre veld 	lopende golven
� De termen van het
nabije veld 	dalende exponenti�elen in functie van plaats
 worden ver�
waarloosd� Verder moet er ook ruimtelijk gemiddeld worden over een
halve gol�engte om de ruimtelijke harmonischen uit de oplossing weg
te �lteren� De EFEM oplossing voorspelt in dit geval dus ruimtelijk
gemiddelde waarden� Dit is equivalent met het verwaarlozen van de
interferenties tussen de verschillende aanwezige golven� Naast de be�
schrijving voor dunne balken bevat dit doctoraat ook de bespreking
voor dikke balken met koppeling tussen de bewegingsvergelijkingen
voor torsie en buiging� Hierbij worden de Timoshenko vergelijkingen
voor buiging toegepast� In het algemeen kunnen ook in dikke balken
vier types golven worden onderscheiden � een longitudinale� een 	over�
wegend
 torsie golf en twee 	overwegend
 buiggolven� De beschrijving
van deze golven is� behalve voor de longitudinale golven� nu gekoppeld�
Toch kunnen in dit geval ook de basisvergelijkingen van EFEM worden
toegepast voor ieder golftype individueel� mits a�eiding van de gepaste
groepsnelheid en onder dezelfde voorwaarden als voor buiggolven in
dunne balken�

Dit doctoraat bespreekt in detail de a�eiding in platen voor de ver�
plaatsingen in het vlak van de plaat met longitudinale en afschuifgol�
ven en voor de verplaatsingen uit het vlak van de plaat met buig�
golven voor zowel de dunne platen theorie 	Kirchho�
 als de dikke
platen theorie 	Mindlin
� In platen kunnen verschillende types gol�
ven voorkomen� waarbij vlakke golven en cilindrische golven de meest
voorkomende zijn� EFEM beschouwt in de oplossing enkel de vlakke
golven en veronderstelt dat deze een di�uus veld vormen waarbij elke
voortplantingsrichting van de golven even waarschijnlijk is� Voor de
verschillende beschouwde golftypes is telkens het ruimtelijk middelen
of de verwaarlozing van de interferenties tussen de golven noodzakelijk
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om het eenvoudige verband tussen energiestroom en energiedensiteit af
te leiden� Bij de buiggolven wordt� net zoals bij balken� enkel de verre
veld oplossing weerhouden in de verplaatsingsoplossing�

Ook in akoestische caviteiten kan bovenstaand verband tussen energie�
stroom en energiedensiteit worden opgesteld in de veronderstelling van
enkel vlakke golven 	geen sferische golven
 in de oplossing en door ruim�
telijk middelen in drie dimensies� Voor akoestische caviteiten moet in
EFEM ook steeds een verliesfactor verschillend van nul ingegeven wor�
den� waar deze in de meeste andere soorten akoestische analyse wordt
verwaarloosd� De interne verliesfactor is meestal immers klein� wat
aanleiding geeft tot een zeer hoge conductiecoe�e�ci�ent in de boven�
staande vergelijking en dus een zeer gelijkmatige ruimtelijke verdeling
van de energie�

Energievergelijking in basiscomponenten

Met de resultaten in de vorige paragrafen kan de energievergelijking
in een basiscomponent worden opgesteld� In de eerste paragraaf is het
verband tussen het gedissipeerde vermogen �diss en de tijdsgemiddelde
energiedensiteit e afgeleid �

h�dissi � �� hei

De tweede paragraaf geeft bij bepaalde benaderingen en veronderstel�
lingen een verband tussen de energiestroom h�qi en de energiedensiteit e
in een basiscomponent �

h�qi � � c�g
��

�rhei

Substitutie van de voorgaande vergelijkingen in de energiebalans 	ver�
gelijking 	�

 levert de fundamentele energievergelijking van EFEM
voor een basiscomponent �

h�ini � � c�g
��

r� hei� �� hei 	�


Deze vergelijking legt het verband tussen het toegevoerde vermogen
h�ini en de energiedensiteit hei en is geldig voor ieder golftype in de
verschillende soorten basiscomponenten met telkens de overeenkom�
stige groepsnelheid cg�
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De veronderstellingen en benaderingen in de a�eiding van deze basis�
vergelijking in EFEM zijn �

� Voor een hysteresis demping model moet de gelijkheid gelden
tussen de kinetische en de potenti�ele trillingsenergie op een tijds�
gemiddelde basis�

� De demping is laag� met de verliesfactor � veel kleiner dan �
� Enkel de verre veld termen worden beschouwd in de EFEM op�
lossing� Voor buiggolven in balken en platen worden de termen
van het nabije veld verwaarloosd�

� In platen en akoestische caviteiten zijn enkel vlakke golven be�
vat in de analyse� De oplossing bevat dus geen cilindrische en
sferische golven� zoals hoofdzakelijk aanwezig in bijvoorbeeld het
directe veld van een puntlast�

� EFEM veronderstelt dat energiegrootheden van verschillende gol�
ven lineair kunnen worden opgeteld voor de beschrijving van een
structuur met meerdere aanwezige golven� De interferentietermen
tussen de verschillende golven worden verwaarloosd�

De geldigheid van de veronderstellingen en benaderingen vormt een
beperking op het geldigheidsgebied van EFEM 	zie hoofdstuk �
�

�� Koppeling van basiscomponenten en eindige
elementen implementatie

Gekoppelde structuren

Complexe structuren kunnen beschreven worden als een samenbouw
of koppeling van meerdere basiscomponenten 	balken� platen����
� Lo�
pende golven in complexe systemen ervaren ter hoogte van koppelingen
veranderingen in materiaal� geometrische eigenschappen of ori�entatie�
Een invallende golf aan een koppeling zal in het algemeen gedeeltelijk
weerkaatst worden en gedeeltelijk doorlopen in de andere gekoppelde
componenten en dit eventueel in de vorm van andere golftypes� Aan
een koppeling is er dus interactie 	uitwisseling van energie
 tussen de
verschillende aanwezige golftypes�
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De vermogen transmissieco�e�c�enten beschrijven de uitwisseling van
energie aan koppelingen �

	inv�transm �
Qtransmissie

Qinvallend
�

Q�

Q�
	


met Qinvallend of Q
� het vermogen van de invallende golf aan de koppe�

ling en Qtransmissie of Q
� het vermogen van de weerkaatste of doorlo�

pende golf die wegpropageert van de koppeling� De eenheid van het ver�
mogen Q in deze de�nitie is afhankelijk van het type koppeling � voor
koppelingen in een punt �W�� voor lijnkoppelingen �W�m� 	vermogen
per lengte�eenheid van de koppeling
 en voor oppervlakte�koppelingen
�W�m�� 	vermogen per oppervlakte�eenheid van de koppeling
�

In het algemeen kunnen de vermogen transmissieco�e�c�enten tussen
alle mogelijke golftypes aan een koppeling gegroepeerd worden in een
transmissiematrix �	 � ����

��
Q��
Q��
���

���
�� �

	

� 	��� 	��� 
 
 

	��� 	��� 
 
 

���

���
� � �

�
�
���
��

Q�
�

Q�
�
���

���
�� 	�


Elke component in de transmissiematrix �	 � voldoet aan �

� � 	ij�ct �  	�


Voor een conservatieve koppeling 	geen energieverliezen ter hoogte van
de koppeling
 is de som van de transmissieco�e�c�enten over een kolom
van de transmissiematrix �	 � gelijk aan � De dimensie van de trans�
missiematrix �	 � is afhankelijk van het aantal mogelijke golftypes in alle
gekoppelde basiscomponenten samen� Voor bijvoorbeeld een koppeling
van nb balken heeft de transmissiematrix �	 � dimensie �nb ��nb vermits
er vier mogelijke golftypes zijn in elke balk� Figuur � toont de golftypes
voor een koppeling van twee balken�

In de literatuur bestaan er formules en algoritmes voor de berekening
van de transmissieco�e�c�enten voor bepaalde con�guraties van koppe�
lingen tussen o�a� balken� platen���� In het algemeen worden de formu�
les en algoritmes afgeleid voor koppelingen van half�oneindige structu�
ren en worden deze dan verondersteld gelijk te zijn aan de transmis�
sieco�e�c�enten voor koppelingen van eindige structuren� Deze veron�
derstelling is gerechtvaardigd op hoge frequenties waar de bijdrage van
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balk 

balk �

invallende golf�

long�
long��

tors� tors��

buigy� buigy��

buigz� buigz��

Figuur � � Koppeling van � balken

re�ecties aan het andere einde van de gekoppelde componenten kan
verwaarloosd worden ter hoogte van de koppeling�

Zoals reeds hoger vermeld� vormen de transmissieco�e�c�enten de ba�
sis voor de a�eiding van de energierelaties aan een koppeling� Dit
doctoraat geeft een uitvoerig overzicht van deze energierelaties aan de
koppelingen voor respectievelijk puntkoppelingen� lijnkoppelingen en
oppervlaktekoppelingen� De belangrijkste basisvergelijkingen in de af�
leidingen zijn �

� de de�nitie van de vermogen transmissieco�e�c�enten zoals in ver�
gelijking 	


� de lineaire optelling van de energiegrootheden aan de koppeling �
voor energiedensiteiten

e � e� � e� 	�


en energiestromen

�q � �q � � �q � 	�


� de berekening van de energiestroom van een golf als de groeps�
nelheid vermenigvuldigd met de energiedensiteit �

q� � cge
� en q� � cge

� 	�


De energierelaties aan de koppelingen drukken het verband uit tussen
de netto energiestroom van de verschillende golftypes aan de koppeling
en de energiedensiteit van ieder golftype aan de koppeling �

fQg � �J � feg 	�
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Hierbij kan de koppelingsmatrix �J � berekend worden als�

�J � � 	�I �� �	 �
 	�I � � �	 �
�� �P � 	�


met �	 � de transmissiematrix en �I � een eenheidsmatrix van dezelfde
dimensies als �	 �� De diagonaalmatrix �P � bevat een aantal fysische
eigenschappen die verschillen naargelang het type basiscomponent en
het type koppeling �

� puntkoppelingen

Een diagonaalelement
van �P � dat overeen�
stemt met een golf in
een balk is de groep�
snelheid cg� Voor een
golf in een plaat is dit het produkt van de groepsnelheid en de
omtrek van het contactoppervlak van de plaat met de puntkop�
peling cg�c� Voor een golf in een akoestische caviteit is het over�
eenkomstig diagonaalelement in �P � gelijk aan het produkt van
de groepsnelheid en de oppervlakte van het contactoppervlak van
de plaat met de puntkoppeling cgSc

� lijnkoppelingen

Een diagonaal element
van �P � dat overeen�
stemt met een golf in
een balk is gelijk aan
de groepsnelheid ge�
deeld door de lengte
van de lijnkoppeling cg�Lc� Voor een golf in een plaat is dit
de groepsnelheid cg en voor golf in een akoestische caviteit de
groepsnelheid vermenigvuldigd met de breedte van het contact�
oppervlak cghc�

� oppervlaktekoppelingen
Een diagonaal element van �P � dat overeenstemt met een golf in
een plaat is gelijk aan de groepsnelheid gedeeld door de opper�
vlakte van de koppeling cg�Sc en voor een golf in een akoestische
caviteit is dit de groepsnelheid cg
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De belangrijkste benaderingen en veronderstellingen in de a�ei�
ding van de energierelaties aan de koppeling van basiscomponenten zijn
	sommige identiek als bij de a�eiding van de energievergelijking in een
basiscomponent in hoofdstuk �
 �

� veronderstellingen in de 	analytische
 berekening van de trans�
missieco�e�c�enten zoals het gelijkstellen van de transmis�
sieco�e�c�enten voor koppelingen van eindige structuren met half�
oneindige structuren�

� de veronderstelling van een di�uus veld van golven in twee� en
driedimensionale componenten

� De veronderstelling dat energiegrootheden van verschillende gol�
ven lineair kunnen worden opgeteld� De interferentietermen tus�
sen de verschillende golven worden verwaarloosd�

Deze veronderstellingen beperken het geldigheidsgebied van EFEM 	zie
hoofdstuk �
�

De eindige elementen implementatie

Binnen basiscomponenten is de eindige elementen implementatie van
de energievergelijking voor ieder golftype voor de hand liggend ver�
mits deze basisvergelijking 	vergelijking 	�

 volledig analoog is aan
de vergelijking van een stationair thermisch probleem� De vrijheids�
graden zijn hier de energiedensiteit in een discreet aantal knopen� Via
de gewogen residu benadering kan voor ieder element in een basiscom�
ponent een elementmatrix berekend worden als �

�Ke� feei g � fQeg� fF eg 	�


met de vector feei g met de vrijheidsgraden� de energiedensiteiten eei van
de knopen i in element e� en

Ke
ij �

Z
�e

�
c�g
��

�rNi
�rNj � ��NiNj

�
d e 	��


Qe
i � �

Z
�e

Niqnd�
e 	�


F e
i �

Z
�e

Ni�ind 
e 	��
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Hierbij stellen Ni de vormfuncties voor� in praktische implementaties
meestal veeltermfuncties� en  e het fysisch domein van het element
met rand �e� De vector fF eg bevat de vermogentoevoer van externe
bronnen in de knopen� De elementen van de vector fQeg kunnen
ge�!nterpreteerd worden als de interne energiestroom vanuit naburige
elementen in de basiscomponent� De matrix �Ke� is de elementmatrix
die de energiestroom door het element beschrijft 	eerste term in de
integrand
 als ook de energiedissipatie 	tweede term in de integrand
�

Voor basiscomponenten met meerdere golftypes kunnen de element�
matrices voor ieder golftype eenvoudig gecombineerd worden tot �e�en
elementmatrix vermits er geen interactie is tussen de verschillende gol�
ven� De procedure van de assemblage van deze elementvergelijkingen
voor de verschillende elementen in een basiscomponent is volledig ge�
lijkaardig aan de procedure bij een klassieke eindige elementen imple�
mentatie� Binnen een basiscomponent is er immers continuiteit van de
vrijheidsgraden 	de energiedensiteit
 over de verschillende elementen
heen� En door de compatibiliteit van de energiestromen vervallen de
interne energiestromen tussen de elementen 	bijdragen vector fQeg
 in
de uiteindelijke matrixvergelijking voor de volledige structuur�

Aan de koppelingen tussen verschillende basiscomponenten is een bij�
zondere procedure nodig die verschilt van de klassieke assemblageproce�
dure vermits de energiedensiteit niet langer continu is� De behandeling
van koppelingen binnen EFEM gebeurt in twee stappen� Eerst worden
er extra knopen 	met vrijheidsgraden overeenkomstig het type basis�
component
 geplaatst ter hoogte van de koppeling om in iedere basis�
component een verschillend energieniveau te kunnen voorspellen� Ver�
volgens plaatst EFEM een speciaal koppelingselement tussen de knopen
aan de koppeling die de energiestromen en de energiedensiteiten met
elkaar relateert� gebaseerd op de beschrijving van koppelingen zoals in
de vorige paragraaf�

Het automatisch detecteren van koppelingen en plaatsen van extra
knopen is een belangrijke troef van EFEM omdat op deze wijze be�
staande 	klassieke
 eindige elementen modellen kunnen hergebruikt
worden voor een EFEM analyse� Knopen in een klassiek eindige ele�
menten model behoren tot een koppeling als er een verschil is in ma�
teriaalparameters� geometrische eigenschappen en�of ori�entatie van de
verschillende elementen die de knoop bevatten� Een correcte detectie
van koppelingen is belangrijk omdat foutieve besluiten kunnen leiden
tot singuliere en dus niet oplosbare EFEM vergelijkingen� Dit docto�
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raat bevat een uitvoerige beschrijving van de criteria voor een auto�
matisch algoritme voor deze detectie in het geval van puntkoppelingen
	�guur �
� lijnkoppelingen 	�guur �
 en oppervlaktekoppelingen�

fysische structuur klassiek FEM model EFEM model

koppelingselement

koppelingselement

Figuur � � Eindige elementen implementatie van puntkoppe�
lingen met EFEM

fysische structuur klassiek FEM model EFEM model

koppelings�
element

koppelingselement

Figuur � � Eindige elementen implementatie van lijnkoppe�
lingen met EFEM

De elementmatrix van een koppelingselement is voor een puntkoppeling
identiek aan de koppelingsmatrix �J � zoals afgeleid in de vorige para�
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graaf 	zie vergelijking 	�

� Voor koppelingselementen van lijnkoppe�
lingen en oppervlaktekoppelingen kunnen de overeenkomstige koppe�
lingsmatrices �J � niet onmiddellijk ingelast worden in de globale ma�
trixvergelijking� Bij lijnkoppelingen zijn de energierelaties aan de kop�
peling immers afgeleid voor energiestromen per lengte�eenheid langs
de koppelingslijn� Deze energiestromen worden gediscretiseerd over de
knopen langsheen de koppelingslijn� De expansie van de matrixverge�
lijking voor de koppeling naar de knopen aan de koppeling is eveneens
nodig bij oppervlaktekoppelingen� Dit doctoraat bespreekt de speci�
�eke uitdrukkingen voor deze expansies naar knoopniveau voor ver�
schillende types basiscomponenten aan de koppeling� Voor elk type
koppeling is de uiteindelijke toevoeging van de elementmatrix van het
koppelingselement volledig gelijkaardig aan de assemblage voor gewone
elementen�

Als besluit van dit hoofdstuk volgt nog het globale schema van een
praktische EFEM berekening �

� pre�processing
Opstellen van een eindige elementen model met knopen en ele�
menten 	bijvoorbeeld met een commercieel beschikbare eindige
elementen software
 met geometrische en materiaal eigenschap�
pen� belastingen 	vermogens
� randvoorwaarden� frequentiege�
bied����

�� detectie van koppelingen en toevoegen van extra knopen
Gebruik van automatische procedures voor de behandeling van
koppelingen van verschillende types�

�� assemblage van de systeemvergelijkingen

Berekening van de elementmatrices 	in dit doctoraat � balk� plaat
en akoestische elementen
 en de matrices van koppelingselemen�
ten 	in dit doctoraat � balk�balk� plaat�plaat en plaat�akoestisch

en de samenstelling van de globale systeemmatrix en de belas�
tingsvector�

�� oplossing van de systeem vergelijkingen naar de onbekende
energiedensiteiten in de knopen

�� post�processing
Visualisatie en interpretatie van de resultaten� Ook kunnen een
aantal afgeleide grootheden� zoals bijvoorbeeld de interne ener�
giestromen berekend worden�
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�� Toepassingen van EFEM

Experimentele validatie van EFEM voor een tweedimen�
sionale balkenstructuur

Figuur � toont een voorstelling van de tweedimensionale balkenstruc�
tuur die het onderwerp is van een eerste uitgebreide experimentele va�
lidatiestudie van EFEM in het kader van dit doctoraat� De balken
hebben een samengestelde structuur met relatief hoge materiaaldem�
ping� De massieve blok in het midden wordt onvervormbaar veron�
dersteld en doet dienst bij de ophanging van de structuur om vrij�vrij
randvoorwaarden te simuleren bij de experimentele validatie�

De teststructuur wordt ge�exciteerd door een elektro�magnetische sha�
ker in de hoek tussen balk � en � in �guur �� De excitatie loodrecht op
het vlak van de tweedimensionale balkenstructuur veroorzaakt buig�
golven en torsiegolven in de verschillende balken� Het optreden van
twee verschillende golftypes is interessant vermits de responsies voor
beide golftypes ook kunnen opgemeten worden� Hiertoe worden de
snelheden 	met een laser vibrometer
 of de versnellingen 	met accele�
rometers
 opgemeten in twee meetpunten over de breedte van de balk�
Het gemiddelde en het verschil van de meetresultaten in de twee meet�

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk
	

massa

�

mm

	

mm
�
mm

x

y

z

Aluminium

elastische tape

Figuur � � Tweedimensionale balkenstructuur in de experi�
mentele validatie studie van EFEM
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punten leveren informatie over de energieniveaus van respectievelijk de
buiggolven en de torsiegolven�

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk �

balk
	

massa

L�koppeling

T�koppeling

x

y

Figuur � � EFEM model van de tweedimensionale balkenstructuur

�guur � stelt het EFEM model van de balkenstructuur voor� De ver�
schillende parameters van het model 	geometrische eigenschappen� ma�
teriaal eigenschappen zoals een globale elasticiteitsmodulus� dempings�
niveaus����
 worden bepaald door voorafgaande metingen� De trans�
missieco�e�ci�enten worden analytisch berekend volgens de algoritmes
beschreven in �De Langhe ����� Het toegevoerde vermogen ter hoogte
van de shaker is gelijk aan het opgemeten ingaande vermogen�

Figuur � toont de resultaten voor de totale energiedensiteit 	som van
buiging en torsie
 in de buitenste balken 	balken  tot en met �
 in de
�� octaafband van ����Hz� De overeenkomst tussen de experimentele
waarden en de EFEM berekeningen is excellent� Uit de individuele
resultaten van de torsie� en de buigingsenergie blijkt ook dat EFEM
goed in staat is om de uitwisseling van energie tussen torsiegolven en
buiggolven in de L�koppelingen 	bijvoorbeeld tussen balken � en �
 te
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� � experimentele resultaten
� � � ruimtelijk gemiddelde experimentele resultaten
� � EFEM resultaten

Figuur � � Totale energiedensiteit in de tweedimensionale
balkenstructuur

voorspellen� De overeenkomst tussen de experimentele en de numerieke
resultaten is steeds het best in balken waar het beschouwde golftype
dominant is t�o�v� het andere golftype� In de balken  en � ver van de
excitatie wordt energie van de torsiegolven het nauwkeurigst voorspeld�
In de balken � en � kort bij de excitatie geldt dit voor de buigingse�
nergie� behalve in de onmiddellijke omgeving van de excitatie waar de
e�ecten van het nabije veld� die niet bevat zijn in de EFEM oplossing�
zichtbaar zijn in de experimentele resultaten� Appendix B geeft EFEM
resultaten met experimentele validatie in verschillende andere frequen�
tiebanden� Het besluit van deze experimentele validatiestudie is dat
de EFEM benadering met succes kan worden toegepast op deze hoog
gedempte balkenstructuur bij hoge frequenties�
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Transmissieco�e�ci�enten voor lijnkoppelingen van dikke

platen �Mindlin platen theorie�

E�en van de moeilijkste aspecten van een EFEM in de praktijk is de
voorspelling van de transmissieco�e�ci�enten voor koppelingen tussen
verschillende basiscomponenten� Dit doctoraat bespreekt de analyti�
sche berekening van de vermogen transmissieco�e�ci�enten voor het geval
van een lijnkoppeling tussen dikke platen� eventueel met een balk aan de
koppeling� Het rekenalgoritme is gebaseerd op de publicatie 	�Langley
and Heron ����
 voor de koppeling van dunne 	Kirchho�
 platen� De
dikke 	Mindlin
 platen theorie is echter meer geschikt op hoge frequen�
ties waar de e�ecten van de rotatie�inertie en de afschuifvervorming�
beiden verwaarloosd in de dunne platen theorie� belangrijk is� Het
beschreven rekenalgoritme op basis van de dikke platen theorie omvat
zowel de bewegingsvergelijkingen in het vlak van de plaat 	longitudinale
golven en afschuifgolven
 als deze uit het vlak van de plaat 	buiggol�
ven
� maar de a�eidingen in de tekst concentreren zich voornamelijk
op de beweging uit het vlak vermits het algoritme daarin verschilt van
�Langley and Heron ����� De kern van het algoritme is de uitdrukking
van de continuiteit van de verplaatsingen en het krachtenevenwicht aan
de koppeling� uitgaande van de bewegingsvergelijkingen van de platen
en de daaruit volgende beschrijving van de verschillende golftypes in de
platen� Uit de bijdragen van de verschillende golftypes aan de totale
respons in de verschillende platen 	en eventueel de balk
 kunnen trans�
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Figuur � � Transmissieco�e�ci�ent voor re�ectie van buiggolven
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missieco�e�ci�enten berekend worden voor iedere invallende golf in �e�en
van de gekoppelde platen onder een bepaalde invalshoek� Vermits in al�
gemene praktijktoepassingen de richting van invallende golven aan een
koppeling meestal niet gekend is� is de meest aanneembare veronder�
stelling in vele gevallen die van di�use inval van golven waarbij iedere
invalshoek even waarschijnlijk is� De di�use transmissieco�e�ci�enten
	diff kunnen berekend worden uit de transmissieco�e�ci�enten voor spe�
ci�eke invalshoeken �i �

	diff �


�

Z �

�
		�i
 sin �id�i 	��


Om het verschil in te schatten tussen transmissieco�e�cie�enten berekend
op basis van de dunne en de dikke platen theorie� bespreekt dit docto�
raat twee numerieke gevallenstudies van telkens twee identieke gekop�
peld platen� vast verbonden onder een rechte hoek� met al dan niet een
balk ter hoogte van de koppeling� Figuren � en � tonen resultaten van
de berekende re�ectieco�e�ci�ent van buiggolven voor gekoppelde platen
zonder een balk aan de koppeling� Figuur � toont het grillige verloop
van de re�ectieco�e�ci�ent in functie van de invalshoek aan de koppe�
ling op een vaste frequentie� evenals de di�use re�ectieco�e�ci�ent voor
de berekening op basis van de dunne 	Kirchho�
 en de dikke 	Mind�
lin
 platen theorie� Figuur � toont de frequentie afhankelijkheid van
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Figuur � � Di�use transmissieco�e�ci�ent voor re�ectie van
buiggolven
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de di�use re�ectieco�e�ci�enten voor beide platen theorie�en� De resul�
taten van beide theorie�en vallen ongeveer samen bij lage frequenties�
maar divergeren tot een paar percenten bij hogere frequenties� Voor
een nauwkeurige berekening van de transmissieco�e�ci�enten bij hoge
frequenties is de dikke platen theorie dus te verkiezen� Vermits in de
berekende gevallenstudies de verschillen echter relatief klein zijn� zul�
len de verschillen op de uiteindelijke resultaten van een EFEM of SEA
analyse wellicht zeer beperkt zijn� tenzij bij zeer hoge frequenties�

Experimentele validatie van EFEM voor de voorspelling
van het geluidsniveau in een dunwandige akoestische ca�
viteit

De beschrijving van akoestische caviteiten in EFEM is volledig analoog
aan de beschrijving van structurele componenten� De randvoorwaarden
en mogelijke belastingen omvatten �Bitsie ���� �

� intensiteit randvoorwaarden
Dit is gelijkaardig aan structurele problemen� In dit geval wordt
de loodrechte component Qn BC van de intensiteit 	energiestroom
per oppervlakte eenheid
 gespeci�ceerd �

�Q � �n � Qn BC 	��


� absorptie randvoorwaarden
Deze speci�eke randvoorwaarde bestaat enkel voor akoestische
elementen en speci�ceert een absorptie randvoorwaarde �

�Q � �n � �

�
c�eac 	��


met � de absorptieco�e�ci�ent 	Sabine theorie
� c� de gol�engte in
het �uidum en eac de akoestische energiedensiteit op de rand�

De absorptie randvoorwaarde geeft aanleiding tot een extra term
in de globale systeemmatrix �K� �

Ke
abs ij � �

Z
�e

�

�
c�NiNjd�

e 	��


met �e de oppervlakte van de rand van element e�
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De koppeling van een akoestisch element met een structurele compo�
nent 	in dit doctoraat enkel met plaatelementen
 kan beschouwd wor�
den als een derde type randvoorwaarde voor een akoestisch element�
EFEM beschrijft echter dit soort koppeling analoog aan de koppeling
van structurele componenten op basis van een speci�ek koppelingsele�
ment gebaseerd op de vermogen transmissieco�e�ci�enten� Deze trans�
missieco�e�ci�enten worden berekend in de veronderstelling van een dif�
fuus akoestisch golfveld en zijn een functie van de geometrisch en ma�
teriaal eigenschappen� als ook de afstraale�ci�entie van de structurele
component�

Een tweede experimentele validatiestudie die uitgevoerd is in het kader
van dit doctoraat handelt over de voorspelling van het geluidsniveau
in een dunwandige akoestische caviteit� In deze studie worden EFEM
resultaten vergeleken met predictieve SEA resultaten en experimentele
waarden� De teststructuur is een scheve kubusvormige structuur met
trapeziumvormige zijplaten uit verschillende soorten plexiglas 	�guur

� Om een vaste verbinding te bekomen zijn de platen aan elkaar
gelijmd�

X

Y

Z

top plaat

plaat A

plaat B

plaat C

plaat D

rubber

Figuur  � De teststructuur

De geometrische en materiaaleigenschappen van de verschillende platen
werden bepaald uit verschillende voorafgaande metingen� Om de ver�
liesfactoren 	energiedissipatie
 voor zowel EFEM als predictieve SEA
accuraat te kunnen inschatten� worden metingen verricht met expe�
rimentele SEA 	PIM methode
 op zowel de platen als de akoestische
caviteit zelf 	na assemblage van de platen
�
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lijnkoppeling

oppervlaktekoppeling

puntkoppeling
punt a

Pin

top plaat

plaat A

plaat B

plaat C plaat D

Figuur � � EFEM model van de teststructuur

Figuur � toont het EFEM model van de test structuur� Elke plaat
is onderverdeeld in � bij � elementen� Voor een berekening met klas�
sieke eindige elementen zou dit aantal veel hoger moeten zijn� De �guur
toont ook de verschillende types koppelingen in dit geval � oppervlakte�
koppelingen tussen plaatelementen en akoestische elementen en lijnkop�
pelingen tussen plaatelementen op de randen van de zijvlakken� Strikt
genomen moeten ook de puntkoppelingen aan de hoeken meegerekend
worden� Dit is echter niet gebeurd in dit doctoraat vermits ze ook niet
gemodelleerd zijn in het SEA model� zoals voorgesteld in �guur �� Dit
SEA model toont de subsystemen 	� platen en  akoestische caviteit

en de onderlinge verbindingen 	koppelingen
�

Figuur � � SEA model van de teststructuur
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Figuur � toont typische resultaten van de validatie studie � de ge�
middelde energieniveaus van de verschillende platen en de akoestische
caviteit� Zowel predictieve SEA als EFEM komen goed overeen met
de experimentele waarden� met een overschatting in de ge�exciteerde
plaat en een systematische onderschatting in de andere platen� Dit
verschijnsel is gerapporteerd in de literatuur 	zie �Langley ����
 en
kan verklaard worden door het verwaarlozen van het directe veld in de
EFEM oplossing� Voor het geval van EFEM kunnen ook de 	ruimtelijk
gemiddelde
 resultaten in individuele punten van een plaat vergeleken
worden met experimentele waarden� Dit is ook ge�!llustreerd in �guur
� aan de hand van twee punten van de top plaat � het excitatiepunt en
een punt in de buurt van de hoek van de top plaat 	punt a in �guur �
�
Het voorspellen van de 	ruimtelijk gemiddelde
 verdeling van energie
in de individuele platen is een groot voordeel van EFEM t�o�v� SEA
dat enkel �e�en globaal energieniveau per plaat voorspelt�

Figuur � � Totale energie in de top plaat en in plaat A

Figuur � � Energiedensiteit in � punten van de top plaat �
het excitatiepunt en punt a in �guur �
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�� Geldigheid van de EFEM benadering

De discussie over de geldigheid van EFEM start vanuit een aantal indi�
catoren uit de literatuur� Voor SEA bestaan er een aantal criteria geba�
seerd op modale eigenschappen van de structuur die het geldigheidsge�
bied van de methode bepalen� De belangrijkste indicatoren voor SEA
zijn het aantal eigenmodes in het beschouwde frequentiegebied 	mode
count N
 en de modale overlappingsfactor 	modal overlap factor MOF
�
Deze laatste geeft een aanduiding van de mate van overlapping van de
modes en is gede�nieerd als �

MOF � �n	�
� 	��


Hierbij is n	�
 de modale densiteit 	modes per rad�s
 en � de verlies�
factor�

�Fahy and Mohammed ���� stellen dat de onzekerheid op een SEA
voorspelling onaanvaardbaar hoog wordt wanneer de modale overlap�
pingsfactoren van de gekoppelde systemen kleiner is dan �e�en 	MOF 

� Op basis van numerieke testen met buiggolven in gekoppelde pla�
ten� stellen �Fahy and Mohammed ���� dat in het frequentiegebied
waarover de resultaten worden gemiddeld� er zich minimaal � gekop�
pelde eigenmodes moeten bevinden voor een stabiele beschrijving van
de koppelingen�

Publicaties over EFEM beschrijven de geldigheid van EFEM met een
aantal indicatoren in functie van golfparameters� gebaseerd op deduc�
tie vanuit experimentele resultaten 	zie �Gur et al� ����
 en vanuit
ervaring 	zie �Vlahopoulos et al� ����
� Deze criteria drukken uit dat
een structuur een minimaal aantal gol�engtes moet omvatten opdat de
benaderingen in EFEM aanvaardbaar zouden zijn� Een dimensieloze
golfparameter l is als volgt gede�nieerd �

l �
L

�
	��


met L een karakteristieke afmeting van de structuur en � de grootste
gol�engte van de aanwezige golven in de beschouwde frequentieband�
Vermits gol�engtes afnemen bij hogere frequenties� zal de dimensieloze
parameter l voor een speci�eke structuur toenemen bij hogere frequen�
ties�
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�Cho ���� bespreekt twee andere golfparameters voor het gedrag van
structuren � de dimensieloze golfgetal band 	non�dimensional wave�
number band
 "kL en de dimensieloze gedempte golfgetal band 	non�
dimensional damped wavenumber band
 �"kL met "k het verschil tus�
sen het hoogste en laagste golfgetal van de aanwezige golven in de be�
schouwde frequentieband� Zoals aangetoond in de tekst is er een direct
verband tussen deze parameters en de hoger gede�nieerde dimensieloze

golfparameter l�

De modale criteria voor SEA kunnen herschreven worden in een golf�
beschrijving op basis van de hoger gede�nieerde parameter l� Dit doc�
toraat bespreekt gol�engte criteria voor niet�dispersieve en dispersieve
golven in staven� balken en platen� Als voorbeeld worden hier de cri�
teria voor buiggolven in een plaat kort samengevat� maar analoge uit�
drukkingen gelden voor andere golftypes met andere numerieke waar�
den� Uit de uitdrukking voor de modale dichtheid n	�
 en de modale
overlappingsfactor MOF volgt dat het criterium MOF �  voor buig�
golven in een plaat te schrijven is als �

l �

r


��
	��


Uit dit resultaat volg dat voor buiggolven in een plaat de ondergrens
van het geldigheidsgebied van EFEM afhankelijk is van de verliesfactor
�� Het geldigheidsgebied zal vergroten voor hoger gedempte structuren�

Het criterium voor het aantal eigenmodes in de beschouwde frequen�
tieband 	N � �
 kan geschreven worden als �

l� �

s
�

�
�

�
p
�� � �� �
�� 	��


met l� de kleinste waarde van de gol�engte parameter l in het be�
schouwde frequentiegebied 	op de laagste frequentie
� Dit criterium
stelt een absolute ondergrens aan het geldigheidsgebied van EFEM� De
waarde in dit criterium komt zeer goed overeen met de gerapporteerde
waarde in �Gur et al� ����� �Gur et al� ���� gebruikt een dimensieloze
parameter met een licht andere de�nitie � de kleinste plaatafmeting
over de grootste gol�engte in het beschouwde frequentiegebied� Voor
de geldigheid van EFEM moet deze dimensieloze parameter groter zijn
dan �
��� Dit getal ligt zeer dicht bij het gol�engte criterium hierboven�
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Naast de theoretische a�eiding van de gol�engte criteria bespreekt dit
doctoraat ook uitgebreide gevallenstudies met platen en gekoppelde
platen met hysteresis demping om deze criteria te valideren en een
verklaring te zoeken voor de criteria in de basisveronderstellingen en
benaderingen in EFEM�

De gevallenstudies starten met het trillingsgedrag van �e�en enkele

plaat� Vermits er in dat geval geen koppelingen aanwezig zijn in het
model� vervallen ook alle veronderstellingen die hiermee gepaard gaan�
De belangrijkste veronderstellingen zijn in dit geval �i� de gelijkheid
van kinetische en potenti�ele energie 	nodig voor de basisvergelijking
van energiedissipatie
 en �ii� de invloed van het verwaarlozen van het
nabije veld en de interactietermen tussen de verschillende golven� De
eerste veronderstelling is de basis van de totale energiebalans van de
volledige plaat � het toegevoerde vermogen Pin moet gelijk zijn aan
het 	berekende
 gedissipeerde vermogen Pdiss� Dit gedissipeerde ver�
mogen moet theoretisch berekend worden aan de hand van de potenti�ele
energie� maar in EFEM wordt de totale energie gebruikt 	som van ki�
netische en potenti�ele energie
� De controle van de energiebalans 	met
de energiedissipatie berekend op basis van de totale energie
 geeft dus
dadelijk een indicatie van de geldigheid van de basisveronderstelling
van EFEM dat de kinetische en potenti�ele energie gelijk zijn� In het
geval van vierkante platen is voor verschillende afmetingen en verlies�
factoren � de verhouding berekend tussen het toegevoerde vermogen
Pin en het gedissipeerde vermogen Pdiss 	theoretisch dus gelijk aan 
�
Resultaat is een unieke functie van deze verhouding in functie van de
gol�engte parameter l� Voor platen met andere vormen 	bijvoorbeeld
rechthoekige platen en trapeziumvormige platen
 blijkt de verhouding
wel afhankelijk te zijn van de vorm 	bijvoorbeeld lengteverhouding bij
een rechthoekige plaat
 maar nog steeds niet van de dempingswaarde of

��� ��	 ��


���

�
��

excitatie
��� ��	 ��


���

�
�
 excitatie

Figuur � � Trapeziumvormige platen 	afmetingen in �m�
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Figuur � � Trapeziumvormige platen 	vormen zoals in �guur
�
� met � verschillende randvoorwaarden

de absolute afmetingen� Voor de trapeziumvormige platen als in �guur
� zijn twee verschillende de�nities vergeleken voor de karakteristieke
plaatafmeting in de de�nitie van de dimensieloze parameter l � de ge�
middelde plaat afmeting 	de vierkantswortel van de plaat oppervlakte
�

respectievelijk gelijk aan
p
�
�m� �� �
��m en �
�m en de kleinste plaat�

afmeting� respectievelijk �
�m en �
�m� De trapeziumvormige platen
zijn onderworpen aan twee verschillende randvoorwaarden � enkelvou�
dig opgelegde randen en volledige vrij� Figuur � toont de resultaten
voor de twee verschillende de�nities van de karakteristieke afmeting
van de plaat� Het gebruik van de kleinste plaatafmeting in de de�nitie
van de dimensieloze parameter l blijkt geschikter dan de gemiddelde
plaatafmeting� Het besluit uit de verschillende resultaten is dat een
verklaring voor een gol�engte criterium als in vergelijking 	��
 kan ge�
vonden worden in het gelijkstellen van kinetische en potenti�ele energie�

De voorspelling van de ruimtelijke verdeling van de energiedensiteit
in een plaat is een belangrijk voordeel van EFEM ten opzichte van
SEA� De vlakke golf benadering en het verwaarlozen van de nabije
veld termen en de interactietermen tussen de verschillende golven in
de a�eidingen van EFEM kunnen een invloed hebben op de voorspelde
ruimtelijk gemiddelde verdeling van de energiedensiteit� Uit testen op
rechthoekige en trapeziumvormige platen blijkt dat er een systemati�
sche overschatting is van het energieniveau ter hoogte van de excitatie
en een systematische onderschatting ver van de excitatie� Dit kan ver�
klaard worden door de vlakke golf benadering of het verwaarlozen van
cilindrische golven in de EFEM oplossing �Langley ����� Dit veroor�
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zaakt een fout in het directe veld 	veld van de excitatie voor de eerste
re�ectie
� Deze fout plant zich voort in de hoeveelheid energie die ge�
transporteerd wordt naar het gere�ecteerde veld� met als resultaat een
te homogene voorspelling van de energiedensiteit� Uit de verschillende
gevallenstudies blijkt ook dat de verliesfactor � en de frequentie een
belangrijke invloed hebben op de nauwkeurigheid van de voorspelling
van de ruimtelijke verdeling � er is een betere overeenkomst op hogere
frequenties en bij meer gedempte structuren� Dit komt kwalitatief over�
een met het gol�engte criterium als in vergelijking 	��
� Ter illustratie
toont �guur � de ruimtelijke energieverdeling voor een gunstig geval
met hoge verliesfactor � op een hoge frequentie�
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Figuur � � Ruimtelijke verdeling van de energiedensiteit in
een opgelegde plaat� vergelijking tussen modale
superpositie� EFEM en SEA resultaten

De conclusies voor �e�en plaat kunnen uitgebreid worden naar gekop�
pelde platen� Zoals bij niet gekoppelde platen� zal de totale energie�
balans een aanwijzing geven over de geldigheid van de veronderstelling
dat kinetische en potenti�ele energie mogen worden gelijkgesteld� Drie
verschillende numerieke gevallenstudies zijn uitgebreid behandeld in
dit doctoraat � �i� twee gekoppelde platen onder een hoek van ����
�ii� twee gekoppelde platen onder een recht hoek 	���
 en �iii� een
bepaalde con�guratie met drie gekoppelde platen� De resultaten zijn
afhankelijk van de 	uniforme
 verliesfactor � maar niet van de absolute
afmetingen van de platen� Figuur � toont de resultaten voor de eerste
con�guratie� De resultaten voor de twee andere con�guraties zijn zeer
gelijkaardig� Figuur � toont aan dat bij gekoppelde platen� net zoals
bij een enkele plaat� het gol�engte criterium als in vergelijking 	��
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kan verklaard worden in het gelijkstellen van kinetische en potenti�ele
energie� De waarde l �� �
� als grens voor de geldigheid van de benade�
ring blijkt zeer goed overeen te komen met de theoretische waarde als
afgeleid uit het SEA criterium 	zie vergelijking 	��

 en met de waarde
in �Gur et al� �����
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Figuur � � Twee gekoppelde platen onder een hoek van ���

De ruimtelijke verdeling van de energie bij gekoppelde platen is onder�
zocht in twee stappen � �i� de globale energieniveaus van de platen in
hun geheel en �ii� de energieverdeling binnen de verschillende platen�
Tabel  vergelijkt de globale energieresultaten in de twee gekoppelde
platen onder een hoek van ��� opgesplitst tussen buiggolven en gol�
ven in het vlak van de plaat� De tabel geeft de resultaten weer op een
frequentie waar het criterium l � �
� ruimschoots is voldaan 	l �� �
 en
voor een verliesfactor � � �#� De tabel vergelijkt een klassieke FEM
oplossing� met EFEM resultaten� met analytische SEA resultaten uit
een berekening met dezelfde transmissieco�e�ci�enten als in EFEM en

FEM EFEM SEA SEADS

energiedensiteit buiggolven �J�m��
plaat � ����� ���� ����� ���� ���	� ���� ���	� ����

plaat � 
���� ���� ����� ���� ���	� ���� ����� ����

energiedensiteit longitudinale golven en afschuifgolven �J�m��
plaat � 
���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����
 ����

plaat � ���� ���� ����� ���� ��	� ����� ���� ����

Tabel  � Globale energieniveaus van de twee gekoppelde
platen onder een hoek van ���
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met SEA resultaten van het commercieel software pakket SEADS v����

Uit deze resultaten volgt duidelijk dat EFEM een goede voorspelling
geeft van de energieverdeling over de twee platen met een onderschat�
ting in de plaat met de excitatie 	plaat 
 en een overschatting in de
andere plaat� Deze laatste vaststelling geldt ook voor de ruimtelijke
verdeling van de energiedensiteit binnen de gekoppelde platen� net zo�
als bij een individuele plaat� En ook net zoals bij een individuele plaat
komen de invloed van de frequentie en de verliesfactor � kwalitatief
overeen met het gol�engte criterium als in vergelijking 	��
�

�� Algemeen besluit

Dit doctoraat handelt over de modellering van vibro�akoestisch gedrag
op hoge frequenties met behulp van de energie eindige elementen me�
thode 	EFEM
� De belangrijkste voordelen ten opzichte van het meer
verspreide en toegepaste SEA zijn het gebruik van een conventionele
beschrijving van het model� gelijkaardig aan de traditionele eindige ele�
menten methode� en het modelleren van de ruimtelijke verdeling van
de trillingsenergie in de structuur met het behoud van de lage bereke�
ningskost van SEA�

Hoofdstukken � en � bevatten een grondige beschrijving van de theore�
tische achtergrond van EFEM voor complexe structuren samengesteld
uit een aantal basiscomponenten� Dit doctoraat vult een aantal hiaten
in de basistheorie � de a�eiding van de basis energievergelijking voor
bepaalde golftypes in basiscomponenten 	bijvoorbeeld golven in dikke
balken en een volledige beschrijving van platen met beweging in en uit
het vlak
� een algemene beschrijving van koppelingen���� Ook geeft dit
doctoraat een aanduiding van de voornaamste stappen in de praktische
implementatie van de methode�
In de a�eidingen van de basisvergelijkingen ligt de klemtoon op de ver�
schillende benaderingen en veronderstellingen die nodig zijn om tot de
relatief eenvoudige energievergelijkingen te komen� Afhankelijk van het
type van de basiscomponent� veronderstelt EFEM dat er enkel vlakke
golven dienen meegerekend te worden� dat de bijdrage van de nabije
veld termen te verwaarlozen zijn� dat er geen interactie is tussen de aan�
wezige golven in een basiscomponent 	enkel aan koppelingen
���� Deze
veronderstellingen en benaderingen geven aanleiding tot beperkingen
op het geldigheidsgebied van EFEM zoals besproken in hoofdstuk ��
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Dit doctoraat beschrijft een aantal aspecten van de toepassing van
EFEM 	eerste deel van de titel
� De voornaamste bijdrage zijn twee
gevallenstudies met experimentele validatie� Een eerste gevallenstudie
bestudeert de koppeling van verschillende types golven in een samen�
gestelde tweedimensionale balkenstructuur met relatief hoge demping�
De uitwisseling van energie tussen de aanwezige buiggolven en torsie�
golven wordt goed voorspeld en experimenteel geveri�eerd� Een tweede
gevallenstudie bespreekt de voorspelling van het geluidsniveau in een
dunwandige akoestische caviteit� Deze gevallenstudie illustreert zeer
duidelijk het verschil tussen een EFEM model� dat meer lijkt op de
fysische structuur� en een SEA model� Ook toont deze gevallenstudie
aan dat EFEM in staat is om de ruimtelijke verdeling van de energie
te voorspellen� in tegenstelling tot SEA� In de beide gevallenstudies is
er een zeer goede overeenkomst tussen de EFEM resultaten en de ex�
perimentele waarden�
Een ander aspect van de toepassing van EFEM dat toegelicht wordt
in dit doctoraat is de analytische berekening van de transmis�
sieco�e�ci�enten voor de beschrijving van koppelingen� Hoofdstuk � be�
vat de uitbreiding van het algoritme voor de analytische berekening
van transmissieco�e�ci�enten van gekoppelde platen voor koppelingen
van dikke 	Mindlin
 platen�

De bespreking van de geldigheid van EFEM 	tweede deel in de titel
van dit doctoraat
 resulteert in twee gol�engte criteria� Deze gol�engte
criteria worden uitgedrukt met behulp van een niet�dimensionele golf�
lengte parameter l� die aangeeft hoeveel gol�engten een component
omvat� Vermits gol�engtes afnemen bij hogere frequenties� zal de niet�
dimensionele gol�engte parameter l toenemen met de frequentie� Een
eerste criterium geeft aan dat de laagste frequentielimiet van het geldig�
heidsgebied van EFEM afneemt met toenemende demping� Het tweede
criterium stelt dat de niet�dimensionele gol�engte parameter l ook een
absolute ondergrens heeft� Deze grens is berekend voor verschillende
golftypes voor het geval van frequentiemiddeling in �� octaafbanden�
Een fundamentele verklaring voor de gol�engte criteria kan gevonden
worden in de veronderstellingen en benaderingen in de a�eiding van
de basisvergelijkingen van EFEM� Dit blijkt uit een uitgebreide nume�
rieke studie met platen en gekoppelde platen waarbij de verschillende
veronderstellingen en benaderingen systematisch zijn onderzocht en in
verband gebracht zijn met de gol�engte criteria�
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In het algemeen kan gesteld worden dat EFEM een veelbelovende
techniek is voor de voorspelling van het dynamisch gedrag van vibro�
akoestische structuren op hoge frequenties� De implementatie met ein�
dige elementen� het relatief kleine aantal nodige elementen op hoge fre�
quenties en het gebruik van een gelijkaardige database als in klassieke
FEM� maakt van EFEM een aantrekkelijke� krachtige en gebruiksvrien�
delijke predictieve techniek op hoge frequenties�

Het belangrijkste struikelblok in praktische toepassingen met EFEM is
een betrouwbare voorspelling van de transmissieco�e��enten� Dit zal een
belangrijk onderwerp blijven in toekomstig onderzoek over EFEM� Een
voordeel hierbij is dat a�eidingen van algoritmes voor de berekening van
transmissieco�e�ci�enten ook belangrijk zijn voor de berekening van de
koppelingsfactoren in SEA�

Op heden is er een consensus over de geldigheid van EFEM indien
voldaan is aan bepaalde� redelijk vergaande veronderstellingen� Een
belangrijke uitdaging in verder onderzoek is het vertrouwen in de me�
thode te versterken door de studie van nieuwe realistische toepassingen�
Vooral een goede schatting van de betrouwbaarheidsniveaus van de
EFEM resultaten is belangrijk om tot duidelijke� objectieve criteria te
komen voor de algemene toepasbaarheid van EFEM voor verschillende
vibro�akoestische problemen�

Een andere richting voor toekomstig onderzoek is de uitbreiding van
de methode naar lagere frequenties 	het mid frequentiegebied
� De
ontwikkeling van hybride methodes die EFEM combineren met deter�
ministische methodes die meer geschikt zijn op lagere frequenties lijkt
zeer veelbelovend vermits de basisbeschrijving van EFEM gelijkaardig
is aan die van klassieke FEM� De uitbreiding naar het mid frequentie�
gebied opent nieuwe perspectieven voor de algemene aanvaarding van
de hoog frequente methode�



Symbols

D � plate bending sti�ness �Nm�

Dc � complex plate bending sti�ness �Nm�

E � elasticity modulus �N�m��

Ec � complex elasticity modulus �N�m��

Ei � total energy of subsystem i 	SEA
 �J�

Fi � force in i�direction� i�x�y�z �N�

G � shear modulus �N�m��

Gc � complex shear modulus �N�m��

Ix � torsional moment of inertia 	polar mo�
ment


�m
�

Ii � area moment of inertia around i�axis�
i�y�z

�m
�

J � torsional constant �m
�

L � length �m�

Mi � moment around i�axis� i�x�y�z �Nm�

MOF � modal overlap factor �Nm�

N � number of modes ���

P � power �W�

Q � net energy �ow or power at a coupling �see section ������

S � 	section
 area �m��

T � period of time �s�

T � temperature �� C�

c � phase velocity �m�s�

cg � group velocity �m�s�

xlv
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e � energy density �see table ����

f � frequency �Hz�

fi � external body force in i�direction� i�x�y�z �N�m�

h � plate thickness �m�

ht � thermal conduction coe�cient �W�� Cm� �

i � imaginary unit ���

k � wavenumber ���m�

l � wavelength parameter ���

mi � external body moment around i�axis�
i�x�y�z

�Nm�m�

n � modal density �s�

p � pressure �Pa�

�q � energy �ow vector �see table ����

�qt � thermal heat �ow vector �W�m��

t � time �s�

ui � displacement in i�direction� i�x�y�z �m�

vi � particle velocity in i�direction� i�x�y�z
	acoustic media


�m�s�

w � weighting function ���

ys� zs � o�sets of shear centre with respect to the
centre of gravity

�m�

� � perimeter or boundary of a domain �m�

� � absorption coe�cient 	Sabine room acous�
tics model


���

�t � thermal conduction coe�cient �W�m� C�

�i � internal loss factor of subsystem i 	SEA
 ���

�ij � coupling loss factor between subsystems i
and j 	SEA


���

� � strain ���

� � loss factor ���

�i � rotation around i�axis� i�x�y�z �rad�

� � shear correction factor 	plates
 ���

�y � �z � shear coe�cient 	beams
 ���

� � wavelength �m�

� � Poisson ratio ���

� � power �see table ����
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� � mass density �kg�m��

�rad � radiation e�ciency ���

	i�j � power transmission coe�cient 	power ra�
tio j over i



���

	R � relaxation time �s�

� � pulsation� circular frequency �rad�s�

�r � gradient vector

r� � Laplace operator
� 
 
 
 � real part
	 
 
 
 � imaginary part
h
 
 
i � time averaged quantity



 � spatial averaged quantity

 
 
� � complex conjugate

 
 
ff � quantity if only far �eld components are considered


 
 
� � quantity related to a wave propagating in positive
direction 	at couplings � incident wave



 
 
� � quantity related to a wave propagating in negative
direction 	at couplings � away from the coupling
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Introduction

��� Modelling of vibrational behaviour

Ever growing consumers� expectations and increasingly stringent gov�
ernment regulations force engineers and manufacturers to reduce noise
and vibration levels in industrial products� In fact� noise and vibra�
tional levels are an important aspect of the perceived quality of trans�
port vehicles 	automobiles� airplanes� ships����
� as well as household
appliances 	dish washers� refrigerators����
 and industrial machinery
	milling machines� presses����
� The requirement of more quiet products
is often in con�ict with other design criteria such as competitive market
prices� increasing power of products� higher energetic e�ciency����

In this context� reliable noise and vibration prediction tools are essen�
tial to incorporate noise and vibration analysis in the early stages of
the design� To e�ciently reduce the level of the vibrations and the
radiated sound �eld� it is important to identify the vibrational trans�
mission paths in the structure by predictive tools� In later stages of
the development process of industrial products� prototype tests usu�
ally provide actual values of the noise and vibration levels� Since in
general prototypes are 	very
 expensive and prototype testing is 	very

time consuming� there is an urgent need for accurate and reliable pre�
dictions of the noise and vibration levels in the early design stages
of industrial products� This dissertation focuses on the development
and optimization of predictive tools for noise and vibration in the high
frequency range�
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At present� no single tool can provide accurate and reliable noise and
vibration predictions in the entire audible frequency range from about
��Hz to �����Hz� The �nite element method 	FEM
 and boundary
element method 	BEM
 are the most conventional predictive tools and
are widely used in the low frequency range to predict the dynamic
structural behaviour of complex built�up structures � the �rst natural
frequencies� mode shapes and response levels� FEM and BEM are
deterministic methods for which all parameters of the structure must
be known accurately� The methods predict results at discrete locations�
at discrete frequencies and at discrete moments in time� FEM and BEM
have a good performance in the low frequency range� As an example�
a vibro�acoustic �nite element analysis of an automotive vehicle can be
used to identify the fundamental natural frequencies and mode shapes
up to ���Hz �Lim and Steyer �����

However theoretically correct� the deterministic methods have some
de�ciencies at higher frequencies because of the shorter wavelengths
and the higher modal density� Due to the high modal density and high
modal overlap at high frequencies� several modes contribute signi��
cantly to the total response at any one frequency� As the wave length
decreases with frequency� the number of elements in FEM must be in�
creased with frequency� This makes the methods at high frequencies
costly in terms of CPU and memory resources� modelling work and
postprocessing time�

In contrast to the computational problems that can be overcome with
bigger� more powerful computers and more manpower� some other typ�
ical problems exist for high frequency calculations that cannot easily be
solved� One of the major motivations why deterministic methods are
no longer e�ective beyond a certain frequency range� is the sensitivity
of the response at high frequencies to small variations in component
properties and assembly tolerances� At high frequencies� the determin�
istic predictions become increasingly dependent on the accuracy of the
modelling of small structural details such as couplings and boundary
conditions� On top of that� no matter with how much detail a model
is built� any physical realization will di�er in detail from an idealized
model� Consequently� it is unrealistic to attempt to predict detailed
frequency response functions at speci�c locations on real systems with
good accuracy at higher frequencies�

At high frequencies some new tools are developed� which predict the
average or smoothed dynamic behaviour in a statistical way� At
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present� statistical energy analysis 	SEA
 is a widely accepted� the�
oretical framework for the analysis of the dynamic response of complex
systems in the high frequency range 	for more details� see section ���
�
The primary variable in SEA is vibrational energy� rather than displace�
ment or acceleration� Complex vibro�acoustic systems are modelled as
a composition of subsystems of similar modes� SEA parameters de�
scribe the ability of subsystems to store energy 	modal density
� to dis�
sipate energy 	internal loss factor
 and to transfer energy 	coupling loss
factors
� SEA provides information about the lumped energy stored in
each subsystem� However� no information is available on the spatial
variation of the energy within a subsystem� Alternative methods try
to overcome this de�ciency of SEA�

An overview of alternative formulations to SEA can be found in chapter
� with the literature overview� Like predictive SEA� these alternative
methods predict mechanical energy as basic variable based on energy
equilibrium equations� but where SEA uses macro subsystems� these
methods use in�nitesimal structural or acoustic subsystems� Since the
basic energy di�erential equations are formally equivalent to the ba�
sic static heat conduction equations� these alternative methods are re�
ferred to as vibrational conductivity approaches or thermal approaches�
Because of the di�erential description� these methods can predict the
	smoothed
 spatial variation of the mechanical energy in the structure�
The methods are able to model local e�ects such as localized power
inputs and local damping treatments�

This dissertation focuses on the energy �nite element method 	EFEM

as originally developed by Bernhard et al� In EFEM� the energy distri�
bution and the energy �ow of the di�erent waves are predicted in some
basic components like beams� plates� acoustic cavities���� As stated be�
fore� the energy di�erential equations in these basic components are
conceptually similar to the equations of static heat �ow� A major ad�
vantage of this similarity with thermal problems is that the energy
distribution and energy �ow within the basic components can easily
be computed with readily available �nite element codes for thermal
computations� Because of the �nite element formulation� the database
for these methods is similar to the database needed for a conventional
	low frequency
 FEM calculation� In this way� a low frequency analysis
by means of FEM can be easily extended to an analysis in higher fre�
quency bands� This is a big advantage over SEA since SEA needs �i�
a not�straightforward process of dividing a complex system into sub�
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systems and �ii� the derivation of a completely di�erent database with
SEA parameters�

��� Motivation and overview of the disserta	
tion

Although the number of publications on applications of EFEM is grow�
ing� only few theoretical considerations can be found on the applica�
bility� accuracy� ease�of�use and robustness of this predictive tool� Re�
cent publications on EFEM show some practical applications in which
EFEM is successfully applied and experimentally validated for spot�
welded joints �Vlahopoulos and Zhao ����� EFEM applied to a heavy
equipment cabin �Wang and Bernhard ����� marine application of
EFEM �Vlahopoulos et al� ����� beam assemblies and sound transmis�
sion �Gur et al� �������� This dissertation contributes to the complete
description of EFEM and discusses several relevant examples of the
application of the method with experimental validation�

In fundamental studies in literature� several authors demonstrate that
the exact equation of the energy �ow in structures can not be mod�
elled directly by means of a thermal �ow analogy� In the derivation of
EFEM� several assumptions and approximations are made which limit
the applicability region of EFEM� Most of the assumptions are similar
to the basic assumptions for SEA� One of the main objectives of this
dissertation is to identify the e�ect of the assumptions and approxima�
tions of EFEM on the validity region of the method�

The speci�c contributions of this dissertation to the EFEM approach
are pointed out in the following overview of the dissertation�

Chapter � starts with a survey of the literature on high frequency
modelling tools� Main focus is on the statistical energy analysis 	SEA

because SEA is at present the most established method for high fre�
quency analyses� In this dissertation SEA is often used as a basis of
comparison for EFEM� This chapter also discusses the main aspects of
and the relations between the di�erent alternative tools to SEA�

Chapter � gives a full description of the derivation of the energy equa�
tions of EFEM for basic structures with emphasis on the di�erent as�
sumptions and approximations that are needed to derive the simple
energy di�erential equations� Besides a clear overview of the di�erent
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assumptions and approximations in the derivations� the main contribu�
tions in this chapter are the full description of coupled waves in 	thick

beams and the derivation for in�plane waves in plates and �exural waves
in thick plates�

In chapter �� the coupling relationships are described in full detail
which results in some additions to the derivations of �Cho ���� and
�Bitsie ����� Especially in comparison to the latter� some di�erent
equations for the description of the vibro�acoustic coupling of plates
and acoustic cavities are derived� Again� emphasis is on the assump�
tions and approximations in the coupling description� This chapter
also contains a discussion of the practical implementation with �nite
elements� e�g� the algorithms to automatically detect and multiply the
nodes at the couplings�

Chapter � discusses applications of EFEM with experimental valida�
tion� An important contribution in these examples is the choice of
applications in which several wave types are present in the structure�
e�g� torsional and �exural waves in a frame of beams� The example
of the interior noise prediction in a thin walled cavity validates the
vibro�acoustic coupling description between plates and acoustic cavi�
ties� This chapter also discusses some contribution to the implementa�
tion of EFEM for speci�c applications� e�g� the derivation of the power
transmission coe�cients of coupled thick plates�

Chapter � gives a fundamental explanation of the validity of EFEM
based on the di�erent assumptions and approximations in the deriva�
tion of EFEM� A wavelength criterion is derived that expresses the
validity limits of the method� The case of plates and coupled plates is
studied in more detail and numerically validated�

Chapter � summarizes the main conclusions of the dissertation�
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State�of�the�Art in high

frequency modelling

��� Introduction

During the last decades� the research on high frequency vibro�acoustic
behaviour of complex systems has received considerable interest� This
chapter gives an overview of the methods for predictive modelling of dy�
namic behaviour at frequencies well above the fundamental frequencies
of structures� The previous chapter brie�y discusses some de�ciencies
of classical deterministic tools like the �nite element method 	FEM

and the boundary element method 	BEM
 at higher frequencies where
the modal overlap is high and the model parameters are very sensitive
to small changes in geometrical or material properties�

The �rst section focuses on the statistical energy analysis 	SEA
 which
is� at present� by far the most established and widely accepted theo�
retical framework for the study of high frequency dynamic behaviour�
SEA describes the average 	or ensemble mean
 response of a popula�
tion of structures� Complex structures� like cars or ships� are modelled
as assemblages of discrete subsystems that receive� dissipate and trans�
fer vibrational energy� Since the size of SEA models is not related to
the excited wavelengths� but only to the number of subsystems� the
solutions of SEA models can be done� even at high frequencies� at low
computational cost� However� a major drawback of SEA is the di�culty
in establishing an appropriate SEA model � the choice of subsystems�

�
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the evaluation of the input parameters 	coupling loss factors� internal
loss factors� modal densities� power inputs
���� In this dissertation� SEA
is frequently used as a basis for comparison of the energy �nite element
method 	EFEM
 with respect to the assumptions and approximations
in the derivations of the basic equations� the ease�of�use in practical
applications� the accuracy and robustness of the results����

Section ��� discusses some more recent methods that try to overcome
some limitations of SEA by providing solutions of higher informative
content� Especially the lack of spatial information of the response of
SEA is tackled� while keeping the advantage of low computational cost
of SEA� The methods that are described in this section are� like SEA�
based on energy variables and can be considered as a di�erential formu�
lation of SEA� In literature� several investigations with di�erent moti�
vations and approaches can be found that lead to essentially the same
type of equations� grouped under the name vibrational conductivity ap�
proaches� This section gives an overview of the di�erent approaches
and discusses some links and di�erences between the approaches� The
remainder of this dissertation focuses on the EFEM approach which is
described in more detail in the next chapters�

The last section brie�y discusses an alternative method for high fre�
quency modelling that is not based on an energy description� It also
contains a discussion of some recent attempts to build hybrid models
that combine high frequency methods with deterministic low frequency
methods to �ll the gap of the mid frequency domain where neither
method is valid as such�

��� Statistical energy analysis 
SEA�

This section �rst discusses an overview of the fundamental equations
of SEA� Two basic hypotheses express the energy dissipation within
subsystems and the energy exchange between subsystems in terms of
a lumped energy variable� The expression of the energy balance of
each subsystem constitutes the basic SEA equation� The second para�
graph discusses the underlying assumptions related to the basic SEA
hypotheses and the implications and limitations of these assumptions
on the appropriate de�nition of an SEA model in practical applications�
e�g� the choice of the subsystems� the de�nition of sources���� The last
paragraph brie�y presents some recent enhancements of SEA that try
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to relax some of the most stringent limitations of classical SEA for
practical applications�

����	 Overview of SEA

Statistical energy analysis 	SEA
 �Lyon and DeJong ���� Craik ����
De Langhe ���� is a framework to describe the high frequency dynamic
behaviour of complex structural and�or acoustic systems� The global
response descriptor in SEA is the time averaged vibrational energy
	mostly only kinetic energy
� The advantage of using energy as the
main descriptor is that it can be evaluated from the conservation of
energy principle that relates the power input	s
 and the energy via
damping parameters and energy �ow parameters of the system�

SEA models a vibro�acoustic system as an assembly of subsystems�
where a subsystem is de�ned as a group of modes with similar energetic
properties� In the next paragraph ������ more details can be found on
the proper choice of subsystems based on the fundamental assumptions
of SEA� The basic variables in SEA are the lumped energy of each
subsystem and the input power	s
 to the excited subsystems� In the
SEA model� a subsystem is connected or coupled to one or more of
the other subsystems� A coupling between subsystems implies that the
subsystems can exchange energy�

In SEA it is� in general� not possible to predict the response in a single
frequency at a single point on a single structure� In contrast to classic
deterministic methods� SEA predicts averaged� lumped energetic quan�
tities which is an important limitation of SEA� SEA applies mainly
three types of averaging �

� time and frequency averaging
Since the time averaging is common in the response estimation of
broadband signals� the time averaging causes no real restrictions
on the applications of SEA� The frequency averaging is commonly
done in one�third octave bands� although there is no fundamental
reason not to apply another type of frequency band�

� spatial averaging or smoothing

Only one� lumped energy variable is assigned to each subsystem
in SEA� This implies that all local information is lost� The impact
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of localized excitation or localized damping treatments must be
spread out over an entire subsystem�

� ensemble averaging

The aim of SEA is to predict the mean response for not a sin�
gle instance� but a 	large
 population of nominal identical sys�
tems� In practice� di�erent realizations of the same structure
will di�er in small changes of material properties� small geomet�
rical details like connections���� The ensemble averaged result
and the con�dence levels provide useful information on the be�
haviour of every member of the population� This type of averag�
ing� though desirable� is not explicitly applied in SEA� Ensemble
averaging is often assumed to be equivalent to frequency aver�
aging� �Mace ���� demonstrates the main di�erences between
frequency averaging and ensemble averaging with emphasis on
simple structures� However� in many practical applications� it is
assumed that the frequency and spatially averaged results can
give adequate information on the ensemble averaged results� due
to the inherent complexity in practical systems�

The basic SEA equations express the energy balance of the di�erent
subsystems in the model� Some subsystems have direct power input of
an independent source� e�g� an excitation force on a structural com�
ponent� a sound power source in an acoustic medium���� In general�
subsystems can receive power 	input power from external sources
� dis�
sipate power 	internal losses due to damping
 and exchange power with
other subsystems to which they are coupled�

The �rst fundamental SEA hypothesis gives an expression of the dis�
sipation losses within a subsystem in relation to the energy variable�
The dissipation of power within a subsystem is modelled by means of
the �rst SEA parameter � the internal loss factor �i� The internal loss
factor is de�ned by the following equation that relates the total dissi�
pated power Pi�diss in subsystem i to the total time averaged energy
Ei �

Pi�diss � ��iEi 	��


where � represents the circular frequency at the centre of the considered
frequency band 	usually one�third octave in practical applications
�

The second fundamental SEA hypothesis states that the net energy
�ow from one subsystem to a connected subsystem varies at a rate
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proportional to the di�erence in modal energy in a given frequency
band� The modal energy is described as the total energy divided by
the number of modes in the given frequency band�

Pij � �gij

�
Ei

Ni
� Ej

Nj

�
	���


where Ni is the number of modes in subsystem i in the given frequency
band and gij is a proportionality factor� Usually� this equation is trans�
formed to a form similar to the dissipation equation 	��
 by the use
of a second SEA parameter� the coupling loss factors �ij and �ji �

Pij � � 	�ijEi � �jiEj
 	���


From equations 	���
 and 	���
 one can easily derive the reciprocity
equation that relates the coupling loss factors �ij and �ji �

ni�ij � nj�ji 	���


where ni �
Ni

"�
is the modal density of the subsystem i with Ni the

number of modes in frequency band "�� The modal density is some�
times referred to as the third SEA parameter�

The basic SEA equation can be obtained by expressing the energy
balance of each individual subsystem i �

Pin�i � ��iEi �
nX
j ��i

� 	�ijEi � �jiEj
 	���


where Pin�i is the input power in subsystem i�

In a SEA model of a complex structure� expression 	���
 is valid for each
subsystem� The expressions can be combined into a matrix equation �

fPg � ��� fEg 	���


where fPg is a vector with the input powers Pi to subsystem i� fEg
is a vector with the lumped total energies Ei of subsystem i and ���
is the SEA system matrix which depends on the frequency � and the
SEA parameters � the internal loss factors� the coupling loss factors
and the modal density� More details and analytical expressions of the
SEA parameters for subsystems related to commonly used structures�
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Figure �� � Example of an SEA model with three subsystems

like beams or plates� can be found in literature on SEA �Lyon and
DeJong ���� Craik ���� De Langhe �����

As a simple example� �gure �� shows an SEA model with three mutu�
ally connected subsystems� The corresponding SEA equation is �
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Another example of an SEA model can be found in chapter ��

The global SEA equation as expressed in equation 	���
 or 	���
� can
be used for both experimental and analytical SEA� In analytical or
predictive SEA� the SEA parameters are derived for a given vibro�
acoustic structure in order to compose the SEA system matrix� Once
the SEA system matrix is established� the resulting energy levels in the
di�erent subsystems can be calculated based on the knowledge of the
input powers and the frequency band� This kind of predictive analysis
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can be used e�g� in the early design phase of a complex structure�
In experimental SEA� both the input power and the energy levels of
the subsystems are measured in a systematic way� in order to derive
the SEA parameters and the SEA system matrix� This is useful in
prototype testing 	e�g� in order to get a model for optimization
 and to
determine 	some of the
 SEA parameters of a structure for analytical
SEA when analytical solutions are not readily available�

����� SEA assumptions and limitations

As explained in the previous paragraph� the SEA approach is based on
two basic hypotheses � the internal dissipation in a subsystem is propor�
tional to the subsystem energy and the energy �ow between subsystems
is proportional to the di�erence in modal energy� The adoption of some
assumptions is necessary in the derivation of the basic SEA concepts�
These assumptions are brie�y discussed in this paragraph� since some
of them are similar to the assumptions in the derivations of EFEM that
will be discussed in chapters � and ��

The �rst hypothesis states that the internal dissipation is proportional
to the energy in a subsystem� This simple model can not be applied
to every possible type of dissipation losses� e�g� it does not apply to
non�linear damping� However for most frequently encountered damping
mechanisms� such as hysteresis damping� viscous damping� visco�elastic
damping and acoustic radiation losses� the internal dissipation can be
expressed in this form on a time averaged basis and with the proper
type of energy 	kinetic� potential or total energy
 involved� More on
this hypothesis for the case of hysteresis damping losses can be found
in chapter � on the background of EFEM since the basic equation of
dissipation losses in EFEM is completely similar to SEA�

The second SEA hypothesis states that the energy exchange between
subsystems is proportional to di�erence in modal energy 	energy per
mode
 of the subsystems� This hypothesis was originally derived for
broadband force excitation of two� conservatively coupled single oscil�
lators where it is an exact formulation� It may� however� be extended
to coupled multi�mode subsystems under a number of assumptions
�Langley ���� Fahy ���� �

� A �rst assumption is the requirement ofweak coupling between
subsystems � each subsystem dissipates far more power than it
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transfers to other coupled subsystems� There is no universally
agreed formulation of the weak coupling condition among SEA
experts in literature as expressed in �Finnveden ����� One def�
inition of the weak coupling condition is that the ratio of the
coupling loss factor to the internal loss factor of a subsystem is
substantially smaller than unity� When the coupling is weak� the
modal behaviour of each subsystem individually is not changed
much because of other connected subsystems� If the coupling is
not weak� the modes of the coupled system are quite di�erent
from the modes of the uncoupled subsystem� Consequently� it is
di�cult to calculate the actual energy levels in the subsystems
based on the energy exchange between the modes of the uncou�
pled subsystems�

� The modes in a subsystem must be similar in terms of ener�
getic properties� The vibrational energy in a subsystem should
be equally distributed among the modes of the subsystems and
the modal response must be incoherent� The natural frequencies
of the di�erent modes in a subsystem must be equally distributed
over the frequency range� Also� the modes should have more or
less the same amount of modal damping� This modal damping
must be low�

� The coupling is conservative � at the couplings between sub�
systems� no energy losses are accepted� Possible physical energy
losses in the coupling must be spread out over the connected
subsystems�

� The input forces must be uncorrelated or statistically inde�
pendent between the subsystems in order to obtain the linearity
of the energy levels and the energy �ow in the SEA equations�
Also� the driving forces on each subsystem must be �rain�of�the�
roof� which means incoherently distributed modal forces�

Although the basic SEA theory is formulated in terms of modes� it is
mostly used in practice in an travelling wave formulation� These two
ways of describing the dynamic behaviour are in most cases fully equiv�
alent to each other� but certain aspects of the dynamic behaviour can
be much more readily interpreted in one description than in the other�
As an example� every mode of a rectangular plate can be represented
by four plane waves� In a wave description� the second SEA hypothesis
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is equivalent to the assumption that the rate of transfer of waveborne
energy between coupled subsystems is proportional to the energy den�
sity multiplied by the group velocity of the wave type and multiplied
by the 	physical
 dimension of the connection between the subsystems�
This model is essentially an energy di�usion model that assumes that
incident waves at a coupling are temporally and�or spatially uncorre�
lated� �Lyon and DeJong ���� shows that the coherent and incoherent
components of the modal description have their direct counterparts in
the direct and reverberant �eld in the wave description� As a conse�
quence� the requirement of �incoherent modal response among modes
in a subsystem� in the second assumption on the equal energy distribu�
tion can be translated into a wave description as the assumption that
the vibrational energy is stored predominantly in the reverberant wave
�eld� And since incoherent modes correspond to incoherent wave com�
ponents� the total energy �ow in one speci�c direction in a reverberant
wave �eld is equal to the energy �ow contributions of the individual
waves�

The �rst and critical step in the de�nition of an SEA model� is an ap�
propriate de�nition of subsystems and the corresponding couplings� In
general� subsystem boundaries do not have to coincide with the struc�
tural components as long as the subsystems obey the di�erent assump�
tions as mentioned above� However in practice� a complex structure is
mostly divided into its physical components 	beams� plates� cavities����

since substantial discontinuities of wave impedance occur at their in�
terconnections� The latter yields predominant re�ection of waves and
consequently corresponds well to the requirement of weak coupling of
subsystems as expressed above� For the selection of the wave types
inside the physical components to be included in the SEA model� the
two main rules according to �De Langhe ���� are �

� The modes in the subsystem should have similar properties in
energetic terms� As an example� out�of�plane �exural modes 	or
waves
 and in�plane modes 	or waves
 in plates should be treated
separately�

�� A subsystem must play a signi�cant role in the energy balance
equations� Subsystems that are not substantially excited� that
have very low energy levels or that have only marginal energy
exchange with the surrounding subsystems should be avoided�
�Fahy ���� however recommends to err on the safe side of this
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request since erroneous omission of wave types that play an im�
portant role in the energy exchange is of course disastrous�

In general� no �xed� �rm rules can be given on the appropriate de��
nition of SEA models of a speci�c 	vibro�acoustic
 structure� since it
can di�er for the speci�c applications that are studied� Experience and
good engineering judgement are critical to build a valuable SEA model�

Once the SEA model is de�ned� the di�erent SEA parameters need to
be calculated� In practice� the coupling loss factors are the most di��
cult to determine� Theoretical estimates of coupling loss factors usually
make additional assumptions in order to yield feasible algorithms� A
�rst additional assumptions is that the vibrational energy transmission
coe�cients across a coupling of �nite structures equal that of in�nite
or semi�in�nite structures� Another additional assumption in two and
three dimensional structures is that all angles of incidence of the waves
at the coupling have equal probability� which corresponds to a di�use
�eld assumption� According to �Fahy ����� it has been established
by many theoretical analysis and experiments that these additional
assumptions are justi�ed under the following conditions �

� The average modal half�power bandwidth in the frequency range
of the coupled subsystems exceeds the average spacing between its
natural frequencies� This condition is described as one in which
themodal overlap factor exceeds unity� It appears that at fre�
quencies where the modal overlap factor is much less than unity�
the response in indirectly excited subsystems is overestimated by
SEA� In these frequency ranges� discrete modal responses domi�
nate the vibrational behaviour and the use of the di�use coupling
loss factor will lead to unacceptably large uncertainties�

� The frequency band in which the energy and power variables are
averaged must containmany resonant frequencies shared between
coupled subsystems� The mode count or the number of modes
must be high� e�g� according to �Fahy and Mohammed ����� the
number of coupled modes should be at least about � for �exural
motion of plates�

As a general conclusion on SEA it must be stressed again that� though
SEA o�ers a simple formalism for the analysis of the high frequency
dynamic behaviour� the application in practical applications is not at
all straightforward� The quality of an SEA model heavily depends on
the experience and insight of the analyst�
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����
 Recent enhancements of SEA

This paragraph gives some indications of the evolution� trends and en�
hancements in SEA in the past few years� To overcome some typical
SEA limitations� several contributions and extensions to SEA are pro�
posed �Guyader ���� Sestieri and Carcaterra �����

An important advanced contribution to SEA is the wave intensity anal�
ysis 	WIA
 �Langley ���� which calculates the dynamic responses of
a structure by superposing the energy values of waves travelling along
di�erent directions� Since in the high frequency range the wavelengths
are small� local interference patterns of waves can be ignored� so that
no phase information is needed and each wave can be characterized
only by the mean energy level of the travelling wave� As a generaliza�
tion of SEA� WIA provides a deeper insight in the basic equations of
SEA that can be derived from the WIA� A recent development �Nishino
and Ohlrich ����� involves the application of suitably modi�ed trans�
mission coe�cients in order to improve the WIA accuracy� especially
to extend the frequency range of possible applications of SEA to lower
frequencies where the modal overlap becomes smaller than unity� The
modi�cations include the e�ects of the �nite size of the subsystems�
the internal damping and the boundary conditions�

Some publications on asymptotic modal analysis 	AMA
 appeared in
the eighties and early nineties �Dowell and Kubota ���� Kubota et al�
���� Peretti and Dowell ����� AMA is basically a modal summation
method for which several essential approximations can be carried out if
a large number of modes is observed� AMA possesses the computational
advantages of SEA� in that the individual modal characteristics do not
play a role in the asymptotic analysis� In addition� AMA predicts local
response peaks or intensi�cation zones� results that cannot be obtained
by SEA� However� up till present� no applications of AMA to general
complex vibro�acoustic systems have been reported in literature�

A more recent extension to SEA is the statistical modal energy distribu�
tion analysis 	SmEdA
 �Maxit ����� that relaxes one key assumption of
SEA � the equal distribution of energies over the modes in the subsys�
tems� The possibility of applying SmEdA to systems with low modal
density� where the modes behave very di�erent from one to another is
very convenient since it occurs in many practical 	industrial
 situations�
Also� the possibility to approximate local behaviour in structures with
SmEdA� in particular localized excitation� is very promising�
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��� Alternative high frequency energy based
methods � vibrational conductivity ap	
proaches

To overcome some limitations of SEA� especially the lack of spatial
information of the response� alternative methods are developed more
recently� The methods that are described in this section are� like SEA�
based on energy variables and can be considered as a di�erential formu�
lation of SEA� In literature� several lines of investigations with di�erent
motivations and approaches can be found that lead to essentially the
same type of equations� as discussed by �Bernhard ������ Although
many di�erent names of these methods appear in literature to stress
the di�erences in the approaches� they can all be grouped under the
name vibrational conductivity approaches� since the basic equations are
formally equivalent to steady�state heat conduction equations� Major
advantage of these vibrational conductivity methods over SEA is the
straightforward way to model local e�ects such as localized excitation
or local damping treatments without spatially averaging the e�ects
over an entire subsystem as in SEA� Although some critical reviews
on the validity of this category of methods appeared in literature� es�
pecially when applied to two dimensional structures 	see e�g� �Xing
and Price ���� Sestieri and Carcaterra ���� Carcaterra ����
� these
methods have received considerable attention in literature over the past
few years�

The next paragraphs describe di�erent approaches that lead to essen�
tially the same set of di�erential energy equations � the power �ow
analysis� the energy �nite element method� the general and simpli�ed
energy method and the intensity potential approach�

��
�	 Power �ow analysis

The �rst formulation that led to the vibrational conductivity equations
originates from Russian acoustical literature �Belov and Rybak ����
Belov et al� ����� Basically� they assume that elemental volumes of a
vibrating medium exchange energy proportional to their energy levels�
This is an extension of the basic SEA law to a di�erential level� It
is important to note that this procedure is basically not supported by
classical SEA� since di�erential volumes will not constitute good SEA
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subsystems as they violate the weak coupling condition� Classical SEA
is based on the assumption that the modal behaviour of individual
subsystems is not altered signi�cantly by the presence of couplings
with other subsystems� Evidently� this is not the case for di�erential
subsystems�

The conduction type equations developed by Belov et al�� describe the
state of vibration in in�nite vibrating plates based on a Green�s function
description� Belov et al� studied the �exural and longitudinal energy
in a beam�reinforced plate� more precisely the optimal deposition of a
vibration�absorbing coating on a beam�reinforced plate� It was found
that� in general� the conduction type equations can only be applied if
the inhomogeneities within the structure are not strong� �Butliskaya
et al� ���� starts from the formulas developed by �Belov et al� ����
to calculate the propagation of both vibrational and acoustical energy
in structures�

In later publications� �Buvailo and Ionov ���� and �Nefske and
Sung ���� developed numerical implementations of the vibrational
conductivity equations� the latter referred to as the power �ow �nite
element method 	PFFEM
� �Nefske and Sung ���� showed some inter�
esting results for the application of the thermal analogy with PFFEM
to longitudinal and �exural motion in beams � a simply supported
beam and two collinear identical beams coupled by a torsional spring�
Although not stated explicitly� the spatial trend of the energy along
the beam is quite well captured in the speci�c case where relatively
high damping is applied� If the same example is repeated with very
low damping� a kind of SEA solution is obtained since only the �at�
averaged trend is captured� Although the results of their analyses are
rather convincing� the theoretical foundations of their method are not
very clear�

The numerical implementation of the equations by �nite elements is
very attractive since the geometry of many practical systems is readily
available in �nite element format from static analyses or low frequency
dynamic analyses� The possibility to use the existing �nite element
model for the high frequency analysis is a huge advantage over SEA
that requires input information with completely di�erent structure�
Also� readily available �nite element solvers and pre� and postprocess�
ing software can be used to facilitate the high frequency analysis�
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��
�� Energy �nite element method �EFEM�

The energy �nite element method 	EFEM
 was developed by the re�
search group of Bernhard� Their initial objective was to �nd a �nite
element based implementation of the SEA equations� The develop�
ments mainly consist of two steps � �i� the derivation of appropriate
di�erential energy equation of several types of basic structures and �ii�
techniques to join the energy models of basic structures� The main
steps in the development are the following �

� �Wohlever and Bernhard ���� �rst focused on one dimensional
structures� The authors found that the energetics of the propaga�
tion of longitudinal waves in rods obey a second order conduction
equation� For the description of �exural motion in Bernoulli�
Euler beams� they use a di�erent energy variable than the one
used in �Nefske and Sung ���� � the local energy� averaged in
time and space 	typically over a half wavelength
� The space
averaging removes the spatially harmonic terms in the solution�
This space averaging is a necessary condition to obtain the simple
energy equations as in the case of rods�

� �Bouthier ���� extends this work to two dimensional structures �
plates� membranes and acoustical enclosures� He investigated two
cases separately � a cylindrical symmetrical in�nite plate and a
damped plane wave approximation for �nite cases� Only the lat�
ter case yields the simple energy equations of the heat conduction
type as used in EFEM� As a consequence� the EFEM approach
is only valid for plane wave approximations in two dimensional
structures in cases where the wave �eld is reverberant and dif�
fuse or for systems with distributed loading� The direct �eld of a
point excited plate can not be captured by EFEM�

� �Cho ���� gives a further extension to coupled basic structures�
The coupling relations between coupled substructures are dis�
cussed and a �nite element formulation is developed� This �nite
element formulation places an extra joint element at the coupling
of di�erent substructures� �Cho ���� shows some examples of the
application of EFEM to coupled structures � a three dimensional
beam joint� a light truck frame and coupled coplanar thin plates�
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� �Bitsie ���� extends the work on EFEM to three dimensional
acoustic spaces� As in the case of two dimensional structures�
the EFEM approach includes the assumption that the �eld is
dominated by plane wave propagation� This applies in particular
to reverberant enclosures� not dominated by the direct �eld of
a point source� Also� the structural�acoustic coupling for plates
and acoustic spaces is discussed in detail by �Bitsie �����

� Appropriate excitation models are derived for the case of mul�
tiple coherent and incoherent forces �Han et al� ���� and for
distributed pressure loads e�g� turbulent �ow boundary layers on
panels �Han et al� �����

� �Wang ����� uses a piece�wise constant approximation of the en�
ergy di�erential equations� referred to as EFEM� which integrates
the best features of both EFEM end SEA� He also discusses the
extension of EFEM to orthotropic plates and presents an experi�
mentally validated study with EFEM on a heavy equipment cab�

Several authors use essentially the same basic equations for the energy
�ow in beams and plates� �Palmer et al� ���� stress the importance
of a good estimation of the power input into the system� Signi�cant
discrepancies can occur by assuming the equations of in�nite beams also
to apply to a �nite beam� They use a thermal �nite element model to
calculate a reinforced platform structure� In a second paper� �Palmer
et al� ���� treat a multiple path analysis in more complex connected
structures� They use �mixed mode transmission� � one equation governs
the simultaneous transmission of �exural and axial energy in a one
dimensional element� The energy variable in this equation is a linear
combination of the �exural and longitudinal energy density�

Where in the past EFEM was only tested on academic examples� re�
cent publications head towards realistic� practical applications� e�g�
the power transmission with spot�welded joints �Vlahopoulos and
Zhao ����� EFEM applied to a heavy equipment cabin �Wang and
Bernhard ����� marine application of EFEM �Vlahopoulos et al� �����
beam assemblies and sound transmission �Gur et al� �������� These re�
sults on real�life practical applications give an indication of the validity
limits of the method�

This dissertation discusses several contributions to the use and the
validity of the EFEM approach� as summarized in section ���
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 General energy method �GEM� and simpli�ed en�
ergy method �SEM�

A third line of investigations that lead to essentially the same type of
basic vibrational conductivity equations was due to the French research
group headed by Jezequel� Their initial work �Lase et al� ���� was the
derivation of a complete description of the energy propagation in struc�
tures� The resulting equations are written simultaneously in terms of
time averaged total energy density 	sum of kinetic and potential energy
density
 and Lagrangian energy density 	di�erence between kinetic and
potential energy density
� All aspects of the energy propagation are ac�
counted for � both near �eld and far �eld e�ects� both the active and
the reactive part of the intensity� The developed equations are referred
to as the general energy method 	GEM
� This mathematical formula�
tion demonstrates the possibility to solve vibrational problems without
approximations in a purely energetic form� However� because of the
complexity and the higher order equations� this method does not o�er
a gain in numerical computation e�ort in the high frequency range�

The simpli�ed energy method 	SEM
 can be derived from GEM by ap�
plying the far �eld hypothesis and a space averaging concept� SEM
contains only spatially smooth components� In later publications� the
space averaging concept is put equivalent to the neglection of the inter�
ference among propagating 	plane
 waves� With the latter assumption�
the time and space averaged energy variables can be obtained from a
linear superposition of the energy variables associated to di�erent in�
dividual waves�

For one dimensional systems� the governing equations of SEM are
completely similar to the basic vibrational conductivity equations in
EFEM� For more dimensional systems� �Lase et al� ���� adopt an av�
eraging procedure that eliminates the wave interference terms and that
yields energy equations for plane waves that are formally equivalent to
the EFEM equations� In this way they extend the equations from one
to two or more dimensions for a plane wave approximation� For more
dimensional problems with cylindrical and spherical symmetry� as also
reported by �Langley ����� �Le Bot ���� states that the thermal anal�
ogy is strictly not correct� In particular for a point load� the vibrational
conductivity equations predict a far �eld energy density which decays
in proportion to �

p
r� while an exact analysis yield �r� with r the

distance to the point load� In this context� �Langley ���� states that
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this error that is made in the direct �eld of a point loaded structure
feeds through to the amount of energy which is input to the reverber�
ant �eld at the �rst re�ection of the direct �eld� The resulting e�ect is
that the energy distribution predicted by the vibrational conductivity
approach tends to be more homogeneous than the true result with an
underprediction near the excitation and overestimation away from the
excitation� �Le Bot ���� presents a model with modi�ed heat con�
ductivity equations that obey the decay in proportion to �

p
r� This

model is particularly useful for the description of a vibrational �eld
with a strong direct �eld from a point load�

In a later publication� �Viktorovitch et al� ���� use a random ap�
proach to extend the formulation of the vibrational conductivity equa�
tions under the assumption of uncertainties in geometrical parameters
of a structure� They conclude that the vibrational conductivity equa�
tions are the asymptotic form of the stochastic formulation when the
frequency and the standard deviation of the uncertain parameters is
su�ciently high�

Examples presented in �Boucquillet et al� ���� indicate that the mod�
i�cations introduced in the modi�ed heat conductivity equations are
not very sensitive� That conclusion is also obtained in a recent pub�
lication of �Carcaterra and Sestieri ������ who study the similarities
and di�erences of the basic assumptions between the thermal approach
and the modi�ed thermal approach� �Carcaterra and Sestieri ����� con�
clude that� though di�erent assumptions are made in the derivations
of both type of equations� the conditions of validity of both approaches
are quite similar in practical applications and that both approaches are
reliable under the conditions of SEA validity�

��
� Intensity potential approach

The intensity potential approach 	IPA
� as proposed by �Thivant and
Guyader ������ focuses on the prediction of sound propagation from
acoustic sources to the far �eld through complex partial enclosures�
At high frequencies� classic methods based on the Helmholtz equation
become unfeasible and the thermal approaches as presented in the pre�
vious paragraphs� are extended from structural components to acoustic
cavities� However� di�culties arise to determine the di�usion constant
in the vibrational conductivity equations which is only done for certain
types of waves 	e�g� individual damped plane waves� di�use �eld� ���
�
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IPA describes the propagation phenomena by using a di�erent energy
variable � the intensity potential instead of the acoustic energy� In
this way� the assumption on the type of the sound �eld is released and
a thermal di�usion equation is obtained without an internal dissipa�
tion term� which can be solved directly by classic �nite element soft�
ware� The equations with energy boundary conditions are solved for
the irrotational component of the active intensity� Away from acous�
tic sources and obstacles� the pressure level can be determined from
these results� since they are directly related in the free �eld� �Thivant
and Guyader ����� show the potential of the method and highlight its
limitations for near �eld predictions by �rst experiments on a partial
enclosure without absorbing material�

��� Other high frequency methods and exten	
sions

This section brie�y discusses some related issues on high frequency
modelling that are not really studied in the context of this disserta�
tion� The �rst paragraph addresses an alternative method for high
frequency modelling� not based on energy as main variable� that got
some attention in the past few years� The second paragraph discusses
some recent developments of hybrid methods that aim at �lling the
gap between low frequency deterministic methods and high frequency
statistical methods by an appropriate coupling of both approaches�

���	 Envelope approaches

Methods based on the envelope approach try to reduce the compu�
tational cost of high frequency calculations by an appropriate vari�
able transformation to a new di�erential equation with a solution
independent of frequency� In di�erent steps� the complex envelope
displacement analysis 	CEDA
 was developed as the most advanced
and promising method �Sestieri and Carcaterra ���� Carcaterra and
Sestieri ���� Verbeek et al� ���� Carcaterra et al� ����� CEDA uses
a new variable that is directly related to the displacement by an en�
velope operator based on the Hilbert transform and the wavenumber
corresponding to the harmonic excitation frequency� The advantageous
result is that the bandwidth of the CEDA variable is ranging around
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the wavenumbers� origin and consequently� the transformed second or�
der di�erential equation can be solved by a rather coarse mesh�

A major advantage of the envelope methods is that an inverse trans�
formation is possible� so that there is no loss of information and the
original displacement value can be derived from the CEDA variable� In
addition� boundary conditions and excitations can now be applied more
easily and straightforward using the same transformation� No complex
calculations of power transmission coe�cients and�or coupling loss fac�
tors as in the other methods are necessary�

CEDA is well tested for coupled beams� but the extension to more
complex two or three dimensional vibro�acoustic systems is not at
all straightforward and not yet accomplished� An approach based on
CEDA was presented in �Adamo et al� ����� which cannot be strictly
considered as an envelope method�

���� Hybrid methods � extension to the mid frequency
range

Interesting developments are hybrid methods that combine low and
high frequency methods to yield solutions in the so�called mid frequency
range � frequencies at which 	a part of
 the structure is too complicated
for low frequency deterministic methods and still does not 	completely

obey the validity criteria to apply high frequency statistical methods�

�Zhao and Vlahopoulos ���� report on a hybrid method which com�
bines EFEM with classical FEM � This method is useful in the mid
frequency range where some parts of a complex structure are short
and some are long compared to the wavelength� The basic principle
is to divide a complex structure into �short� parts that exhibit low�
frequency behaviour 	low modal density
 and �long� parts that exhibit
high frequency behaviour 	high modal density
� Appropriate couplings
between the short and long members are proposed� This hybrid method
is only presented for coupled beams and needs to be extended to more
dimensional structures�

More general is the approach of �Langley and Bremner ���� who dis�
tinguish between the short and long wavelength behaviour within one
component based on a wavenumber partitioning scheme� Coarse ��
nite element models are used to describe the long wavelength global
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behaviour and statistical models are used for the local short wave�
length behaviour� The coupling between the two models is expressed
in terms of the spatial correlation �eld associated with each local sub�
system� �Shorter and Langley ����� present asymptotic expressions for
the spatial correlation �eld based on the assumption of a di�use �eld
for various structural subsystems and discuss the example of a hybrid
analysis to estimate the dynamic sti�ness of a �at� rectangular plate�

��� Conclusion

This chapter gives an overview of di�erent methods for the prediction
of vibro�acoustic behaviour in the high frequency range� At present�
statistical energy analysis 	SEA
 is the most widely accepted and used
theoretical framework in the high frequency range� SEA models a com�
plex system as a network of subsystems� with the lumped vibrational
energy of each subsystem as the main variable� A major advantage
of SEA is the small model size which is independent of the considered
frequency band� However� it is not at all straightforward to establish
a valuable SEA model because of the di�erent approach of describing
a vibro�acoustic system with SEA parameters� There is not always a
direct relation between the SEA parameters and the physical proper�
ties that are commonly used in classical dynamic modelling in the low
frequency range� Another major drawback of SEA� is the loss of infor�
mation on the spatial distribution of the vibrational energy through�
out a structural or acoustic component� Several alternative methods
to SEA are developed that try to overcome some limitations of SEA by
providing solutions with higher informative content� Most of the meth�
ods are still in the development and validation phase� None of these
alternative high frequency methods� though some of them promising�
are at present competitive to SEA�

Main focus of the remainder of this dissertation is on the energy �nite
element method 	EFEM
� In comparison to SEA� EFEM provides spa�
tial information on the smoothed dynamic response of a vibro�acoustic
system� while keeping the advantage of low computational cost and the
usage of a parameter database that is similar to a classical analysis of
the dynamic behaviour by the �nite element method�
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Theoretical background of

EFEM in a single

component

��� Introduction

A �rst step in the development of EFEM� is the derivation of the gov�
erning energy di�erential equations within a single basic component
	rod� beam� membrane� plate� acoustic cavity
� This will be dealt with
in this chapter� Several assumptions and approximations are neces�
sary to obtain a convenient form of the governing energy relationships�
These assumptions and approximations will be explicitly mentioned in
the text since they clarify the usefulness of the method� the validity and
the applicability region of EFEM applied to di�erent high frequency
dynamic problems� The next chapter � discusses the coupling of basic
components into more complex structures�

The conservation of energy principle is the basis of the derivation of the
governing energy equation� Whereas SEA states the energy conserva�
tion principle for an entire 	macro
 subsystem� this principle is applied
in EFEM to a di�erential volume as shown in �gure ��� Changes in
energy are only possible due to input of energy into the structure by
external loads� due to energy losses in the structure and due to en�
ergy �ow through the borders� Equilibrium of energy is expressed for

��
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Figure �� � General structure with di�erential volume and the
terms of the energy conservation principle

a di�erential volume� as shown in �gure �� �

�e

�t
� �in � �r � �q � �diss 	��


where e is the 	instantaneous
 total energy density 	sum of potential
and kinetic mechanical energy density
� �in is the applied power from
external loads� �q is the energy �ow vector� �diss is the internal dissipated
power and the product of �r with a vector expresses the divergence
operator 	expressed in one� two or three dimensions depending on the
nature of the component
� The dimensions of the energy density e�
the energy �ow vector �q and the 	dissipated or input
 power � depend
on the nature of the structure as summarized in the table ��� This
convention is used throughout this text�

Transient behaviour can be studied by using the full expression of equa�
tion 	��
� For steady state conditions� equation 	��
 simpli�es to �

�in � �r � �q � �diss 	���


To complete this formulation� the two right hand side terms in equa�
tion 	���
 will be expressed explicitly in terms of the energy density e�
Section ��� elaborates on the damping term �diss� In section ��� several
basic components are investigated to obtain a relationship between the
energy �ow vector �q and the local energy density e�
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energy density energy �ow power
	e
 	�q 
 	�


�D component J�m W W�m
	rod� beam


�D component J�m� W�m W�m�

	plate


	D component J�m� W�m� W�m�

	acoustic volume


Table �� � Dimensions of the energy variables in EFEM

��� Internal dissipation losses

Dissipation of energy can be caused by a large number of mechanisms�
The main sources for dissipation of energy for structural components
are �

� Internal material damping
Internal material losses are a function of material properties� In
literature� viscous and hysteresis damping are most commonly
discussed �Nashif et al� ���� Cremer et al� ����� The structure�s
ability to dissipate energy is quanti�ed by the material damping
loss factor �� This factor appears in the complex elasticity modu�
lus Ec � E	�i�
 and the complex shear modulus Gc � G	�i�
�
The hysteresis damping model is often applied when comparison
is made between the high frequency energy methods and numer�
ical classical dynamic FEM results� since damping is most easily
included in classical FEM by means of a complex E�modulus�
It should be noted that losses inside acoustic media also belong
to this category� Although they are usually very small and thus
neglected in most acoustical calculations in comparison to e�g�
surface absorption� it is essential in EFEM to take them into
account�
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� Acoustic radiation
Acoustic radiation losses include energy losses from a structural
component into the surrounding �uidum� This type of dissipa�
tion loss is taken into account in the loss factor of the structural
component if the acoustic component in the structural�acoustic
coupling is not explicitly modelled� More details about modelling
of structural�acoustic couplings can be found in section �����

� Distributed damping treatments
To enlarge the damping capabilities of the structures� speci�c
damping material can be attached to structural components� The
damping loss factor of structures with free or constrained layers
of material damping can be calculated from rather simple for�
mulas� if the damping losses of each of the di�erent components
are known� An extensive overview of di�erent damping cases and
corresponding formulas can be found in �Nashif et al� �����
In acoustic cavities� the damping is usually dependent on the sur�
face absorption� The surface absorption can be explicitly mod�
elled 	see section ����
� which is very convenient for varying
damping conditions but requires detailed information about the
damping treatments� In many practical applications� the surface
damping treatments are incorporated into the loss factor of the
cavity� especially when measurements are used to determine the
damping levels�

� Local damping treatments
Local damping treatments� especially in connections like welds�
bolts���� are the main source of damping in many practical ap�
plications� A good estimate of the damping is critical for the
prediction of the response levels but often very di�cult� As men�
tioned in the next chapter 	see section ����
� damping losses can
be included in the coupling description of basic components by
expressing a non�conservative coupling 	or power transmission co�
e�cients that do not add up to unity
� In practical applications�
it is very hard to determine the terms in the power transmission
coe�cient matrix to which the losses should be applied� Dedi�
cating the losses to one 	or more
 of the present wave types or
proportional scaling of all power transmission coe�cients 	calcu�
lated for a conservative coupling
 are practical solutions to this
problem� Another solution� which is similar to the SEA solution
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since conservative couplings are inherent to SEA� is to spread
out the e�ect of a local damping treatment to the neighbouring
components� In this case� the local damping treatments are incor�
porated into the internal loss factor� This is convenient in many
practical applications when measurements are used to determine
the damping levels�

The remainder of this section discusses internal losses due to material
damping in structural components since all EFEM calculations include
this type of losses� Internal dissipation losses in acoustic cavities are
discussed in section ������ The strain at a point in an elastic medium
vibrating harmonically in time with circular frequency � is �

�	t
 � $� cos	�t
 	���


where $� is the maximal strain at the point�

�Cremer et al� ���� and �Nashif et al� ���� show that the energy
density 	energy per volume
 dissipated within one period of time T of
the oscillation is �

ediss �

Z t�T

t
�dissdt � E$���� 	���


where E is the real part of the complex elasticity modulus Ec�

As a result� the time averaged dissipated energy density 	dissipated
power
 is �

�diss �
ediss
T

�
E$����

T
�

E$��

�
�� 	���


In general� the instantaneous potential energy density 	energy per vol�
ume
 is

epot	t
 �


�
E
�
�	t
�

�
	���


When this quantity is time averaged 	over an integer number of time
periods T 
� it becomes �

hepoti � 

�
E$�� 	���
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where �h
 
 
i� denotes a time averaged quantity� If the time over which is
averaged becomes larger� this expression becomes more accurate� even
if it is not an integer times the time period T �

If the time averaged potential and the kinetic energy density are ap�
proximately equal�

hepoti �� hekini 	���


the time averaged total energy density is �

hei � hepoti� hekini �� � hepoti � 

�
E$�� 	���


Combining equations 	���
 and 	���
 yields an equation which relates
the time�averaged dissipated power in a di�erential element to the local
energy density �

h�dissi � �� hei 	���


The main approximation in the derivation of equation 	���
� is the
assumption that the potential energy equals the kinetic energy� In
�Cho ���� it was observed that for �nite rods� this assumption is ac�
ceptable in the high frequency range and when the energy quantities
are frequency averaged� By frequency averaging the behaviour of ��
nite structures tends towards the behaviour of in�nite or semi�in�nite
structures� It was also observed that the exact potential and kinetic en�
ergies of higher damped structures are approximately equal from lower
frequencies than the exact potential and kinetic energies of less damped
structures� When the quantities are frequency averaged� this di�erence
between structures with di�erent damping values diminishes� The as�
sumption 	potential energy equals the kinetic energy
 will provide limits
on the validity region of energy models with hysteresis damping� as will
be discussed later 	see chapter �
�

��� Energy ow in basic components

Inserting equation	���
 in equation	���
 yields on a time averaged ba�
sis �

h�ini � �r � h�qi� �� hei 	��
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In this basic equation 	��
� one still has to �nd an expression that
relates the time averaged energy �ow h�qi to the time averaged energy
density hei� In a steady state heat conduction problem� Fourier�s law
is expressed as �

�qt � ��t�rT 	���


where �qt is the heat �ow� �t is the conduction coe�cient� T is the
temperature and the product of �r with a scalar is the gradient operator
	expressed in one� two or three dimensions depending on the nature
of the component
� The heat �ows from high to low temperature�
proportional 	in absolute terms
 to the gradient of the temperature�
Analogous to heat conduction problems� EFEM states �

�q � ���re 	���


which expresses that the energy �ow is proportional 	in absolute terms

to the energy density gradient� �owing from high to low energy density�
When equation 	���
 holds� equation 	��
 becomes �

h�ini � ��r� hei� �� hei 	���


This equation is very similar to the static heat conduction equation �

�t in � ��tr�T � ht	T � T�
 	���


where �t in is the external applied heat power� �t is the heat conduction
coe�cient� ht is the convection coe�cient� T is the temperature of the
structure and T� is the bulk temperature�

The next sections search relationships as in equation 	���
 for waves
of di�erent wave types in basic components� According to the di�er�
ent wave types� additional assumptions are needed to obtain this kind
of relation 	only far �eld contributions� omission of interference of the
waves����
� As these assumptions are important to determine the va�
lidity of EFEM� the di�erent assumptions will be stressed during the
derivations� Section ��� summarizes all assumptions for the derivation
of the basic energy equations�
Section ���� describes the di�erent wave types in one dimensional
beams � longitudinal waves� torsional waves and �exural waves� In
general� these waves are not decoupled from each other� as discussed
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in paragraph ������� Section ����� discusses waves in two dimensional
structures � in�plane longitudinal and shear waves and out�of�plane �ex�
ural waves in plates� Section ����� focuses on three dimensional acous�
tic cavities� This list covers most of the wave types present in many
practical applications�


�
�	 Energy �ow in rods and beams

This paragraph deals with the energy �ow in beams with combined
axial 	longitudinal
� torsional and lateral 	�exural or bending
 motion�
The �exural motion is described according to Bernouilli�Euler and Tim�
oshenko beam theory 	see e�g� �Cremer et al� ���� Doyle ����
� In
general� the di�erent types of motion in a beam are coupled� Conse�
quently� the wave types that are present in a beam are not pure longi�
tudinal� torsional or �exural waves� In this text� the beam is supposed
to be isotropic� which implies that longitudinal waves are decoupled
from the other wave types� as can be seen from the basic equations of
motion in the remainder of this section� In general� the wave descrip�
tion of an isotropic beam incorporates four wave types � one is pure
longitudinal and the others are mixed types in which mostly one of the
basic types is dominant �

� pure longitudinal waves

� torsional waves 	which can be coupled with the �exural waves


� �exural waves in the plane of the �rst principal axis of inertia
	which can be coupled with the torsional waves and the �exural
waves in the plane of the second principal axis of inertia


� �exural waves in the plane of the second principal axis of inertia
	which can be coupled with the torsional waves and the �exural
waves in the plane of the �rst principal axis of inertia


More general beam sections include lateral e�ects due to Poisson�s ra�
tio 	Mindlin�Herrmann rod theory
� lateral inertia e�ects 	Love rod
theory
� retarding forces� 
 
 
 These e�ects will not be considered here�
since they are not essential in most practical applications� Also� curved
beams are not treated in this text� A complete energy model for curved
beams is proposed by �Le Bot et al� �����
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Since in this section only one beam is studied� the 	local
 coordinate
system is always chosen with the x axis coincident with the centroid
and the y and z axes coincident with the principal axes of inertia of
the section of the beam� Since the direction of the energy �ow vector
�q in a beam is always along the x axis� it will be denoted shortly as
q in beams� with positive values of q for energy �ow in the positive x
direction�

������� Longitudinal waves in rods

In a linear isotropic beam� the longitudinal waves are completely decou�
pled from the other wave types� The elementary theory that is adopted
here� considers the rod to be long and slender and assumes that the
lateral contraction 	Poisson�s ratio e�ect
 can be neglected�

The two basic equations for longitudinal motion are 	�gure ���
 �

Fx � EcS
�ux
�x

Hooke�s law

�S
��ux
�t�

�
�Fx
�x

� fx	x� t
 Newton�s law

	���


where ux is the axial displacement� Fx the internal axial force applied at
the centroid� fx	x� t
 the external body force 	per unit length
 applied
at the centroid� � the mass density and S the section area� As discussed
in section ���� damping losses are included by using a complex elasticity
modulus Ec � E	 � i�
� where � is the loss factor�

x

y

z

dx

Fx
Fx �

�Fx
�x

dx

ux ux �
�ux
�x

dx

fx	x� t


Figure ��� � Variables of longitudinal motion in rods
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Combination of the equations 	���
� yields the well known wave equa�
tion 	if the section and material properties are constant
 �

��ux
�t�

� Ec

�

��ux
�x�

�
fx	x� t


�S
	���


When the time varying load fx	x� t
 consists of axial forces with circular
frequency �� the basic form of the displacement solution is �

ux	x� t
 � 	Ale
�iklx �Ble

iklx
ei�t 	���


where Al and Bl are complex constants� determined from the boundary
conditions� The two terms correspond to two waves � a forward moving
wave and a backward moving wave� The complex wave number kl is �

kl �
�

cl

p
 � i�

� kl� � ikl� 	���


For a low damped structure 	�� 
� kl� and kl� are approximately �

kl� �� �

cl
kl� �� ���

�cl
� ��

�
kl� 	����


where the phase velocity cl is �

cl �
�

kl�
�

s
E

�
	���


For longitudinal waves the phase velocity cl 	speed of a particular phase
	�
 of the wave
 equals the group speed cgl 	speed of the transport of
energy by the wave
 �

cgl �
��

�kl�
�

s
E

�
� cl 	����


The time averaged total energy density of a longitudinal wave el is
the sum of the time averaged potential energy density epot and the
time averaged kinetic energy density ekin� The time averaged potential
energy density can be calculated from the local strain � � �ux��x and
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the elasticity modulus E� The time averaged kinetic energy density is
calculated as the mass 	density
 multiplied by the velocity squared �

heli � hepoti� hekini � 

�
ES

�
�ux
�x

�u�x
�x

�
�


�
�S

�
�ux
�t

�u�x
�t

�
	����


where �
 
 
�� denotes a complex conjugate�

The time averaged energy �ow of longitudinal waves is the axial force
at a point multiplied by the velocity� This can also be written in terms
of displacements �

hqli � ES

�
�ux
�x

�u�x
�t

�
	����


Evaluating these expressions with equation 	���
 yields� under the
assumption of low damping 	� � 
 	�Wohlever and Bernhard ����
�

heli �


�
�S��

�
jAlj� e�kl�x � jBlj� e��kl�x

�
	����


hqli �


�
ES�kl�

�
jAlj� e�kl�x � jBlj� e��kl�x

�
�



�
�S��cl

�
jAlj� e�kl�x � jBlj� e��kl�x

�
	����


The term with jAlj� in equation 	����
 expresses the time averaged
energy density of a travelling wave moving in the negative x direction�
The other term with jBlj� expresses the time averaged energy density
of a travelling wave moving in the positive x direction� This can be
written as �

heli � heli� � heli� 	����


where �
 
 
�� denotes quantities of the wave travelling in the positive x
direction and �
 
 
�� denotes quantities for the negative moving wave �
heli� is the energy of a longitudinal wave in the positive x direction�
heli� is the energy of a longitudinal wave in the negative x direction
and heli is the total energy associated with longitudinal waves�
In the case of longitudinal waves� it is exact to calculate the energy
density of the two propagating waves separately and to sum them in
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order to obtain the total energy density for longitudinal waves� This
is called the energy summation principle� As mentioned� the energy
summation principle holds for longitudinal waves�

Equation 	����
 for the time averaged energy �ow can be interpreted as
the di�erence of the time averaged energy densities of these two waves
multiplied by the phase velocity 	equal to the group velocity
�

hqli� � cl heli� 	����


hqli� � cl heli� 	����


hqli � hqli� � hqli� 	����


These relationships will be used in chapter � for the derivation of the
coupling relations between several basic components� Similar expres�
sions hold 	under the assumptions mentioned in the text
 for the other
wave types that are discussed in the remainder of this chapter�

Combination of equations 	����
� 	����
 and 	����
 yields �

hqli � � c�l
��

d heli
dx

	���


This is the thermal equivalent � comparison of this result with equa�
tion 	���
 yields an equivalent conductivity constant equal to c�l ����

Substitution of this solution in the basic energy equilibrium equation
as in equation 	��
 yields �

h�in li � � c�l
��

d� heli
dx�

� �� heli 	����


This equation is the governing partial di�erential energy equation that
relates the time averaged external input power h�in li with the time
averaged energy density heli for longitudinal waves in rods� The main
parameters in the equation are the loss factor �� the longitudinal wave
speed cl and the circular frequency ��

������� Torsional waves in rods

The position of the shear centre is important for the derivation of the
basic equations for torsional and �exural waves� The shear centre 	or
�exural centre
 of a beam section is de�ned as �Roark and Young ���� �
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the point in the plane of the section through which a transverse load

applied at that section
 must act if �exural de�ection only is to be pro�
duced
 with no twist of the section� For any section that has two or
more axes of symmetry 	e�g� rectangle� I�beam����
 and for any sec�
tion that has a point of symmetry 	e�g� Z�beam����
� the shear centre
coincides with the centroid� For any section that has only one axis of
symmetry� the shear centre is on that axis but in general not coinci�
dent with the centroid� Formulas for the position of the shear centre
of various cross�sections can be found in �Roark and Young ���� and
�Dubbel �����

When the shear axis of a beam coincides with the centroid axis� the
torsional waves are decoupled from the �exural waves� Under this as�
sumption� which is adopted in this paragraph� the governing equations
are conceptually similar to those of longitudinal motion waves� A more
general approach� where that assumption is relaxed and torsional and
�exural waves are treated together� is described later in paragraph
�������

When the shear axis and the centroid axis coincide� the two basic equa�
tions for torsional motion are 	�gure ���
 �

Mx � GcJ
��x
�x

generalized Hooke�s law

�Ix
���x
�t�

�
�Mx

�x
�mx	x� t
 Newton�s law

	����


where �x is the rotation about the axial x axis� Mx the internal axial
torsional moment�mx the external torsional moment 	per unit length
�
Ix the torsional moment of inertia 	polar moment
 about the centroid
and J is the torsional constant of the section� The product of the
torsional constant J with the shear modulus G is the torsional sti�ness�
As discussed in section ���� damping losses are included by using a
complex shear modulus Gc � G	 � i�
� where � is the loss factor�

If the section and material properties are constant� combination of the
equations 	����
 yields the wave equation �

���x
�t�

� GcJ

�Ix

���x
�x�

�
mx	x� t


�Ix
	����


When the time varying loadsmx	x� t
 consist of torsional moments with
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x

y

z

dx

Mx
Mx �

�Mx

�x
dx

�x �x �
��x
�x

dx

mx	x� t


Figure ��� � Variables of torsional motion in rods

circular time frequency �� the basic form of the torsional rotation is �

�x	x� t
 � 	Ate
�iktx � Bte

iktx
ei�t 	����


where At and Bt are complex constants� determined from the boundary
conditions� Like in the longitudinal case� the two terms correspond to
two waves � a forward moving wave and a backward moving wave� The
complex wave number kt is �

kt �
�

ct

p
 � i�

� kt� � ikt� 	����


where the phase velocity ct 	equal to the group velocity cgt
 is given
by �

ct � cgt �

s
GJ

�Ix
	����


The simple formula for the phase 	and group
 velocity 	similar to the
phase velocity of a longitudinal wave
 �

ct �

s
G

�
	����


only holds for closed� circular beam sections where the torsional con�
stant J equals the moment of inertia about the centroid axis Ix� Val�
ues of the torsional constant J and the polar moment of inertia Ix of
non�circular beam sections can be found in several textbooks 	see e�g�
�Cremer et al� ���� Roark and Young ���� Dubbel ����
�
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For a low damped structure 	�� 
� kt� and kt� are approximately �

kt� �� �

ct
kt� �� � ��

�ct
� ��

�
kt� 	����


Similar as for the longitudinal waves� the time averaged total energy
density heti can be calculated as the sum of the time averaged potential
energy and the time averaged kinetic energy density �

heti � hepoti� hekini � 

�
GJ

�
��x
�x

���x
�x

�
�


�
�Ix

�
��x
�t

���x
�t

�
	����


The time averaged energy �ow is de�ned as the torsional moment at a
point multiplied by the rotational velocity� This is written in terms of
rotations �

hqxi � GJ

�
��x
�x

���x
�t

�
	���


The evaluation of these expressions with equation	����
� yields similar
results as in the longitudinal case� under the same assumption of low
damping 	� � 
 �

heti �


�
�Ix�

�
�
jAtj� e�kt�x � jBtj� e��kt�x

�
	����


hqti �


�
�Ix�

�ct

�
jAtj� e�kt�x � jBtj� e��kt�x

�
	����


Combination of equations 	����
� 	����
 and 	����
� yields �

hqti � � c�t
��

d heti
dx


 	����


This thermal equivalent is very similar to the longitudinal case� The
conductivity constant is equal to c�t ����

Substitution of this solution in the basic energy equilibrium equation
as in equation 	��
 yields �

h�in ti � � c�t
��

d� heti
dx�

� �� heti 	����


This equation is the governing partial di�erential energy equation that
relates the time averaged external input power �in t with the time av�
eraged energy density heti for torsional waves in rods� The main pa�
rameters in the equation are the loss factor �� the torsional wave speed
ct and the circular frequency ��
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������� Flexural waves in beams

This paragraph discusses the �exural motion of a thin beam in the x�z
plane where the z axis is one of the principal axes of inertia of the
section as stated before� A completely similar derivation can be made
for �exural motion in the x�y plane�

The Bernouilli�Euler beam theory 	or the thin beam theory
 is adopted
in this paragraph� This theory is valid only if the �exural wavelength
is large compared to the dimensions of the cross section of the beam�
The theory ignores the e�ects of the rotary inertia and the shear de�
formation� �Cremer et al� ���� show that this assumption is better for
thin beams � for material properties of typical metals� the di�erence
on the phase velocity is smaller than �# if the wavelength is more
than about six times a characteristic dimension of the cross section�
Consequently� as wavelengths decrease with frequency� the Bernouilli�
Euler beam theory is more suitable for low frequency calculations� All
beams must be considered thick at very high frequencies and� as a re�
sult� the assumptions in the thin beam theory are no longer valid� At
high frequencies� the Timoshenko beam theory for �exural motion of
thick beams is more appropriate� This theory will be discussed in the
next paragraph ������� In many practical applications� the thin beam
theory will give satisfactory results�

The Bernouilli�Euler beam theory assumes the presence of a bending
moment and a shear force� though it neglects the deformations due to
the shear force� It also assumes that the deformation of the centerline
is small and and only transverse� The description of the �exural motion

x

y

z

dx

My

My �
�My

�x
dx

Fz

Fz �
�Fz
�x

dx

my	x� t


fz	x� t


Figure ��� � Force variables of the �exural motion in the x�z
plane of a beam
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x

y

z

dx

uz uz �
�uz
�x

dx

�y �y �
��y
�x

dx

Figure ��� � Displacement variables of the �exural motion in
the x�z plane of a beam

in the x�z plane� uses four rather than two basic variables� since both
the lateral z displacements 	uz
 and the rotation about the y axis 	�y

are involved� Like in the previous paragraph� it is assumed here that
the shear axis and the centroid axis coincide� This assumption will also
be relaxed in the next paragraph� Under these assumptions� the basic
equations for �exural motion in the x�z plane of a linear� isotropic beam
are 	�gure ��� with the force variables and ��� with the displacement
variables
 �

���
��

�y � ��uz
�x

My � EcIy
��y
�x

	����


����
���

�S
��uz
�t�

�
�Fz
�x

� fz	x� t


Fz �
�My

�x
�my	x� t


where uz is the transverse displacement along the z axis� Fz the internal
force along the z axis� fz	x� t
 is the external force along the z axis
	per unit length
� �y is the rotation about the y axis� My the internal
bending moment around the y axis� my	x� t
 is the external moment
around the y axis 	per unit length
 and Iy is the principal area moment
of inertia around the y axis�

If the properties are constant along the length of the beam� the equa�
tions 	����
 can be combined into the well�known wave equation de�
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scribing the �exural motion in the x�z plane in beams�

EcIy
�
uz
�x


� �S
��uz
�t�

� fz	x� t
 �
�my	x� t


�x
	����


For a time varying load 	bending moment my	x� t
 and�or transverse
force fz	x� t

 with circular frequency �� the basic form of the transverse
displacement uz is a solution of equation 	����
 �

uz	x� t
 � 	Aze
�ikzx �Bze

ikzx � Cze
�kzx �Dze

kzx
ei�t 	����


where Az � Bz � Cz and Dz are complex coe�cients depending on the
boundary conditions� Since �y and uz are directly related 	see equations
	����

� a similar equation holds for the rotation �y �

The wave number kz is �

kz �
�

cz




p
 � i�

� kz� � ikz� 	����


For a low damped structure 	� � 
� the real and imaginary part of
the wave number kz are approximately given by

kz� �� �

cz
kz� �� � ��

�cz
� ��

�
kz� 	����


where the phase velocity cz is �

cz �
�

kz�
� 


s
��

EIy
�S

	���


In contrast to the longitudinal and torsional waves� the phase velocity
of �exural waves is a function of the circular frequency �� This implies
that �exural waves are dispersive � each spectral frequency component
of a wave travels with a di�erent velocity� The velocity at which energy
is transported is called the group velocity of the wave� Since spectral
wave components of �exural waves travel at di�erent velocities� the
group speed is not equal to the phase velocity �

cgz �
��

�kz�
� � 


s
��

EIy
�S

� �cz 	����


The group velocity of �exural waves in beams is twice the phase velocity�
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The time averaged total energy density hezi is the sum of the time av�
eraged potential energy density hepoti and time averaged kinetic energy
density hekini �

hezi � hepoti� hekini � 

�
EIy

�
��uz
�x�

��u�z
�x�

�
�


�
�S

�
�uz
�t

�u�z
�t

�
	����


The time averaged energy �ow hqzi consists of two terms � one term
due to a bending moment and one due to a shear force �

hqzi � 

�
�
�
EIy

��uz
�x�

�u�z
�t

�
�


�
�
�
�EIy �

�uz
�x�

��u�z
�t�x

�
	����


If one includes the full expression of equation 	����
 for the displace�
ment uz in equations 	����
 and 	����
� no similar result as for longi�
tudinal and torsional waves can be found� even with the assumption of
low damping�

The �rst two terms in equation 	����
 represent exponentially decaying
travelling or propagating waves� commonly referred to as the far �eld
solution� These two terms are similar to those of the displacement
of a rod� The last two terms are evanescent waves and are commonly
referred to as the near �eld terms� since the e�ect of these terms is only
signi�cant near an excitation or a discontinuity� It has been shown that
the near �eld terms can be neglected in the displacement solution when
considering points one or more wavelengths away from a discontinuity�
In EFEM� the near �eld terms are neglected�

Consequently� the basic form of the far �eld transverse displacement
uz ff is �

uz ff	x� t
 � 	Aze
�ikzx � Bze

ikzx
ei�t 	����


where Az and Bz are the complex amplitudes of a right and left trav�
elling wave depending on the boundary conditions�

When the near �eld e�ects are ignored and the terms of order � or less
are neglected 	assumption of low damping � � 
� the energy density
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in the beam is approximately 	�Wohlever and Bernhard ����
 �

heziff �


�
�S��

n
jAz j� e�ky�x � jBz j� e��ky�x 	����


�� �� 	AzB
�
z 
 cos	�ky�x
 � 	 	AzB

�
z 
 sin	�ky�x
�

o
hqziff � EIy�k

�
z�

n
jAz j� e�ky�x � jBz j� e��ky�x

o
	����


where �
 
 
ff � denotes that the near �eld e�ects are ignored and only far
�eld e�ects are considered�

Due to the last two terms in equation 	����
 for the energy density� no
direct relation can be found between the far �eld energy density heyiff
and the far �eld energy �ow as in the case of longitudinal and torsional
waves�

In an in�nitely long beam� a travelling wave occurs in only one direc�
tion� This implies that either Az or Bz is zero� In this case� the last
two terms in equation 	����
 vanish and a direct relation can be found
between the far �eld energy density heziff and the far �eld energy �ow�
similar as for longitudinal and torsional waves� The far �eld energy
�ow hqziff is proportional to the gradient of the far �eld energy density
heziff �
For a �nite beam� in general� both jAz j and jBz j will be non�zero and
the energy density will be spatial harmonic� due to the last two terms
in equation 	����
� The far �eld energy �ow decays exponentially and
thus cannot be proportional to the gradient of the energy density� Con�
sequently� the energy �ow cannot be locally modelled� as was done for a
longitudinal and torsional waves� However� it is possible to investigate
the energy �ow by using a locally smoothed or spatially averaged dis�
tribution of energy density� The locally smoothed quantity is obtained
by eliminating all spatially harmonic terms � it is still a function of
position but it has been smoothed� As described by 	�Wohlever and
Bernhard ����
� this smoothing operation needs to take place over the
span of a �exural wavelength �z� where the �z is de�ned by �

�z �
��

kz�
	����
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The spatial smoothing operation on a variable a is then de�ned as �

a �


�z

x��z��Z
x��z��

a dx 	����


The locally space averaged� time averaged� far �eld energy density
heziff is given by 	�Wohlever and Bernhard ����
 �

heziff �


�
�S��

n
jAz j� e�ky�x � jBz j� e��ky�x

o
	����


where �


� denotes a spatial averaged or locally smoothed quantity�
Local space averaging has no e�ect on the energy �ow� which has no
spatial harmonic terms�

Neglecting the interference between the di�erent propagating waves�
is a generalization of the space averaging concept� When the energy
contributions of the two left and right propagating waves as in equation
	����
 are calculated independently 	neglecting the interference terms
�
the resulting total energy density is indeed found to be equivalent to the
spatially smoothed energy density as in equation 	����
� This so�called
energy summation principle 	which states that the energy of di�erent
waves can be added to obtain the total energy
 is an approximation in
EFEM of which the validity will be discussed later 	see chapter �
�

As can be deduced from equations 	����
 and 	����
 	in combination
with equations 	���
 and 	����

� the gradient of the locally space
averaged� time averaged� far �eld energy density heziff is proportional
to the locally space averaged� time averaged� far �eld energy �ow hqziff �

hqziff � �c�gz
��

d heziff
dx

	���


The equivalent thermal conductivity constant is equal to c�gz����

Substitution of this solution in the basic energy equilibrium equation
as in 	��
 yields �

h�in zi � �c�gz
��

d� heziff
dx�

� �� heziff 	����
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This equation is the governing partial di�erential energy equation that
relates the time averaged external input power �in z with the time av�
eraged� spatially averaged� far �eld energy density heziff for �exural
waves in the x�z plane of a beam� The main parameters in the equa�
tion are the loss factor �� the �exural groupspeed cgz and the circular
frequency ��

Similar expressions hold for the �exural motion in the x�y plane of a
linear isotropic beam� which is completely decoupled if the shear axis
and the centroid coincide �

�
qy
�
ff
� �c�gy

��

d heyiff
dx


 	����


with the equivalent thermal conductivity constant equal to c�gy���

Substitution of the latter solution in the basic energy equilibrium equa�
tion as in 	��
 yields �

h�in yi � �c�gy
��

d� heyiff
dx�

� �� heyiff 	����


which relates the time averaged external input power �in y with the
time averaged� spatially averaged� far �eld energy density heyiff for
�exural waves in the x�y plane of a beam� The main parameters are
similar as above�

������� Coupling of basic wave types within one beam

In a linear isotropic beam� there are four basic wave types � longi�
tudinal� torsional� and two �exural waves� as described in paragraphs
����� to ������� Whereas 	for isotropic structures
 longitudinal waves
are decoupled from the other wave types� in general� the torsional and
the two �exural waves are not independent of each other� However�
even in the general case� there are four wave types in a beam � one is
purely longitudinal and the others are mixed types in which one of the
basic wave types is dominant�

In general� the four present wave types can be obtained by combining all
equation of motion of the previous sections ����� to ������� In this
paragraph the equations are generalized by relaxing the assumption
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Figure ��� � Local coordinate system in a beam

that the shear axis and the centroid axis coincide� As in the previ�
ous sections� the 	local
 coordinate system is chosen with the x axis
coincident with the centroid and the y and z axes coincident with the
principal axes of inertia of the section of the beam as shown in �gure
���� The o�sets of the shear centre relative to the local coordinate
system are denoted by ys and zs�

Since the longitudinal waves are completely decoupled from the others�
the equations for the longitudinal motion remain identical as in equa�
tions 	���
�

For torsional motion� if the shear axis and the centroid axis do not
coincide� the internal moment developed about the shear axis equals
Mx � zsFy � ysFz � This moment is reacted by the torsional sti�ness
GJ � and the equations 	����
 become �

Mx � zsFy � ysFz � GcJ
��x
�x

�Ix
���x
�t�

�
�Mx

�x
�mx	x� t


	����


with all variables as de�ned in the previous sections 	see e�g� �gures ���
to ���
� Note that all displacement and force variables are expressed at
	or about
 the centroid�

The �exural motion as in section ������ is based on the Bernouilli�
Euler beam theory which is valid for thin beams� In many practi�
cal applications the Bernoulli�Euler beam theory can be successfully
applied at low frequencies� At high frequencies� unrealistic velocities
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occur since the contribution of the rotational inertia and the shear de�
formation 	both neglected in the Bernouilli�Euler theory� although the
shear force is present
 become signi�cant� The Timoshenko beam the�
ory takes into account the contributions of the rotary inertia and shear
deformation and is therefor preferred over the Bernouilli�Euler theory
at high frequencies� The shear deformation is described by the shear
coe�cients �y 	for shear deformation in the x�y plane
 and �z 	for
shear deformation in the x�z plane
� In general� the shear coe�cients
depend on the section properties� Expressions for the shear factor of
several sections can be found in literature �Cremer et al� ���� Roark
and Young ���� Dubbel ����� The equations of motion 	����
 for the
�exural motion in the x�z plane of a Timoshenko beam become �

���
��

Fz � �zGcS

�
�y �

�	uz � ys�x


�x

�
My � EcIy

��y
�x

	����


����
���

�S
��uz
�t�

�
�Fz
�x

� fz	x� t


�Iy
���y
�t�

� �Fz � �My

�x
�my	x� t


Note the incorporation of the shear deformation in the �rst equation
	with shear coe�cient �z
� The o�set between the centroid and the
shear axis is taken into account in the �rst equation since uz is the
displacement at the centroid and the displacement must be expressed
at the shear centre of the section� The rotary inertia is included in
the last equation 	on the left hand side
� The Bernouilli Euler beam
theory is recovered by putting the rotary inertia �Iy to zero� the shear
sti�ness �zGS to in�nity and the o�sets ys and zs between the centroid
and the shear axis to zero�
A similar set of equations can be derived for the �exural motion in the
x�y plane of a Timoshenko beam �

���
��

Fy � �yGcS

�
��z � �	uy � zs�x


�x

�
Mz � EcIz

��z
�x

	����
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����
���

�S
��uy
�t�

�
�Fy
�x

� fy	x� t


�Iz
���z
�t�

� Fy �
�Mz

�x
�mz	x� t


In general the equations yield a set of � coupled equations of motion�
For harmonic excitation� the solution of this set of equations can be
formulated as an eigenvalue problem� as discussed in �De Langhe �����
The solution yields � eigenvalues 	corresponding to the wavenumbers
k
 and the � corresponding eigenvectors 	expressing the di�erent wave
types
�

It can be shown 	see e�g� �De Langhe ����
 that below the so�called
shear mode cut�on frequency� the solution yields four propagating waves
in the positive x direction� four propagating waves in the negative x di�
rection and four evanescent waves 	two in either x direction
� This gen�
eral solution corresponds to the observations in the previous sections
based on the simpli�ed Bernouilli�Euler beam theory� At frequencies
above the shear mode cut�on frequencies� one or more of the evanes�
cent waves will become propagating waves� In general� there will be
two shear mode cut�on frequencies � one related to the �exural mo�
tion in the x�z plane and one related to the �exural motion in the x�y
plane� As the evanescent waves become propagating waves� they will
also be able to transport energy� Consequently� these waves should also
be incorporated in the EFEM analysis of the beam yielding up to six
propagating wave types in each direction of the beam�

In this text� it is assumed 	and veri�ed
 that the examples are well be�
low the shear mode cut�on frequencies� Consequently� in the remainder
of the text� it is assumed that four wave types are present in a beam �
one longitudinal wave� one predominantly torsional wave� one predom�
inantly �exural wave in the x�z plane and one predominantly �exural
wave in the x�y plane� The wavenumbers are calculated by solving the
complete set of equations� In general� the group velocities� which are
needed in the basic EFEM equations� can not be calculated directly
from the wavenumber since the wavenumbers can be a complex func�
tion of the circular frequency �� However� a reasonable approximation
can be found by taking a �nite di�erence approximation �

cg �
��

�k
�� �� � ��

k� � k�
	����
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where k� and k� are the wavenumbers of the same wave type� respec�
tively at circular frequencies �� and �� that are closely grouped around
the frequency of interest� The calculation of the group velocities in this
way requires thus twice the solution of the �by�� eigenvalue problem�

In general� more than one wave can be present in a beam at the same
time� Since in a beam where the shear axis and the centroid do not
coincide the torsional and �exural wave motion is coupled� the total
energy density and the energy transport can not be calculated exactly
out of the contributions of the di�erent waves� In EFEM� it is however
assumed that the energy summation principle does hold� neglecting the
cross interference terms between the di�erent waves� In section �������
it was already discussed that neglecting the interference between prop�
agating waves of the same wave type� is a generalization of the space
averaging concept� Here� this is extended to waves of di�erent wave
types� The waves of di�erent wave types are assumed to propagate
independently of each other within the basic components� no inter�
ferences or energy exchange is possible between di�erent wave types�
This is indeed an approximation in EFEM of which the validity will be
discussed later in more detail 	see chapter �
�


�
�� Energy �ow in plates

This section covers the basic EFEM equations of two dimensional com�
ponents� Two dimensional components 	plates� membranes
 have two
dimensions which are considerably larger than the third dimension�
The addition of the second dimension makes the derivation of the ba�
sic EFEM equations far more complex� Unlike one dimensional com�
ponents� an in�nite number of directions of the waves is possible� Since
the direction of the present waves is� in general� not known in advance�
some assumptions must be adopted in order to apply EFEM� Unless
for very speci�c 	mostly academic
 applications where the direction of
the waves is known� EFEM assumes the direction of the waves to be
uniformly distributed in all possible directions� This is called a di�use
wave �eld�

Another di�culty that arises with two dimensional components is the
existence of di�erent shapes of wave fronts� plane waves� cylindrical
waves���� In EFEM� only plane waves are taken into account� This
implies that in �nite plates with a point loading the direct �eld which
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Figure ��� � Local coordinate system in a plate and de�nition
of the displacement variables in a plate

consists of cylindrical waves is omitted in the solution and only the
re�ected �eld is predicted� This �eld is called the reverberant �eld� It
originates from multiple re�ections and with a mixing of waves of all
directions and phases� it yields 	again
 a di�use �eld� The assumption
of a di�use �eld is inherent to EFEM�

Since in the examples in later chapters only plates are present� no mem�
branes will be treated here� The basic equations of membranes can be
found in �Bouthier ����� �Bouthier ���� discusses both membranes�
acoustic spaces and in�nite and �nite plates with some numerical val�
idations� �Cho ���� extend the work to coupled plates� however only
treats coupled coplanar plates subjected to out�of�plane �exural loads�
�Hu� ���� extends this work to couplings of non�coplanar plates� how�
ever he does not give a justi�cation for the use of the thermal analogy
for the in�plane waves� In the examples later in this text 	e�g� a vibro�
acoustic EFEM model of a box in section ����
 clearly not all plates
are aligned� The �exural motion in one of the plates causes in�plane
motion in a coupled plate� �Lyon and Tratch ���� demonstrate that at
high frequencies� the e�ects of in�plane vibrations can become essential�
Therefor this section discusses the full description of the vibrations in
a single plate with in�plane waves 	both longitudinal and shear
 and
out�of�plane waves� It is also a basis for the discussion of a general plate
junction that couples an arbitrary number of plates in section ����

The basic displacement variables are shown in �gure ���� The 	local

z direction for plates is in this text always the direction perpendicular
to the plane� with zero z at the centre� The displacements ux and
uy describe the in�plane motion of the plate� The out�of�plane motion
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is described by uz� �x and �y � Since in linear isotropic plates the in�
plane and the out�of�plane motion are decoupled� they will be treated
separately in the next sections�

������� In�plane longitudinal and shear waves in plates

Like for the previous section with the beams� linear and isotropic be�
haviour is assumed in here� The equations of motion which govern the
in�plane motion of a plate are 	in absence of loads
 �

��ux
�x�

�
� �

�

��ux
�y�

�
 � �

�

��uy
�x�y

�
�	� ��


Ec

��ux
�t�

��uy
�y�

�
� �

�

��uy
�x�

�
 � �

�

��ux
�y�x

�
�	� ��


Ec

��uy
�t�

	����


where ux and uy are the in�plane displacement in respectively x and y
direction and Ec is again the complex elasticity modulus which takes
into account the dissipation e�ects as de�ned in section ����

As stated before� only plane waves will be considered in this text� For
a harmonic loading� both displacement variables ux and uy of a plane
wave solution have the following space time dependency �

ux	x� y� t
 � Ux
e
i��t�kxx�kyy

uy	x� y� t
 � Uy 
e
i��t�kxx�kyy 	����


where Ux and Uy are complex amplitudes of the plane waves and kx
and ky are the complex wavenumbers in x and y direction respectively�
The amplitude k of the wavenumbers kx and ky � de�ned by �

k� � k�x � k�y 	���


is the wavenumber of the plane wave in the sense as for one dimen�
sional waves 	see section ����
� The 	absolute value of
 ratio of the
wavenumbers kx and ky in x and y direction� determines the direction
of the plane wave� The angle � of the plane wave with the x axis is
determined by 	see �gure ���
�

tan� � jky�kxj 	����
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Figure ��� � De�nition of the direction � of a plane wave

Insertion of equations 	����
 in the equations of motion 	����
� results
in an algebraic dispersion equation that relates the wavenumbers kx
and ky and the circular frequency � ��

k�x �
� �

�
k�y �

�	� �


Ec
��

��
k�y �

� �

�
k�x �

�	� �


Ec
��

�

�
	 � �
�

�
k�xk

�
y 	����


From this equation� straightforward calculations yield the following
solutions for the wavenumber k� � k�x � k�y �De Langhe ���� �

k� � k�L �
���	� ��


Ec
	����


k� � k�S �
����	 � �


Ec
�

���

Gc
	����


The �rst pair of solutions 	equation 	����

� represents longitudinal
waves� similar to longitudinal waves in a rod 	see section �����
� The
two solutions kL and �kL represent plane waves propagating in the
positive or negative � direction� as de�ned by equation 	����
� The
complex wavenumber kL can be written as �

kL �
�

cL

p
 � i�

� kL� � ikL� 	����


For a low damped structure 	�� 
� kL� and kL� are approximately �

kL� �� �

cL
kL� �� � ��

�cL
� ��

�
kL� 	����
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where the phase velocity cL is slightly di�erent as for the longitudinal
wave in a rod� taking into account the di�erence between a rod and a
plate in the lateral contraction 	Poisson�s ratio e�ect
 �

cL �
�

kL�
�

s
E

�	� ��

	����


The phase velocity equals the group speed� as was the case for the rod �

cgL �
��

�kL�
�

s
E

�	� ��

� cL 	����


In the case of longitudinal waves� it can be deduced from the equa�
tions of motion 	����
 that the complex amplitudes Ux and Uy

of displacement variables satisfy the following relationship 	see also
�De Langhe ����
 �

Ux

Uy
�

kx
ky

	����


which implies that the direction of the wave 	determined by kx�ky

is equal to the direction of the particle displacements 	determined by
Ux�Uy
� The general solution of a longitudinal plane wave can be
written as �

ux	x� y� t
 � kx�Axe
�ikxx �Bxe

ikxx��Aye
�ikyy � Bye

ikyy �ei�t

uy	x� y� t
 � ky �Axe
�ikxx �Bxe

ikxx��Aye
�ikyy � Bye

ikyy �ei�t 	���


where kx and ky are the complex wavenumbers in x and y direction
at � according to equation 	����
 and Ax� Bx� Ay and By are complex
coe�cients depending on the boundary conditions�

The second pair of solutions of the dispersion equation 	equation 	����


represent shear waves� The two solutions kS and �kS represent plane
waves propagating in the positive or negative � direction� as de�ned
by equation 	����
� The equations for kS are conceptually similar to
the equations of a torsional wave in a beam when the torsional sti��
ness equals the polar moment of inertia 	circular beam sections
 as
described in section ������� The complex wave number kS is �

kS �
�

cS

p
 � i�

� kS� � ikS� 	����
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where the phase 	and also group
 velocity is given by �

cS � cgS �

s
G

�
	����


For a low damped structure 	�� 
� kS� and kS� are approximately �

kS� �� �

cS
kS� �� � ��

�cS
� ��

�
kS� 	����


From the equations of motion 	����
 it can be deduced that� in the
case of shear waves� the complex amplitudes Ux and Uy of displacement
variables satisfy 	see also �De Langhe ����
 �

Ux

Uy
� �ky

kx
	����


which implies that the direction of the wave 	determined by kx�ky

is perpendicular to the direction of the particle displacements 	deter�
mined by Ux�Uy
� The general solution of a shear plane wave can be
written as �

ux	x� y� t
 � ky�Axe
�ikxx � Bxe

ikxx��Aye
�ikyy �Bye

ikyy�ei�t

uy	x� y� t
 � �kx�Axe
�ikxx �Bxe

ikxx��Aye
�ikyy � Bye

ikyy �ei�t 	����


where kx and ky are the complex wavenumbers in x and y direction
at � according to equation 	����
 and Ax� Bx� Ay and By are complex
coe�cients depending on the boundary conditions�

The time averaged total energy density of the in�plane waves can be
written as the sum of the kinetic and potential energy densities �

hei � hepoti� hekini
�

h

�E

�
j�xj� � j�y j� � ���
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�
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�
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 j	xyj�

�
� 
 
 


�
�h

�

������ux�t
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�����uy�t

�����
�

	����


where the stresses �x� �y and 	xy are the in�plane stresses that are
constant over the plate thickness� h is the thickness of the plate� � is
the Poisson�s ratio and � is the volumetric mass density�
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The time averaged total energy density of the in�plane waves can also
be expressed in terms of the displacement variables ux and uy �

hei � Eh
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where � is the damping loss factor as in paragraph ���� The availability
of the displacement and�or stress results and the numerical accuracy of
the results and the di�erential operators in the expressions determine
the choice between the two expressions�

The components in x and y direction of time averaged intensity or
energy �ow �q are also expressed in terms of the displacement variables
ux and uy �

hqxi � �Eh
�	� ��
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The expression for the displacement solution as in equation 	���
 for
longitudinal waves can now be substituted in the expressions 	����
 and
	����
� This operation can also be done for the in�plane shear waves
by using equation 	����
 for shear waves� The full expressions after
this operation are given in appendix A� As can be seen in appendix A�
even under the assumption of low damping 	� � 
� these substitutions
do not yield a direct relationship between the energy �ow and the
energy density� similar as in the case of �exural waves in a beam� The
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expanded result for both the time averaged energy �ow and energy
density contain spatial harmonic terms� Like in the case of the �exural
waves in beams� a spatial smoothing operation needs to be done in
order to eliminate the spatially harmonic terms in the solution to �nd
a simple relationship between the energy �ow and the energy density�
As described by �Bouthier ����� this smoothing operation needs to
take place over the span of the apparent wavelength �x and �y in
respectively the x and y direction� where the �x and �y are de�ned
by �

�x �
��

kx
�y �

��

ky
	����


The spatial smoothing operation on a variable a is de�ned as �

a �


�x�y

x��x��Z
x��x��

y��y��Z
y��y��

a dx dy 	���


When all quantities are locally space averaged as described above� the
relationship between the time averaged intensity

�
�q
�
with components

hqxi and
�
qy
�
and the time averaged energy density hei is �

�
�q
�
� � c�g

��
�rhei 	����


where cg is the group speed of the present waves at � and �
�� denotes

a space averaged quantity�

Substitution of this solution in the basic energy equilibrium equation
as in 	��
 yields �

h�ini � � c�g
��

r� hei� �� hei 	����


which relates the time averaged external input power �in with the time
averaged� spatially averaged energy density hei�
Equations 	����
 and 	����
 hold for both in�plane longitudinal waves
and in�plane shear waves� with the appropriate group velocity entered�
Similar as in the beam case� the conductivity constant in the thermal
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equivalent is equal to c�gL��� for in�plane longitudinal waves and c
�
gS���

for in�plane shear waves�

It should be noted that� like in the case of several waves in one beam
	see section ������
� EFEM assumes the energy summation principle
to hold for longitudinal and shear waves in plates� The interferences
between the propagating waves of the two di�erent wave types that
are in general present in a plate at the same time are neglected� The
energy contributions of both waves are assumed to be independent of
each other within a single plate� Energy exchange between the di�erent
wave types is only possible at couplings� as described in chapter ��

������� Out�of�plane 	exural waves in thin plates

The classical Kirchho� plate theory describes the out�of�plane motion
of thin plates� The main assumptions of this theory are the following �

� The Kirchho� theory applies to homogeneous� isotropic plates
with linear elastic material properties�

� The thickness h is small in comparison with the other plate di�
mensions and the plate displacements uz are small in comparison
with the plate thickness h�

� A straight line normal to the middle plate surface remains� after
deformation� a straight line normal to the middle plate surface
	hypothesis of Bernouilli
�

� The normal stress perpendicular to the middle plate surface �z
is neglected and the middle plate surface is free of stresses and
strains�

The classical plate equation of thin plates� based on the above men�
tioned assumptions� is �Leissa ���� �

Dcr
uz � �h
��uz
�t�

� p	x� y� t
 	����


where Dc is the complex �exural sti�ness of the plate � Dc � D	� i�


with D �
Eh�

�	� ��

the �exural sti�ness of the plate and p	x� y� t
 is

the applied load perpendicular to the plate surface 	force per unit area
�
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Based on hypothesis of Bernoulli 	third assumption in the Kirchho�
plate theory� see above
� a simple relationship exists between the lateral
displacement uz and the rotational displacements with rotation axis
along the x and y in�plane axes �

�x �
�uz
�y

�y � ��uz
�x

	����


Like in the previous paragraph� a plane wave solution is proposed for
the equations of motion� For a harmonic loading� the displacement uz
has the following space time dependency �

uz	x� y� t
 � Uz 
e
i��t�kxx�kyy 	����


where Uz is the complex amplitude of the plane wave solution� The
ratio of the wavenumbers kx and ky in x and y direction� determine
the direction of the wave� similar as in the previous section for in�plane
waves 	equation 	����

�

From the equation of motion 	equation 	����

 in absence of loads�
four possible values for the wavenumber k can be obtained� which is
the amplitude of the wavenumbers kx and ky in x and y direction �

k
 �
�
k�x � k�y

��
�

�h��

Dc

 k � �kF or � ikF 	����


The wavenumber kF can be written as �

kF �
�

cF




p
 � i�

� kF� � ikF� 	����


In the case of low damping 	� � 
� the real and imaginary part of kF
are given by �

kF�
�� �

cF
kF�

�� � ��

�cF
� ��

�
kF� 	����


where the phase velocity cF is �

cF �
�

kF�
� 


s
��

D

�h
	����
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In contrast to the longitudinal and shear in�plane waves�the phase ve�
locity of �exural out�of�plane waves is a function of the circular fre�
quency �� This implies that �exural waves are dispersive� The group
speed is not equal to the phase velocity �

cg F �
��

�kF
� � 


s
��

D

�h
� �cF 	���


Like the case of �exural waves in thin beams� the group velocity is twice
the phase velocity�

The basic form of the general solution for the displacement uz of a
�exural plane wave solution in a plate can be written as �

uz	x� y� t
 � �Axe
�ikxx � Bxe

ikxx � Cxe
�kxx �Dxe

kxx�


�Aye
�ikyy � Bye

ikyy � Cye
�kyy �Dye

kyy �ei�t 	����


where Ax� Bx� Cx� Dx� Ay � By � Cy and Dy are the complex coe�cients
of the plane wave solution depending on the boundary conditions and
kx and ky are solutions of equation 	����
� In case of low damping� kx
and ky can be expressed as �

kx �� kx�

�
� i

�

�

�
ky �� ky�

�
� i

�

�

�
	����


where

k�x� � k�y�
��
r
�h��

D
	����


The terms with Ax� Bx� Ay and By in equation 	����
 represent prop�
agating parts of the wave solution� The terms with Cx� Dx� Cy and Dy

represent the evanescent parts of the wave solution� Like in the case of
�exural waves in beams� the evanescent� exponentially decaying parts
will not be taken into account in EFEM� only the far �eld solution
with the propagating waves is considered� This yields the following
expression for the far �eld displacement uz ff

uz ff 	x� y� t
 � �Axe
�ikxx �Bxe

ikxx��Aye
�ikyy � Bye

ikyy �ei�t 	����


The time averaged total energy density heF i is the sum of the kinetic
and the potential energy density� The potential energy density can be
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written in terms of stress or displacement variables �

heF i � hepoti� hekini

�
h

�E

�
j�xj� � j�y j� � ���

�
�x�

�
y

�
� �	 � �
 j	xy j�

�
�
�h

�

�����uz�t

�����

�
D

�

�������uz�x�

����� �
������uz�y�

����� � ���
�
	 � i�


��uz
�x�

��u�z
�y�

�
� 
 
 


�	� �


���� ��uz�x�y

�����
�
�
�h

�

�����uz�t

����� 	����


where the stresses �x� �y and 	xy are the normal and the shear stresses
at the outer �bre 	plane stress
� D � Eh����	� ��
� is the �exural
sti�ness of the plate� � is the hysteresis damping factor as in paragraph
���� h is the thickness of the plate� � is the Poisson�s ratio and � is the
volumetric mass density�

The time averaged intensity or energy �ow h�qi is expressed by its com�
ponents in the x direction hqxi and in the y direction hqyi �

hqxi �
�
�
�
Dc

�
�

�x
r�uz

�u�z
�t

�
"
��uz
�x�

� �
��uz
�y�

#
��u�z
�x�t

� 
 
 


�	� �

��uz
�x�y

��u�z
�y�t

��

hqyi �
�
�
�
Dc

�
�

�y
r�uz

�u�z
�t

�
"
��uz
�y�

� �
��uz
�x�

#
��u�z
�y�t

� 
 
 


�	� �

��uz
�y�x

��u�z
�x�t

��
	����


where Dc � D	 � i�
 is the complex �exural sti�ness of the plate �

Like in previous cases� insertion of the general solution as in equation
	����
� with the assumption of small damping 	�� 
� does not yield
a direct relationship between the energy �ow and the energy density�
The full expressions of the solution are given in �Bouthier ���� for
the thin plate theory� The expanded result for both the time averaged
energy �ow and energy density contain spatial harmonic terms� When
a spatial smoothing operation is performed� similar as in the case of
in�plane waves in plates 	see section ������� equation 	���

� the rela�
tionship between the time averaged� far �eld intensity vector

�
�q
�
ff
with
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components hqxiff and
�
qy
�
ff
and the time averaged� far �eld energy

density heiff is �Bouthier ���� �

�
�q
�
ff
� �c�gF

��
�rheiff 	����


where cgF is the group speed of the �exural waves at �� The conduc�
tivity constant in the thermal equivalent is equal to c�gF����

Substitution of this solution in the basic energy equilibrium equation
as in 	��
 yields �

h�ini � �c�gF
��

r� heiff � �� heiff 	����


which relates the time averaged external input power �in with the time
averaged� spatially averaged� far �eld energy density heiff �

������� Out�of�plane 	exural waves in thick plates

The Kirchho� plate theory or thin plate theory� as discussed in the
previous section� gives satisfactory results in thin plates or at low fre�
quencies� �Cremer et al� ���� state that for material properties of
typical metals the error on the phase velocity is less than �# when
the wavelength is more than six times the plate thickness� At high
frequencies where the wavelengths become shorter� corrections need to
be made to the Kirchho� plate theory�

Improvements to the classical Kirchho� thin plate theory were proposed
by �Reissner ���� and �Mindlin ���� who included the in�uence of
the rotary inertia and the transverse shear deformation� as in the case
of �exural waves in thick beams� Other authors have further improved
the �rst order models of �Reissner ���� and �Mindlin ���� taking
into account that the shear stress contribution is not constant over
the thickness� The classical 	Reissner�
Mindlin theory gives reasonable
results when used with an appropriate shear correction factor �� In
this text� the classical Mindlin thick plate theory is adopted�

The Mindlin plate theory includes the transverse shear deformation�
This implies that the hypothesis of Bernouilli 	see previous section
�
is no longer valid� Consequently� the two rotational variables �x and
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�y 	the rotation of the normal to the middle plate surface before de�
formation
 have no direct relation to the out�of�plane displacement uz
as in the Kirchho� plate theory� The basic equation governing the
out�of�plane displacement uz is 	in absence of loads
 ��

Dcr� � �h�

�

��

�t�

�



�
r� � �j

��Gc

��

�t�

�
uz � �h

��uz
�t�

� � 	���


where � is the shear correction factor� Commonly used values for � are
� � ��� �Reissner ����� � � ���� �Mindlin ��� or more complex
expressions in terms of the Poisson ratio �� Two additional equations
describe the fully coupled relationship between the three displacement
variables uz � �x and �y �

Dc

�

"
	� �
r��y � 	 � �


�
���y
�x�

� ���x
�x�y

�#
� ��Gch

�
�y �

�uz
�x

�

�
�h�

�

���y
�t�

��Gch

�
r�uz �

��y
�x

� ��x
�y

�
� �h

��uz
�t�

	��


When a plane wave solution� as in equation 	����
� is entered in equa�
tion 	���
� it is a straightforward calculation to obtain the following
equation for the wavenumber k �

k�Fthick � k�x � k�y

�
�h���

��Dc
�

���

���Gc
�
vuuuut
�
�h���

��Dc
� ���

���Gc

��

�
�h��

Dc$ %z &
kFthin term

	���


This equation yields four solutions� At low frequencies� the �kFthin term�
will be dominant in the solutions� thus yielding� two propagating and
two evanescent� exponentially decaying waves� similar as in the thin
plate solution� The positive sign of the root yields two propagating
waves with predominantly real wavenumbers and opposite signs� The
negative sign of the root yields a negative number for k� thus yielding
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two evanescent waves with predominantly imaginary wavenumbers and
opposite signs�

As frequency increases� the positive root will always yield two propagat�
ing waves with predominantly real wavenumbers kFthick � At frequencies
above the so�called shear mode cut�on frequency� the negative sign of
the root� also yields a positive number for k�� In this case� the two
evanescent �exural waves become propagating waves� similar as for
Timoshenko beams 	see section ������
� As EFEM captures the far
�eld wave solution� these waves should also be included in the EFEM
analysis� In the remainder of this text� it is assumed that the examples
are well below the shear mode cut�on frequency� and consequently� the
EFEM solution only contains the wave solution according to the posi�
tive sign of the root in equation 	���
�

In contrast to the thin plate theory� no simple equation can be obtained
for the group velocity cgFthick according to the thick plate theory� The
phase velocity cFthick and the group velocity cgFthick can be calculated
by using their respective de�nition from the wavenumber kFthick � This
yields for the group velocity cgFthick �

cgFthick �
��

��fkFthickg
	���


�
��fkFthickg�

�h�

��D �
�

	�G

�
� �

�
�
h
�h�

�
D
�

�

���G

i�
��� �h

D

�
rh

�h�

�
D
� �

���G

i�
��� �h

D

which yields a complex equation in function of circular frequency �� As
in the case of �exural waves in thick 	Timoshenko
 beams� the group
velocity can also be calculated in practical applications with a �nite
di�erence approximation 	see equation 	����

�

For the remainder of this text� the use of one of both plate theories is
supposed� It is assumed in this text that the expression 	����
 that
relates the energy �ow to the gradient of the energy density can be
applied to both the thin and thick plate theory�� The main di�erence in
the practical application of the thin or thick beam theory in EFEM� is
the di�erent expression of the group velocity� which is a basic parameter
in the EFEM equations�
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�
�
 Energy �ow in acoustic cavities

This section discusses the basic energy equation used in EFEM for
three dimensional acoustic cavities� In section ����� some examples of
acoustic and vibro�acoustic systems are discussed�

The energy equations for acoustic cavities will account for dissipation
losses in the acoustic medium� similar as for the structural components
in the previous sections� In this text� a loss factor � will be used to
describe the dissipation losses� For most practical applications� the
damping in acoustic media is mainly dependent on the surface absorp�
tion characteristics of the boundaries� These boundary conditions can
be explicitly modelled 	as discussed in section ����
 or can be included
	uniformly spread
 into the damping loss factor �� The latter is mostly
done when the damping levels are determined by experiments� Typical
values of the damping loss factor � in air are � � ��
 to ���� The
damping loss factor can be slightly frequency dependent�

The governing equation for the pressure p in an acoustic medium with
losses is �Bitsie ���� ��

 � 	R
�

�t

�
r�p� 

c��

��p

�t�
� ����q	x� y� z� t


�t
	���


with p the pressure� c� the speed of sound in the acoustic medium� ��
the mass density of the acoustic medium� q	x� y� z� t
 the applied load
	volume velocity per unit volume
 of an acoustic source and 	R the
relaxation time of the acoustic medium� The relaxation time models
the delay between the application of a sudden pressure change and
the resulting equilibrium condition� The loss factor � is related to the
relaxation time by �

� � �	R 	���


As for the plates in the previous section ������ only plane waves will be
considered here� At circular frequency �� the basic form of the plane
wave pressure solution is �

p	x� y� z� t
 � P
ei��t�kxx�kyy�kz z 	���


where P is the complex amplitudes of the plane wave and kx� ky and
kz are the complex wavenumbers in x� y and z direction respectively�
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When this equation 	���
 is entered in equation 	���
 	in absence
of loads
� an expression is obtained for the wavenumber k� which is the
amplitude of the wavenumbers kx� ky and kz in x� y and z direction �

kac �
q
k�x � k�y � k�z �

�

c�

p
 � i�

� kac� � ikac� 	���


Since acoustic media are usually very low damped 	� � 
� kac� and
kac� can be written as �

kac� �� �

c�
kac� �� � ��

�c�
� ��

�
kac� 	���


Also� the wavenumbers kx� ky and kz in x� y and z direction can be
written more explicitly as �

kx �� kx�

�
� i

�

�

�
ky �� ky�

�
� i

�

�

�
kz �� kz�

�
� i

�

�

�
	���


where

k�x� � k�y� � k�z�
�� ��

c��
	����


The general plane wave solution in an acoustic medium is �

p	x� y� z� t
 � 	Axe
�ikxx �Bxe

ikxx

	Aye
�ikyy �Bye

ikyy



	Aze
�ikzz �Bze

ikzz
ei�t 	���


where Ax� Bx� Ay � By � Az and Bz are complex coe�cients depending
on the boundary conditions�

The time averaged energy density heaci in an acoustic medium can be
written as the sum of potential and kinetic energy components �

heaci � 

�

�


��c��
jpj� � �

h
jvxj� � jvyj� � jvz j�

i�
	����


where vx� vy and vz are the particle velocities in respectively the x�
y and z direction� They are related to the pressure p by the Euler
equation �

�v 	vx� vy� vz
 �
i

���
�rp 	����
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The components of the time averaged energy �ow vector h�qaci 	mostly
denoted as intensity vector in acoustic media
 are �

hqac xi � 

�
�fpv�xg hqac yi � 

�
��pv�y� hqac zi � 

�
�fpv�zg

	����


As denoted in table ��� the energy �ow components have units of power
per unit area�

The expression for the pressure solution as in equation 	���
 can
now be substituted in the expressions 	����
 and 	����
� The full
expressions of the solution are given in �Bouthier ����� �Bouthier
���� �nds that� even under the assumption of low damping 	� � 
�
these substitutions do not yield a direct relationship between the energy
�ow and the energy density because of spatial harmonic terms in the
expanded result� Like in the case of plates and �exural waves in beams�
a spatial smoothing operation needs to be done in order to �nd a simple
relationship between the energy �ow and the energy density� This
smoothing operation needs to take place now in three dimensions over
the span of the apparent wavelengths �x� �y and �z in respectively the
x� y and z direction� where the �x� �y and �z are de�ned by �

�x �
��

kx
�y �

��

ky
�z �

��

kz
	����


The spatial smoothing operation on a variable a is de�ned as �

a �


�x�y�z

x��x��Z
x��x��

y��y��Z
y��y��

z��z��Z
z��z��

a dx dy dz 	����


Similar to the two dimensional case of plates� this three dimensional
smoothing operation removes the cross�terms between the di�erent
waves and is� consequently� equivalent to neglecting the interferences
between di�erent waves�

When all quantities are locally space averaged as described above� the
relationship between the time averaged energy �ow vector

�
�qac

�
and

the time averaged energy density heaci is �
�
�qac

�
� � c��

��
�rheaci 	����
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Similar as in all previous cases� the conductivity constant in the thermal
equivalent is equal to c����� for acoustic waves�

Substitution of this solution in the basic energy equilibrium equation
as in equation 	��
 yields �

h�ini � � c��
��

r� heaci� �� heaci 	����


This equation is the governing partial di�erential energy equation that
relates the time averaged external input power �in with the time aver�
aged� spatially smoothed energy density heaci in acoustic cavities�

��� Main assumptions in the energy equations
of single components

The main assumptions and approximations in the derivation of the
energy �ow equation are the following �

� In all derivations of EFEM� low damping is assumed � the in�
ternal loss factor � being much smaller than unity� This is no
problem in most practical applications where internal damping
losses are usually small� In case of low damping� the di�use �eld
assumption 	see below
 will be ful�lled more easily� A drawback
of very low damping values is that the gain in spatial accuracy
over SEA might be very limited� as illustrated in examples later
in this text�

� When used with a hysteresis damping model� the assumption
that the kinetic energy equals the potential energy must
be adopted on a time averaged base� As discussed in section
��� this assumption is better in case of high frequencies and for
higher damping� When the results are frequency averaged� the
di�erence between more and less damped structures diminishes�
This criterion appears to be important in the discussion of the
validity region of EFEM as discussed in chapter ��

� In EFEM� only the far 
eld solution with the propagating
waves is included in the analysis� In cases with �exural waves
in beams and plates� the energy associated with the evanescent
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waves 	the near �eld
 is ignored� It has been shown that the
near �eld terms can be neglected when considering points one or
more wavelengths away from a discontinuity� This implies that
EFEM is valid when several wavelengths are present within a
component� The size of the component must be high enough
to contain several wavelengths or� as wavelengths decrease with
frequency� the frequency must be high enough� This requirement
is equivalent to the SEA criterion for high modal density� When
several wavelengths are available� there will be a mixing of phases
due to the multiple re�ected waves and a di�use �eld is generated�
Note that this is a basic assumption for both SEA and EFEM�
Chapters � tries to quantify this wavelength criterion�

� In plates and acoustic cavities� only plane waves are included
in the analysis� This implies that in �nite plates or acoustic
cavities with a point loading� the direct �eld which consists of
cylindrical or spherical waves is omitted in the solution and only
the re�ected �eld is predicted� This re�ected wave �eld is called
the reverberant �eld� It originates from multiple re�ections and
with a mixing of waves of all directions and phases� it yields
	again
 a di�use �eld� �Langley ���� states that the error that
is made in the direct �eld of a point loaded structure or acoustic
cavity feeds through to the amount of energy which is input to the
reverberant �eld� The resulting e�ect is that the predicted energy
distribution tends to be more homogeneous than the true result
with an underestimation near the excitation and overestimation
away from the excitation�

� EFEM assumes the energy summation principle to hold� This
assumption is equivalent to non�interference of the propagating
waves� It implies that the energy of di�erent waves can be added
to obtain the total energy� For �exural waves in beams and plates�
this assumption yields the same results for the basic EFEM equa�
tions as a spatial averaging procedure� In case of waves of di�erent
wave types that are present at the same time in one component�
this assumption also implies that there is no energy exchange
between the di�erent waves within the component� although� in
reality� the waves might be coupled� As described in chapter ��
waves of di�erent wave types only exchange energy at couplings�
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��� Conclusion

This chapter � gives a full description of the theoretical background of
EFEM in single basic components 	beams� plates and acoustic cavities
�
The fundamental energy di�erential equations are similar for each wave
type in a basic component� though with di�erent assumptions and ap�
proximations� and they are formally equivalent to the steady�state heat
conduction equations� One contribution of this dissertation is the ex�
tension of the basic equations to fully coupled waves in 	thick
 beams
and the complete description of plates with in�plane motion and out�
of�plane motion in thin and thick plates� The basic equations will be
brie�y repeated here since they constitute the basic energy equations
that are used in EFEM�

The basis of the derivations is the general equilibrium equation which
is stated in the introduction of this chapter 	equation 	���

 �

�in � �r � �q � �diss

In the �rst section ���� the relation between the internal dissipation
losses �diss and the time averaged energy density is established �

h�dissi � �� hei

The second section ��� studies the relation between the time averaged
energy �ow and the time averaged energy density in di�erent basic
components� The components that are studied are � one dimensional
beams and rods with longitudinal� torsional and �exural motion� in�
plane and out�of�plane motion in plates and pressure waves in acoustic
cavities� For each wave type� a similar result was obtained under dif�
ferent assumptions and approximations �

h�qi � � c�g
��

�rhei

which expresses that the energy �ow is proportional to the gradient
of the energy density� �owing from high to low energy density� The
proportionality constant is a function of the loss factor� the circular
frequency and the group velocity of the wave type� For each wave
type� the appropriate group velocity and order of the derivations must
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be used� This basic equation is analogous to the heat �ow equation in
a steady�state heat conduction problem 	Fourier�s law
�

When the previous equations are combined� the following equation can
be established �

h�ini � � c�g
��

r� hei� �� hei 	����


This equation constitutes the governing fundamental energy equation
of EFEM�

One major contribution of this dissertation is the systematic and ex�
plicit overview of the di�erent assumptions and approximations in the
derivation of this fundamental energy equation� Depending on the
type of the basic component� several assumptions and approximations
are necessary to obtain the simple energy di�erential equation in basic
components � the omission of the near �eld e�ects and the interference
terms between propagating waves� the plane wave assumption���� The
assumptions and approximations are summarized in section ���� The
validity of the assumptions and approximations will yield limits on the
validity domain of EFEM as discussed in chapter ��
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Coupled structures and

�nite element

implementation

��� Introduction

This chapter deals with the description of complex built�up structures�
Complex structures are described as assemblies of several basic struc�
tures 	beams� plates� acoustic cavities
 that were discussed in the pre�
vious chapter �� In that chapter� it was assumed that the waves of
di�erent wave types that are present within the basic structures are
completely decoupled from each other� At couplings between basic
structures� the present waves of di�erent types can exchange energy�

The description of the exchange of energy at couplings is discussed in
section ���� The basic parameters for the description of the energy
exchange are the power transmission coe�cients� These power trans�
mission coe�cients are de�ned as the ratio of the power of a wave leav�
ing the coupling over the power of an incident wave� A procedure for
the description of the joint behaviour in terms of energy 	density
 and
energy �ow is outlined according to the type of coupling � coupling of
basic components in a point� along a line or along an area� This thesis
covers frequently encountered couplings like general beam�beam point
couplings� plate�plate line couplings and plate�acoustic area couplings�

��
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Section ��� discusses the �nite element implementation of the energy
equations in basic components and at couplings� As discussed in the
previous chapter �� the behaviour of the basic components in terms of
energy �ow can be described analogous to a heat conduction problem�
Consequently� a �nite element implementation of the energy equations
of the basic components is quite straightforward and completely sim�
ilar to classical �nite element codes� At couplings� however� a special
procedure is required� In contrast to the classical structural or thermal
problems� the basic variable� the energy density� is not continuous at
a coupling� As a result� multiple nodes are placed at the coupling in
order to predict di�erent energy 	density
 levels for each present wave
type in the di�erent components� A special joint element is included
based on the coupling relations that were established in section ����

It is clear that the power transmission coe�cients are essential param�
eters in the EFEM description� In general� these parameters are not
straightforward to deduce� Also in SEA these parameters are frequently
used� since there is a direct relation between the power transmission co�
e�cients and the SEA coupling loss factor that is one of the basic SEA
parameters 	see section ���
� Consequently� calculation algorithms or
experimental procedures for the derivation of power transmission co�
e�cients that are developed for SEA can also be used in EFEM� The
power transmission coe�cients can be identi�ed experimentally 	see
e�g� �Lyon and DeJong ���� De Langhe ����� this will not be ad�
dressed in this thesis
 or can be calculated using analytic or numerical
techniques� As an example of the analytic calculation of the power
transmission coe�cients� section ��� in the next chapter discusses a
general plate coupling that couples an arbitrary number of thick plates
along an edge with 	or without
 a thick beam along the coupling line�

��� Complex systems � coupling of basic struc	
tures

Propagating waves in built�up structures encounter changes in mate�
rial� geometry or orientation� These discontinuities are called couplings
or joints� In general� a joint is the coupling between two or more basic
components 	beams� plates� acoustic cavities
� Waves of di�erent wave
types are assumed to be independent of each other within basic com�
ponents 	see chapter �
� they only interact at joints� At a joint� energy
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can be exchanged between waves of di�erent types� An incident wave
at a joint is in general re�ected and transmitted into waves of several
wave types�

The aim of this section is to derive a relationship between the energy
levels of all present waves in the connected basic structures at the joint
and the total energy �ow associated with these waves� �owing into each
of these structures� The �rst paragraph brie�y discusses the use of
power transmission coe�cients to describe the exchange of energy at a
joint� The second paragraph uses these power transmission coe�cients
to develop general joint relationships in terms of energy 	density
 and
energy �ow�

���	 Power transmission coe�cients

Power transmission coe�cients are the basic variables for the descrip�
tion of the energy exchange at couplings� The power transmission
coe�cients are de�ned as power ratios �

	inc�transm �
Qtransmitted

Qincident
�
Q�

Q�
	��


where Qincident or Q
� is the power or net energy �ow of a wave incident

to the coupling and Qtransmitted or Q
� is the power or net energy �ow

associated with a transmitted wave� In this text� the superscript �
 
 
��
denotes an incident wave at the joint and �
 
 
�� denotes a transmitted
wave or a wave propagating away from the joint� In the convention
in equation 	��
� a re�ection coe�cient is a special case of the power
transmission coe�cient denoted by 	i�i�

The dimensions of the net energy �ow Q depend on the type of cou�
pling �

� For a coupling of several basic components at a point 	e�g� beam�
beam coupling
� the joint can be thought of as a point that trans�
ports power between the connected components� The net energy
�ow of the components towards this point is the total energy �ow
or power of the waves at the joint 	in �W�
�

� For a coupling of several basic components along a line 	e�g�
plate�plate coupling
� the joint can be thought of as a line� Along
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this line energy is exchanged between the connected components�
The net energy �ow is expressed per unit length along the joint
line 	in �W�m�
�

� For a coupling along an area 	e�g� plate�acoustic coupling or
acoustic�acoustic coupling
� the joint can be thought of as an
area� Energy is exchanged between the connected components
along this area � The net energy �ow Q is expressed per unit
area along the coupling area 	in �W�m��
�

In general� there are incident waves of all types in all components at
the coupling� The total power of a transmitted wave will be the sum
of the contributions of each of the present incident waves� This can
be expressed as follows for a wave travelling in component c of wave
type t �

Q�ct �
X

components i

X
wave types j in i

	ij�ct Q
�
ij 	���


A matrix of power transmission coe�cients �	 � can be de�ned relating
the transmitted power of all di�erent waves with the incident power
for the present wave type	s
 in each component ����

��
Q��
Q��
���

���
�� �

	

� 	��� 	��� 
 
 

	��� 	��� 
 
 

���

���
� � �

�
�
���
��

Q�
�

Q�
�
���

���
�� 	���


Each number 	ij�ct of the matrix of power transmission coe�cients sat�
is�es the following inequality �

� � 	ij�ct �  	���


If there are no energy losses at the coupling 	conservative coupling
�
the net energy �ow of a particular incident wave� is equal to the sum
of the contributions of this incident wave to the transmitted waves �

Q�
ct �

X
components i

X
wave types j in i

	ct�ij Q
�
ct 	���


which yields

 �
X

components i

X
wave types j in i

	ct�ij 	���
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In case of conservative coupling� the power transmission coe�cients add
up to one when summed over all transmitted waves 	or a column of the
power transmission coe�cient matrix� as de�ned in equation 	���

�

An important remark is that the condition of conservative coupling is
not inherent to EFEM in contrast to SEA� Losses at the coupling can be
taken into account by using power transmission coe�cients that add up
to a number smaller than unity� In practical applications� it is very hard
to determine the terms in the power transmission coe�cient matrix to
which the losses should be applied� Assigning the losses to one 	or
more
 of the waves or proportional scaling of all power transmission
coe�cients in a column are practical solutions to this problem�

As an example� �gure �� shows a beam coupling with two beams that
are coupled at a point 	i�e� the joint
� As mentioned in the previous
chapter 	section ������
� it is assumed in here that the frequency is be�
low the shear mode cut on frequency� which implies that there are four
possible wave types � longitudinal� 	predominantly
 torsional� 	predom�
inantly
 �exural in the x�y plane and 	predominantly
 �exural in the
x�z plane� Also� these waves are assumed to be independent of each
other � there is no energy exchange between the di�erent wave types
within one beam� only at couplings� An incident longitudinal wave in
the �rst beam at the joint is� in general� re�ected into a longitudinal�
a torsional and two �exural waves in the �rst beam and transmitted
into a longitudinal� a torsional and two �exural waves in the second
beam� The same holds for waves of all wave types in both beams that
are incident at the joint� Consequently� an � by � matrix �	 � of power
transmission coe�cients can be constructed �������������
�����������

Q�l�
Q�t�
Q�y�
Q�z�
Q�l�
Q�t�
Q�y�
Q�z�

������������
�����������
�

	









�

	l��l� 	t��l� 
 
 
 	y��l� 	z��l�
	l��t� 	t��t� 
 
 
 	y��t� 	z��t�
	l��y� 	t��y� 
 
 
 	y��y� 	z��y�
	l��z� 	t��z� 
 
 
 	y��z� 	z��z�
	l��l� 	t��l� 
 
 
 	y��l� 	z��l�
	l��t� 	t��t� 
 
 
 	y��t� 	z��t�
	l��y� 	t��y� 
 
 
 	y��y� 	z��y�
	l��z� 	t��z� 
 
 
 	y��z� 	z��z�

�
�

������������
�����������

Q�
l�

Q�
t�

Q�
y�

Q�
z�

Q�
l�

Q�
t�

Q�
y�

Q�
z�

������������
�����������

	���


As stated before� each number in this matrix is between zero and unity
	both included
 and the colums add up to unity 	conservative coupling

or less 	non�conservative coupling
� In general� the dimensions of the
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beam 

beam �

incident wave�

long�
long��

tors� tors��

�exy� �exy��

�exz� �exz��

Figure �� � Coupling of two beams

matrix of power transmission coe�cients for a beam coupling with nb
beams is �nb by �nb since there are � wave types in a general beam
	if below the shear mode cut on frequencies as discussed in paragraph
������
�

In plates 	also below the shear mode cut on frequency
� there can be
travelling waves of � wave types that transport energy 	see paragraph
�����
� Consequently� the matrix of power transmission coe�cients for
a plate coupling along a line with np plates is �np by �np�

For acoustic cavities that are coupled along a surface only one wave
type is involved� Also for plate�acoustic couplings� there is only one
wave type involved in each component 	�exural waves in the plate and
acoustic waves in the acoustic cavity
� Since only two components
can be coupled along one surface� the matrix of power transmission
coe�cients for an area coupling along a surface is � by ��

For some simple beam couplings 	e�g� L or T couplings
 analytical
solutions are available for the calculation of the power transmission
coe�cients� as shown by a number of authors 	�Cremer et al� ���� Cho
����
� A procedure for a general beam joint that couples an arbitrary
number of beams in one point is discussed by �De Langhe ����� In this
general beam joint� coupling between several types of motion within a
beam can occur 	similar as discussed in paragraph ������
 and other
substantial details 	like e�g� a blocking mass at the coupling
 of the
joint can be incorporated� �De Langhe ���� also proposes a method for
the calculation of the power transmission coe�cients that uses classical
�nite elements to model the geometrical details of a coupling�

For plates� the power transmission coe�cients of generic L� T and cross
couplings have been considered by a number of authors 	e�g �Cremer
et al� ���� Craven and Gibs ��a� Craven and Gibs ��b�
� Although
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most of the publications are written for SEA purposes� the results can
be applied directly within EFEM since similar assumptions are made
in the derivations� In some publications� the in�plane vibrations are
neglected� which might cause problems for non�symmetric plate cou�
plings� In �Lyon and Tratch ���� on the noise level in ships� it is
shown that at high frequencies the in�uence of the in�plane vibration
can become essential� In this thesis� the in�plane vibrations 	both lon�
gitudinal and shear
 are always included in EFEM� A procedure for
a general plate coupling is proposed by �Langley and Heron ����� A
generic plate�beam junction is considered which consists of an arbitrary
number of thin plates that are either coupled through a thick beam or
directly coupled along a line� In section ���� the procedure in �Langley
and Heron ���� is extended to general couplings of thick plates based
on the Mindlin plate theory for bending of thick plates�

All the analytical methods for the calculation of the power transmission
coe�cients assume the beams or plates connected to the joint to be
semi�in�nite� In that case� there is no in�uence of re�ections in other
parts of the structure and the behaviour at the joint can be described
based on the 	local
 characteristics of the joint� This approximation has
to be used for �nite structures when the power transmission coe�cients
are calculated locally� At high frequencies� the results for semi�in�nite
structures can be applied to �nite structures� since the re�ections of the
waves at the far end can be neglected at the coupling� The implications
of this approximation on the validity of EFEM are discussed later 	see
chapter �
�

If no analytical or numerical procedure is available� methods based on
experimental measuring or �nite elements are to be used in order to
obtain the power transmission coe�cients�

���� Joint relationships � de�nition of a joint matrix

The joint relationships express the relation between the total energy
densities of the waves in the basic structures connected to the joint
and the total energy �ow into the di�erent coupled basic structures�
These relationships are the basis for a �nite element formulation in the
next section� In this section it is assumed that the power transmission
coe�cients� as discussed in previous section ����� are known either
analytically or experimentally�
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Basic equations for the derivation of the joint relations are �

� The de�nition of the power transmission coe�cients as in equa�
tion 	���
 � �

Q�
�
� �	 �

�
Q�

�
	���


where Q is the net energy �ow as discussed in section �����

� The energy summation principle within a single component

As mentioned in the previous chapter �� equations like 	����

for longitudinal waves are assumed to hold for all wave types
in EFEM individually� This is the energy summation principle
for waves of the same wave type � the total energy density e is
calculated as the sum of the energy densities e� and e� of the
waves travelling in opposite directions �

e � e� � e� 	���


This is an approximation since in general there is coupling be�
tween waves of di�erent wave types�
Also� the resulting energy �ow vector of di�erent waves in one
component can be obtained as the sum of the energy �ow vec�
tors �

�q � �q � � �q � 	���


which yields the following amplitudes for two waves travelling in
opposite directions �

q � q� � q� 	��


� The energy �ow is equal to the group speed multiplied by the en�
ergy density

As mentioned in the previous chapter �� relations like in equation
	����
 for longitudinal waves hold for all wave types� For each
wave type� a relation can be written between the amplitude of
the energy �ow and the energy density �

q� � cge
� and q� � cge

� 	���


where cg is the group velocity of the wave�

The next paragraphs derive the joint relationships between di�erent
types of components for couplings in a point� couplings along a line
and couplings along an area�
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������� Point coupling of basic components

In theory� point couplings can exist between every type of basic com�
ponent 	beam� plate� acoustic cavity����
� In general� a point coupling
can couple an arbitrary number of beams� plates and acoustic cavities�
Some practical examples are shown in �gure ���� The �rst example is
the point coupling of an arbitrary number of beams with� in general�
di�erent sections and material properties� The second example shows
the point coupling of a beam and plate�

Figure ��� � Examples of point couplings

In case of a point coupling� the net energy �ow Q in the de�nition
of the power transmission coe�cients is expressed in �W�� This will
now be related to the energy �ow de�nitions in the di�erent types of
components�

For beams at the coupling� the net energy �ow Q is simply equal to the
energy �ow q 	amplitude of �q as de�ned in the previous chapter� see
table ��
� In this section the energy �ow of a beam will be denoted
by qb in order to avoid confusion with the energy �ow in other types of
components �

Qb � qb 	���


For plates� the energy �ow �qp is expressed in the previous chapter � per
unit length 	in �W�m�
� The net energy �ow dQp out of an in�nitesimal
area dSc is the divergence of the energy �ow vector �qp �

dQp � �r � �qp 	���


The net energy �ow Qp 	in �W�
 out of a �nite area Sc 	physical area
of the plate at the point coupling
 is then� according to the divergence
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theorem �Greenberg ���� �

Qp �

Z
Sc

�r � �qpdS �
Z
�c

�qp � �nd� �
Z
�c

qp nd� 	���


where �c is the perimeter of the coupling area Sc and qp n is the com�
ponent of �qp normal to the boundary �c�

For acoustic cavities� the energy �ow �qac is expressed in the previous
chapter � per unit area 	in �W�m��
� The net energy �ow dQac through
an in�nitesimal area dSc is the normal component of the energy �ow
vector �qac multiplied by dSc �

dQac � �qac � �ndS 	���


The net energy �ow Q 	in �W�
 out of a �nite area Sc 	physical area of
the acoustic cavity at the point coupling
 is �

Qac �

Z
Sc

�qac � �ndS �
Z
Sc

qac ndS 	���


where qac n is the component of �qac normal to the coupling area Sc�

As expressed by equation 	��
� the resulting power �ow q of any wave
type towards the joint can be computed as the di�erence between the
power of the incident and the re�ected wave of the same wave type�
From equations 	���
� 	���
 and 	���
� it is immediately clear that
this also holds for the net energy �ow Q of any wave type towards the
joint �

fQg � �
Q�

�� �
Q�

�
	���


where fQg contains the net energy �ow of each component� The net
energy �ow of a wave type in a plate at the coupling must be calculated
with equation 	���
� where the integral should be calculated along the
physical �nite perimeter of the contact area between the plate and the
joint� The net energy �ow of a wave type in an acoustic cavity at the
coupling must be calculated with equation 	���
� where the integral
should be calculated over the surface of the contact area between the
plate and the joint�
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Combination of equation 	���
 and equation 	���
 with the de�nition
of the power transmission coe�cient matrix yields �

fQg � 	�I �� �	 �
�Q�
�

	���


where �I � is a unity matrix of the same size as �	 ��

The energy summation principle is assumed to hold for each wave type
present at the joint� For a particular wave type in a beam at the joint�
is it quite straightforward to deduce the following relations �

eb � e�b � e�b

cg beb � cg be
�
b � cg be

�
b

with equation 	���
 �

cg beb � q�b � q�b

or

cg beb � Q�
b � Q�b 	����


For a particular wave type in a plate at the joint� a similar derivation
can be made in the assumption that the direction of the energy �ow
of incident and re�ected waves in the plate is perpendicular to the
boundary �c at the joint �

cg pep � q�p � q�p

or� with equation 	���
 and �Z
�c

cg pepd� � Q�
p � Q�p 	���


If the physical contact area of the point coupling on a plate is assumed
to be small� the energy density in the plate can be assumed to be
constant over the boundary of the contact area� In that case� equation
	���
 reduces to �

cg pep�c � Q�
p �Q�p 	����
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where �c is the physical length of the boundary of the contact area of
the point coupling on the plate�

For a particular wave type in an acoustic cavity at the joint� a com�
pletely similar derivation can be made as for plates in the assumption
that the direction of the energy �ow of incident and re�ected waves
in the acoustic cavity is perpendicular to the boundary area Sc at the
joint �

cg aceac � q�ac � q�ac

or� with equation 	���
�Z
Sc

cg aceacdS � Q�
ac �Q�ac 	����


which yields for a small contact area Sc with constant eac 	a logic
assumption in case of point coupling


cg aceacSc � Q�
ac �Q�ac 	����


where Sc is the physical contact area of the point coupling on the
acoustic cavity�

The above equations can be combined in the following matrix equation
for all the present wave types at the coupling �

�Pp� feg �
�
Q�

�
�
�
Q�

�
	����


where �Pp� is a diagonal physical property matrix of a point coupling
with the following components along the diagonal � cg b for a beam�
cg p�c for a plate and cg acSc for an acoustic cavity�

Insertion of equation 	���
 with the de�nition of the power transmission
coe�cient matrix in equation 	����
 yields �

�Pp� feg � 	�I � � �	 �

�
Q�

�
	����


where �I � is a unity matrix of the same size as �	 ��

Combination of equations 	���
 and 	����
 yields �

fQg � �J � feg 	����
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with the joint matrix �J � �

�J � � 	�I �� �	 �
 	�I � � �	 �
�� �Pp� 	����


The joint matrix relates the energy �ow or power 	in �W�
 of the dif�
ferent wave types present at the point coupling with the corresponding
energy densities of the di�erent wave types� The matrix equation will
be used directly in the �nite element implementation in the next section
����

������� Line coupling of basic components

In theory� line couplings can couple an arbitrary number of basic com�
ponents 	beam� plate� acoustic cavity����
� Some practical examples
are shown in �gure ���� The �rst example is a line coupling of an arbi�
trary number of plates with� in general� di�erent thickness and material
properties� The second example shows the line coupling of a beam and
plate� A beam and a plate can either be coupled in a point or along a
line� In the latter case� the beam is in the plane of the plate�

Figure ��� � Examples of a line coupling

For line coupling� the net energy �ow Q in the de�nition of the power
transmission coe�cients 	see the previous section ���� or equation
	���

 is expressed per unit length along the joint line 	in �W�m�
�
This will now be related to the energy �ow de�nitions in the di�erent
types of components�

For a beam at the coupling 	along the joint line
� the energy �ow �qb is
expressed in the previous chapter � as the power 	in �W�
 that �ows
through a section� Since the direction of the energy �ow vector is
always along the beam 	i�e� the x axis� as in the previous chapter �
�
it is denoted shortly by its magnitude qb� The net energy �ow Qb per
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x

Lc

qb�

qb�

Qb

joint line

Figure ��� � Energy �ow in a beam along a line coupling

unit length into a part Lc of the joint line can be written as the sum of
the power �ow qb at the two end points divided by the length Lc 	see
�gure ���
 �

Qb �
qb� � qb�

Lc
	����


where qb� and qb� are the energy �ow through the boundaries towards
the joint line Lc�

For plates at the coupling� the net energy �ow per unit length Qp is
equal to the energy �ow qp n 	normal component of �qp as de�ned in the
previous chapter� see table ��
 �

Qp � qp n 	����


For acoustic cavities� the energy �ow �qac is expressed in the previous
chapter � per unit area 	in �W�m��
� The net energy �ow dQac in
power per unit length through an in�nitesimal area at the coupling
Lcdh 	with Lc the length of the line coupling
 is the normal component
of the energy �ow vector �qac multiplied by dh �

dQac � �qac � �ndh � qac ndh 	���


where dh is the in�nitesimal thickness of the physical contact area
between the acoustic cavity and the line joint� The net energy �ow Qac

out of a �nite length Lc along the joint line is �

Qac �

Z
hc

�qac � �ndh �
Z
hc

qac ndhc 	����
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where qac n is the component of �qac normal to the physical contact area
with the joint line and hc is the thickness of the physical contact area
of the acoustic cavity with the joint line�

As expressed by equation 	��
� the resulting power �ow q of any wave
type towards the joint can be computed as the di�erence between the
power of the incident and the re�ected wave of the same wave type�
From equations 	����
� 	����
 and 	����
� it is clear that� similar to the
case of a point coupling� that also holds for the net energy �ow Q per
unit length of any wave type towards a line joint �

fQg � �
Q�

�� �
Q�

�
	����


where fQg contains the net energy �ow per unit length of each com�
ponent�
Combination of equation 	����
 and equation 	���
 with the de�nition
of the power transmission coe�cient matrix yields �

fQg � 	�I �� �	 �
�Q�
�

	����


where �I � is a unity matrix of the same size as �	 ��

The energy summation principle is assumed to hold for each wave type
present at the joint� For a particular wave type in a beam at the joint�
the following relation can be deduced for a �nite line joint of length
Lc �

cg beb � q�b � q�b

or

cg beb� � q�b� � q�b� and cg beb� � q�b� � q�b�

cg b
eb� � eb�

Lc
� Q�

b �Q�b 	����


For a particular wave type in a plate at the joint� a similar derivation
can be made in the assumption that the direction of the energy �ow
of incident and re�ected waves in the plate is perpendicular to the
boundary Lc at the joint 	with equation 	����

 �

cg pep � q�p � q�p � Q�
p � Q�p 	����


For a particular wave type in an acoustic cavity at the joint� a similar
derivation can be made in the assumption that the direction of the
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energy �ow of incident and re�ected waves in the acoustic cavity is
perpendicular to the boundary area at the joint �

cg aceac � q�ac � q�ac

or� with equation 	����
�Z
hc

cg aceacdh � Q�
ac �Q�ac 	����


which yields for a small thickness hc 	constant eac
 �

cg aceachc � Q�
ac �Q�ac 	����


An important remark is that the assumption of normal incidence and
re�ection that is necessary in the derivation for plates and acoustic
cavities can be relaxed to the assumption of di�use incidence where
every angle of incidence and re�ection has the same probability� In
that case� the net energy �ow of all incidence waves is also directed
normal to the coupling area and the same holds for the di�use re�ected
waves� The above derivations can be repeated for this case which leads
to similar results though the intermediate results are more complex�

The above equations can be combined in the following matrix equation
for all the present wave types at the coupling �

�Pl� feg �
�
Q�

�
�
�
Q�

�
	����


where feg contains the energy densities e in case of plate and acoustic
cavities� and the sum of the energy densities at the boundaries e��e� in
case of a beam� �Pl� is a diagonal physical property matrix that contains

the following components along the diagonal �
cg b
Lc

for a beam� cg p for

a plate and cg achc for an acoustic cavity�

Insertion of equation 	���
 with the de�nition of the power transmission
coe�cient matrix in equation 	����
 yields �

�Pl� feg � 	�I � � �	 �

�
Q�

�
	����


where �I � is a unity matrix of the same size as �	 ��
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Combination of equations 	����
 and 	����
 yields �

fQg � �J � feg 	���


with the joint matrix �J � �

�J � � 	�I �� �	 �
 	�I � � �	 �
�� �Pl� 	����


The joint matrix relates the energy �ow per unit length along the joint
line 	in �W�m�
 of the di�erent wave types present at the line coupling
with the corresponding energy densities of the di�erent wave types�
The matrix equation will be used in the �nite element implementation
in the next section� It will be discretized over the nodes along the joint
line� as explained in section ����

������� Area coupling of basic components

Examples of this type of coupling are the coupling of two acoustic cav�
ities and the coupling between an acoustic cavity and a plate� as shown
in �gure ���� These examples will also be studied later in this text in
section ����� Only one wave type is involved in both components � the
out�of�plane �exural waves in the plate and the acoustic waves in the
cavity�

plateacoustic cavity

� acoustic cavities

Figure ��� � Examples of an area coupling

For an area coupling� the net energy �ow Q in the de�nition of the
power transmission coe�cients 	see section ���� or equation 	���

 is
expressed per unit area along the joint area in �W�m��� This will now
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area
joint

plate acoustic cavity

q�p

q�p

q�p

q�p

q�p

q�p

q�p

q�p

Q�
p

Q�p

q�ac

q�ac

Q�
ac

Q�ac

Figure ��� � Energy �ow variables in a plate�acoustic cavity
coupling

be related to the energy �ow de�nitions in the di�erent types of compo�
nents� As mentioned above� only two dimensional components 	plates

and three dimensional components 	acoustic cavities
 are considered at
an area coupling� The energy �ow variables at a plate�acoustic cavity
are presented in �gure ���

For a plate at the coupling 	along the joint area
� the energy �ow vector
�qp is expressed in the previous chapter � as the power per unit length
through a line cut of the plate 	in �W�m�
� The energy �ow vector has
two components �qp x and �qp y in the plane of the plate 	local x and y
direction
� there is no energy �ow component along the thickness of
the plate 	local z direction
� The net energy �ow dQp per unit area
into a part dSc of the joint area can be written as the divergence of the
energy �ow vector �qp �

dQp � �r � �qp 	����


The net energy �ow Qp per unit area for a �nite area Sc along the
coupling area is computed by integration of this expression which is
simpli�ed using the divergence theorem �Greenberg ���� �

Qp �


Sc

Z
Sc

�r � �qpdS � 

Sc

Z
�c

�qp � �nd� � 

Sc

Z
�c

qp nd� 	����


where �c is the perimeter of the area Sc and qp n is the component of
�qp normal to the perimeter �c�
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For acoustic cavities at the coupling� the net energy �ow per unit area
Qac is equal to the energy �ow qac n 	normal component of �qac as de�ned
in the previous chapter� see table ��
 �

Qac � qac n 	����


As expressed by equation 	��
� the resulting power �ow q of any wave
type towards the joint can be computed as the di�erence between the
power of the incident and the re�ected wave of the same wave type�
From equations 	����
 and 	����
� it is clear that� similar to the case of
point and line couplings� this also holds for the net energy �ow Q per
unit area of any wave type towards the joint �

fQg � �
Q�

�� �
Q�

�
	����


where fQg contains the net energy �ow per unit area of each compo�
nent�
Combination of equation 	����
 and equation 	���
 with the de�nition
of the power transmission coe�cient matrix yields �

fQg � 	�I �� �	 �
�Q�
�

	����


where �I � is a unity matrix of the same size as �	 ��

The energy summation principle is assumed to hold for each wave type
present at the joint� For a wave in a plate at the joint� the follow�
ing relation can be deduced� in the assumption that the direction of
the energy �ow of incident and re�ected waves is perpendicular to the
boundary area at the perimeter of the joint area �

cg pep � cg pe
�
p � cg pe

�
p

cg pep � q�p � q�p

or� for normal incidence and re�ection 	�q�p � q�p �n and �q�p � q�p �n




Sc

Z
�c

cg pepd� �


Sc

Z
�c

q�p d� �


Sc

Z
�c

q�p d�



Sc

Z
�c

cg pepd� � Q�
p �Q�p 	����
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For an acoustic cavity� a similar derivation can be made in the assump�
tion that the direction of the energy �ow of incident and re�ected waves
in the plate is perpendicular to the boundary area Sc at the joint 	with
equation 	����

 �

cg aceac � q�ac � q�ac � Q�
ac �Q�ac 	����


The same remark as in the case of the line coupling can be made regard�
ing the assumption of normal incidence and re�ection in the derivation
for plates and acoustic cavities� This assumption can be relaxed to the
assumption of di�use incidence� in which case the net energy �ow of
all incident waves is also directed normal to the coupling area 	and the
same holds for the re�ected waves
� The above derivations can be re�
peated for this case with similar �nal results� though the intermediate
results are more complex�

The above equations can be combined in the following matrix equation
for the present wave types at the coupling �

�Pa� feg �
�
Q�

�
�
�
Q�

�
	����


where the column matrix feg contains the energy densities e in case of
an acoustic cavity� and the expression

Z
�c

epd� in case of a plate� �Pa�

is a diagonal physical property matrix with the following components

along the diagonal �
cg p
Sc

for a plate and cg ac for an acoustic cavity�

Insertion of equation 	���
 with the de�nition of the power transmission
coe�cient matrix in equation 	����
 yields �

�Pa� feg � 	�I � � �	 �

�
Q�

�
	���


where �I � is a unity matrix of the same size as �	 ��

Combination of equations 	����
 and 	���
 yields �

fQg � �J � feg 	����


with the joint matrix �J � �

�J � � 	�I �� �	 �
 	�I � � �	 �
�� �Pa� 	����
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The joint matrix relates the energy �ow per unit area along the joint
area 	in �W�m��
 of the di�erent wave types to the corresponding en�
ergy densities of the di�erent wave types at an area coupling� This
matrix equation will be used in the �nite element implementation in
the next section� It will be discretized over the nodes along the joint
area� as explained in section ����

���
 Summary of the coupling equations and main as�
sumptions in the coupling description

In summary� the basic coupling equation is similar in the cases of a
point coupling� a line coupling and an area coupling� It relates the net
energy �ow with the energy densities at the coupling �

fQg � �J � feg 	����


with the joint matrix �J � �

�J � � 	�I �� �	 �
 	�I � � �	 �
�� �P � 	����


The matrix �P � is a diagonal matrix with physical properties along the
diagonal according to the type of component and coupling 	table ��
 �

point coupling line coupling area coupling

�D component cg b cg b�Lc �
	rod� beam


�D component cg p �c cg p cg p�Sc
	plate


	D component cg ac Sc cg ac hc cg ac
	acoustic volume


Table �� � Terms in the diagonal matrix P� with Lc the
length� hc the height� Sc the area and �c the
perimeter of the contact area of the component
at the joint

The vector feg in equation 	����
 contains the energy density as de�
�ned in the previous chapter �� except for a beam at a line coupling
and a plate at an area coupling� For a beam at a plate coupling 	see
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equations 	����
� the vector contains the sum of the energy densities
at the boundaries and for a plate at an area coupling 	see equations
	����

� the vector contains the integral of the energy density in the
plate along the perimeter of the contact area at the coupling�

The main assumptions and approximations in the derivations of these
basic coupling equations for point� line and area couplings of di�erent
basic components 	beams� plates� acoustic cavities
 are the following �

� The use of power transmission coe�cients is the basis for
the coupling description� In general� the determination of the
power transmission coe�cients is the most di�cult part of the
EFEM� Exact equations for the power transmission coe�cients
are not always available or computationally too expensive to be
used in practical situations� In practical applications� the power
transmission coe�cients are calculated for in�nite or semi�in�nite
members that are coupled together� In that case� the power trans�
mission coe�cients can be calculated based on the local coupling
properties and geometry� without taking into account the rest of
the complex structure� This is a feasible approximation that is
justi�ed at high frequencies where the behaviour of �nite struc�
tures tends towards that of in�nite and semi�in�nite structures�

� The di�use 
eld assumption must be adopted in two and three
dimensional components 	in this text� plate and acoustic cavity
�
In that case� the net energy �ow at the coupling will be normal
to the coupling area which is a fundamental assumption in the
derivations� The power transmission coe�cients will be calcu�
lated from a weighting of all possible directions of incidence 	and
re�ection
� An example of the weighting process can be found
in the calculation of the power transmission coe�cients for thick
plates in section ����
For 	academic
 examples where the angle of incidence is known
	usually normal to the coupling area
� the method also applies
with the appropriate power transmission coe�cients�

� The energy summation assumption must also be adopted� as
in the case of the derivation of the energy equations of the basic
components in the previous chapter �� As discussed in the previ�
ous chapter� this assumption is equivalent to the non�interference
of the propagating waves�
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��� Finite element solution of the energy equa	
tions � the energy �nite element method

EFEM�

The �nite element method is useful for problems with complicated ge�
ometries where analytical solutions are not available or hard to �nd�
In the conventional �nite element formulation for applications in struc�
tural dynamics� nodes have six displacement degrees of freedom� In the
�nite element formulation of EFEM� the degrees of freedom are the en�
ergy densities at a node� The number of degrees of freedom of a node
is equal to the number of wave types that are present in the particular
type of component to which the node is connected 	or at least equal to
the number of wave types that is actually taken into account
�

In the �rst paragraph� the element matrices for the basic components
	beam� plate� acoustic cavity
 are discussed� Since in all cases the basic
equation for energy �ow is similar to a static heat conduction equation
of which �nite element solutions are readily available� only the general
procedure will be outlined� The second paragraph gives a full derivation
of the joint elements at couplings� The derivation of the joint element
matrices is based on the joint matrices that were derived in the previous
section 	paragraph �����
� In the last paragraph� a practical overview
of the di�erent steps of the general procedure of EFEM is discussed�

�
�	 Finite element solution in basic components

The general procedure to derive the element matrices is widely known
and applied �Zienkiewicz and Taylor ����� Only the main steps will be
presented here� The partial di�erential equation for the energy density
in basic components is derived in chapter �� For all types of waves
in basic components that were discussed� the basic energy equation is
found to be 	with the appropriate assumptions and approximations as
discussed in section ���
 �

�in � � c�g
��

r�e� ��e

with �in the input power� cg the group velocity� � the loss factor� � the
radial frequency and e the time averaged 	and� in some cases� spatially
smoothed� far �eld
 energy density� For readability� e will be shortly
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denoted as the energy density in the following derivations� The energy
equation holds for the di�erent wave types in the basic components with
the appropriate group velocities cg and the appropriate dimensions of
the Laplace operator r��

The weighted residual formulation provides an equivalent integral for�
mulation of the partial di�erential energy equation� The weighted resid�
ual formulation of the energy equation in a basic component is �Z

�

w

�
� c�g
��

r�e� ��e� �in

�
d � � 	����


where  is the one� two or three dimensional domain of the structure
and w is the test function or weighting function� This equation must
be satis�ed for any weighting function w that is bounded and uniquely
de�ned within the element and its boundary�

By using the gradient and divergence theorems �Greenberg ����� the
weighted residual formulation can be rewritten as �Z
�

c�g
��

�rw � �red �
Z
�

��wed �
Z
�

w
c�g
��

�re � �nd��
Z
�

w�ind � �

	����


where �n is the unit vector normal to the boundary � of the domain
 � The third term of this expansion can be interpreted as the normal
component of the 	weighted
 energy �ow through the boundary �� since

�q � �c�g����re 	see chapter �
� The third term can be written as �

�
Z
�

w
c�g
��

�re � �nd� �
Z
�

w�q � �nd� �
Z
�

wqnd� 	����


where qn is normal component of the energy �ow vector �q�

In the �nite element solution� the basic components are subdivided into
a �nite number of elements 	one� two or three dimensional according
to type of component
� The �eld variable� in this case the energy
density e� is approximated by a number of basic functions or shape
functions Ni �

e �
nX
i��

Niei � �N � feig 	����
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where ei are the values of the energy density at the nodes 	the degrees
of freedom
 and the integer n is the number of shape functions� equal
to the number of degrees of freedom� The 	 by n
 vector �N � contains
the n shape functions Ni that are de�ned in the entire structure but
are only non�zero in the elements to which the corresponding node i
belongs� The shape function Ni has a value of unity at node i and
is zero at all other nodes� In commercially available �nite element
software� the shape functions are chosen to be polynomial functions�
most commonly linear or quadratic expansions�

The approximation of the gradient of the energy density� corresponding
to equation 	����
� is �

�re � ��� �N �feig � �B� feig 	����


where ��� is a 	d by 
 vector of gradient operators with the dimension
d according to the type of component 	one� two or three dimensional
�
The 	d by n
 matrix �B� contains the gradient components of the shape
functions Ni�

In the Galerkin weighted residual approximation� the weighting func�
tion w is expanded with the same set of shape functions as the �eld
variable� the energy density e� This yields for the weighting function w �

w �
nX
i��

Niwi � �N � fwig 	���


and for the gradient of the weighting function w �

�rw � ��� �N � fwig � �B� fwig 	����


Substitution of equations ����� ��� and ���� into the weak formulation
of the energy equation ���� 	with equation ����
 yields �

fwjgt
	
�Z
�

�
c�g
��

�B�t �B� � �� �N �t �N �

�
d feig

�

Z
�

�N �t qnd��
Z
�

�N �t �ind 

�
� � � 	����
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This equation must hold for every weighting function or for every set
of values in fwjg� This equation can thus be rewritten as �
Z
�

�
c�g
��

�B�t �B� � �� �N �t �N �

�
d feig �

�
Z
�

�N �t qnd� �

Z
�

�N �t �ind 	����


Since� as discussed above� the global shape functions Ni 	and its deriva�
tives
 are only non�zero in elements to which node i belongs� the in�
tegrations over the full domain  can be calculated very e�ciently as
a sum of integrations over each of the element domains� Since the
element shape functions are identical to the global shape functions�
the previous equation can be rewritten in an element in the following
matrix form �

�Ke� feei g � fQeg� fF eg 	����


where the vector feeig contains the nodal values of the energy density
and

Ke
ij �

Z
�e

�
c�g
��

�rNi
�rNj � ��NiNj

�
d e 	����


Qe
i � �

Z
�e

Niqnd�
e 	����


F e
i �

Z
�e

Ni�ind 
e 	����


The vector fF eg represents the energy �ow from external sources at the
nodes of element e� The unit of the input power �in are as described
in the previous chapter 	see table ��
� After the integration over the
domain� the resulting vector fF eg has units of power 	�W�
 regardless
of the nature of the component 	one� two or three dimensional
� The
powers in this vector have positive values if power is applied to the
node into the element�
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The vector fQeg can be interpreted as the energy �ow evaluated at
nodes through the boundary into the element from the connected ele�
ments� It also has units of power 	�W�
� The power is positive for an
energy �ow into the element from the neighbouring elements� since the
positive normal to the boundary is pointing outwards�
The matrix �Ke� is the element matrix that describes both the energy
�ow through the element 	�rst term in the integrand
 and the dissipa�
tion of energy within the element 	second term in the integrand
� The
expression of the element matrix �Ke� is similar to a stationary heat
conduction problem where a term like the �rst term in the integrand
expresses the heat �ow through the element 	governed by Fourier�s law

and a term like the second term in the integrand expresses heat losses
due to free convection conditions�

For one wave type in a basic structure� the element matrices of the
di�erent elements can be combined into a global system matrix� very
similar to the assembly procedure in classical �nite element solutions for
stationary structural and heat problems� The continuity of the primary
�eld variable 	displacement� temperature� here the energy density
 and
the compatibility of the secondary variable 	generalized forces� heat
�ow� here energy �ow
 at inter�element nodes are used to assemble the
element matrix equations into the global matrix equation� Figure ���
shows the example of longitudinal waves in a rod that is modelled as the
assembly of two elements with identical properties 	section� elasticity
modulus� mass density� loss factor
�

node  node � node �

element  element �

Figure ��� � Example of a rod modelled with two elements

It is assumed in this example that both elements are modelled with
two nodes and linear shape functions� For this simple example� the
following matrix equation can be stated that combines the element
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matrices of both elements �	


�
K�

�� K�
�� � �

K�
�� K�

�� � �
� � K�

�� K�
��

� � K�
�� K�

��

�
�
����
���

e��
e��
e��
e��

����
��� �

����
���

q��
q��
q��
q��

����
��� �

����
���

f��
f��
f��
f��

����
��� 	����


where Ke
ij is the ij�th element of the element matrix �K

e� of element e
as de�ned above� eei is the energy density at node i in element e� q

e
i is

the energy �ow through the boundary at node i in element e and f ei is
the input power at node i in element e� The continuity of the energy
density 	the �eld variable
 requires that e�� � e�� � e� which is the
energy density at node �� The matrix equation can thus be rewritten
as � 	



�
K�

�� K�
�� �

K�
�� K�

�� �
� K�

�� K�
��

� K�
�� K�

��

�
�
��
�

e�
e�
e�

��
� �

����
���

q��
q��
q��
q��

����
����

����
���

f��
f��
f��
f��

����
��� 	����


The sum of the second and third equation yields �

K�
��e� �

�
K�

�� �K�
��

�
e� �K�

��e� �
�
q�� � q��

�
�
�
f�� � f��

�
	���


In this expression� the internal heat �ow
�
q�� � q��

�
must be zero be�

cause q�� � �q�� � Without external loading� the energy �ow from the
�rst element into the second is the opposite of the energy �ow from
the second into the �rst� The e�ects of external power inputs are de�
scribed in the term

�
f�� � f��

�
� This sum can be considered as the total

external power input at the second node and can thus be written as
f� �

�
f�� � f��

�
� In summary� the above equation can be written as �

K�
��e� �

�
K�

�� �K�
��

�
e� �K�

��e� � f� 	����


and the global matrix equation reduces to �	
� K�

�� K�
�� �

K�
�� K�

�� �K�
�� K�

��

� K�
�� K�

��

�
�
��
�

e�
e�
e�

��
� �

��
�

f�
f�
f�

��
� 	����


So� in general� the contributions of the elements to the global system
matrix can be added similar to the classical �nite element assembly pro�
cedures� Due to the compatibility of the internal energy �ows between
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the elements� the contributions of the internal energy �ow disappear in
the global matrix equation and the forcing term contains the external
input powers at the di�erent nodes�

The derivations above hold for every single wave type in the basic
components� When more than one wave type is present in a basic
component� the element matrices for the di�erent wave types can be
combined into one element matrix� As discussed before� the di�erent
wave types in a basic component are assumed to be independent of each
other� They only interact at joints between di�erent basic components�
With this assumption it is quite straightforward to combine the element
matrices of the di�erent waves into one element matrix� which relates
the energy density levels of the di�erent wave types at the di�erent
nodes of an element�

As a simple example� the element matrix for a beam with two nodes
and four wave types is brie�y discussed 	�gure ���
� Each of the nodes
has four degrees of freedom � the energy density levels related to the
four di�erent wave types � longitudinal 	l
� torsional 	t
 and two �ex�
ural waves 	fy and fz
� The elemental matrix equation of this beam
element can be written as follows �

	








�

K�� l � � � K�� l � � �
� K�� t � � � K�� t � �
� � K�� fy � � � K�� fy �
� � � K�� fz � � � K�� fz

K�� l � � � K�� l � � �
� K�� t � � � K�� t � �
� � K�� fy � � � K�� fy �
� � � K�� fz � � � K�� fz

�
�

�����������
����������

e� l
e� t
e� fy
e� fz
e� l
e� t
e� fy
e� fz

�����������
����������

�

�����������
����������

q� l
q� t
q� fy
q� fz
q� l
q� t
q� fy
q� fz

�����������
����������
�

�����������
����������

f� l
f� t
f� fy
f� fz
f� l
f� t
f� fy
f� fz

�����������
����������

	����


The global assembly procedure for elements in basic components that
contain several wave types is completely similar as described above for
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el � el �
et � et �
efy � efy �
efz � efz �

beam element

Figure ��� � Example of beam element with four wave types

one wave type because the continuity of the energy density and the
compatibility of the energy �ow can still be imposed for the individual
wave types�

�
�� Finite element solution for the coupling of basic
components

As described in the previous paragraph� the continuity of the energy
density and the compatibility of the energy �ow within a basic com�
ponent enable the use of the classical matrix assembly procedure from
the element matrix equations into the global matrix equations� The
contributions of the di�erent element matrices are added and the forc�
ing term contains only externally applied power� At couplings between
di�erent components� this classical scheme can no longer be used since
the energy density is no longer continuous� At joints� a special assembly
procedure is required�

In a �rst step� multiple nodes are placed at a joint for each wave type
so that multiple values of energy density can be predicted� In order
to perform this operation automatically some algorithms are discussed
in paragraph ������ for the detection of couplings and the addition
of extra nodes based on a given �nite element mesh� The original
�nite element mesh can be created typically by a pre�processor of a
commercial �nite element package�

In a second step� joint elements are inserted to connect the coupled
structural or acoustic elements� Joint elements are derived based on the
coupling relationships in section ���� As discussed before the joint rela�
tionships can be constructed for any coupled structural and�or acous�
tical element when the energy transmission between the elements can
be described in terms of power transmission coe�cients� In the next
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paragraphs� these relationships are adapted for use in the �nite element
scheme of EFEM�

As in the discussion of the coupling relationships in section ���� the next
paragraphs discuss these two steps in the �nite element implementation
of joints for the coupling of components in a point� the coupling along
a line and the coupling of basic components along an area�

������� Detection of joints in a 
nite element mesh and ad�

dition of extra nodes

Starting point of this paragraph is a given �nite element mesh with
nodes and elements as typically created by a pre�processor of a com�
mercially available �nite element package� The physical coordinates
of the nodes are known and their connectivity in elements of di�erent
types 	restricted to beams� plates and acoustic cavities in this text
�
Also the appropriate material properties 	mass density� elasticity mod�
ulus����
 and the appropriate geometrical properties 	area and inertia
moments in beams� plate thickness� ���
 are known� It is assumed in
here that linear elements are chosen with two node beam elements�
four node plate elements and eight node acoustic elements� Extension
to higher order elements of the procedures that are discussed in this
paragraph is straightforward and will not be discussed in detail in this
text�

The detection of joints and the addition of extra nodes at the joints
can be done automatically since all necessary information is available
in the model� Some approaches to this problem are discussed in this
paragraph� The automatic detection of the nodes which correspond to
a joint is a basic step in EFEM since this implies a big advantage over
SEA 	see section ���
 � the �nite element mesh of a structure� which
might exist from studies of the low frequency structural behaviour� can
be used directly for analysis in the high frequency range�

In general� joints occur at the couplings between several basic com�
ponents� Since basic components can be divided into more than one
element 	see the previous section ����
� some nodes are internal nodes
in basic components� Other nodes correspond to a point� line or area
coupling between di�erent basic components�
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In a given �nite element mesh� nodes do correspond to joint in the
following cases �

� when there is a change in material parameters� e�g� nodes at the
connection between a steel and an Aluminium plate element

� when there is a change in geometrical parameters� e�g� nodes at
the connection between two plate elements with di�erent thick�
ness� even though the plate elements are coplanar

� when there is a change in orientation� e�g� nodes at the connection
between two plate elements that are not coplanar

Information about the material and geometrical properties is directly
available in a �nite element mesh� The information about the orienta�
tion can be derived from the physical nodal coordinates�

The detection of point couplings and the addition of extra nodes in case
of a point coupling is discussed �rst� Whenever a node is common to
di�erent types of elements 	e�g� beam�plate
 the node is a joint node�
For couplings between plates� couplings between acoustic cavities and
couplings between plates and acoustic cavities� it is only a point cou�
pling if there is only one common node between the elements� The
other cases correspond to line couplings 	� nodes in common
 and area
couplings 	� nodes in common
 and will be discussed later� However� if
a beam 	or another plate or acoustic cavity
 is connected to exactly one
of the nodes of a line or area coupling� this node will also be considered
as a joint node of a point coupling� in parallel with a line or area cou�
pling� For couplings of beam elements� if more than two beam elements
are connected in a node� this node is always a joint node� In case of two
connected beam elements in a node� this node corresponds to a joint
node if there is a di�erence in geometrical properties� material prop�
erties or orientation� Regarding the �rst two 	di�erence in properties

care must be taken to recognize di�erences in properties correctly as
di�erent property sets might have di�erent names but the same values
for the properties� Di�erences in loss factor � are not taken into ac�
count for the detection of joints � if the only di�erence in two elements
is the amount of damping 	the loss factor
� there is no joint and no
extra nodes are added since the energy densities are continuous in this
case� In most schemes for the calculation of the power transmission co�
e�cient matrix� the loss factors of the components are not taken into
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account� thus yielding a unity power transmission coe�cient matrix
which can cause a singularity in the EFEM model as discussed later in
more detail� The di�erence in orientation of the connected beam ele�
ments can be directly calculated from the physical coordinates of the
nodes� If the angle between two elements is ��o� there is no joint at
this node� Since this test must be performed for every two connected
beams� an e�cient scheme must be used for these tests�

physical structure classical FEM model EFEM model

joint element

joint element

Figure ��� � Finite element implementation of point couplings
in EFEM

If a node is detected to be the joint node in a point coupling� extra nodes
with the appropriate degrees of freedom will be assigned to the di�erent
components coupled at the joint� Di�erent examples are shown in
�gure ���� The physical structure and the classical FEM model are
shown in case of a point coupling of three beams and a point coupling
between a plate and a beam� The EFEM models show the result after
addition of extra nodes at the point coupling and the inclusion of a
joint element�

The detection of line couplings and the addition of extra nodes in the
case of a line coupling is more complicated than in case of a point
coupling� Like in the point coupling case� a line coupling is detected
whenever exactly two nodes are common to di�erent types of elements
	e�g� beam�plate
� For couplings between acoustic cavities and cou�
plings between plates and acoustic cavities� the joint is considered an
area coupling 	and no line coupling
 if there are � nodes in common�
However� if a beam 	or another plate or acoustic cavity
 is connected
to exactly two of the nodes of an area coupling� these nodes will also
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be considered as joint nodes of a line coupling� in parallel to the area
coupling� For plate elements� if more then two elements are connected
by � nodes� these nodes are always joint nodes of a line coupling� In
case of two connected plate elements� the common nodes correspond
to a line joint if there is a di�erence in geometrical properties� material
properties or orientation� Like in the point coupling case� di�erences
in loss factor � are not taken into account for the detection of joints�
The di�erence in orientation of the connected plate elements can be
de�ned in terms of the normal vector to the plate area� This normal
vector is a unity vector that can be calculated directly from the phys�
ical coordinates of the nodes of the element� If the normal vectors of
two connected plate elements are not parallel� there is a joint between
the elements� If the normals are parallel� one must distinguish between
the 	theoretical
 case of an angle of �o 	the two plates coincide
� which
must be treated as a joint� and the case of ��o� when there is no joint
if the geometrical and material properties are equal� Since this must
be checked for every two connected plate elements� an e�cient scheme
is required for these tests�

physical structure classical FEM model EFEM model

joint element

joint element

Figure ��� � Finite element implementation of line couplings
in EFEM
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If the nodes at the line joints are detected� care must be taken in the
addition of extra nodes� The example of coupled plate elements will be
discussed here in more detail� Examples of �nite element meshes on two
and three coupled plates are shown in �gure ���� The di�culty in the
addition of extra nodes is that nodes that belong to more than one line
coupling may be doubled only once � di�erent values are assigned over
the coupling but there is no di�erence between elements that belong to
the same plate� The algorithm that implements this strategy is rather
complicated and care must be taken that also corners of tree or more
plates 	e�g� second example in �gure ���
 are treated correctly� Every
node that belongs to a joint must be treated separately according to the
following scheme that was implemented for the results in this thesis �

for each line coupling j between two or more elements

for each node n at the line coupling

is this the �rst time this node n is treated %

�

no
�

yes
disconnect the elements by the addition of
the appropriate extra nodes

for each element e that is part of a line coupling j

is element e part of a line joint with node n
that has already been treated before %

�

no
�

yes
no new nodes are added

is element e adjacent and coplanar with an element of
a line joint with node n that has already been treated %

�
no

�
yes

no new nodes are added

add a new node to element e

�

�

�

In the previous scheme it is assumed that a list is available of all line
joints with the corresponding elements and the nodes 	two in each case
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at the coupling� A node can appear several times in the list� if it belongs
to more than one line coupling

Finally� the detection of area couplings and the addition of extra nodes
is discussed� The detection of area couplings is rather straightforward
since this type of coupling occurs only between acoustic cavities and for
plate�acoustic cavity couplings when there are � nodes in common� For
acoustic cavities� there is only a joint if there is a change in material
	or better �uid
 properties � the density or the wave speed� Like in
the previous cases� no joint is assigned when there is only a di�erence
in damping loss factor �� In practical applications of plate�acoustic
cavity area couplings� there can be 	maximal
 two acoustic elements
connected to each plate element�
The addition of extra nodes in case of an area between two coupled
cavities� must be done similar to the coupled plate case since care must
be taken with nodes that belong to more than one area joint� Since
this type of coupling does not occur very often� no detailed scheme is
discussed here� In case of a plate�acoustic coupling� the addition of
extra nodes is similar to the case of line couplings� Best strategy is
to add the new� extra nodes at the coupling assigned to the acoustic
cavity� In this way� there is no problem if more than one acoustic cavity
element is connected to a single plate�

The above discussed procedures are summarized in the following
scheme �

� De�ne the adjacent elements for each element�

�� From this information� a list is created of possible point couplings�
line couplings and area couplings�

�� Eliminate from this list the connected elements that do not con�
stitute a joint� There is a joint if there is a change in material or
geometrical properties� when there are more than two elements
at the coupling and when their is a change in orientation 	as
discussed above
�

�� For each detected joint� add extra nodes as discussed above 	e�g�
the scheme above for line couplings
�

Another approach to this problem can be found in �Vlahopoulos et al�
����� In this approach� all elements are disconnected �rst 	and the
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appropriate extra nodes are added
� In a later step� elements that do
not constitute a joint are connected again� A result of this procedure
is the detection of the joints and the addition of the extra nodes at
the same time� where a two step procedure was discussed before� The
scheme is as follows �

� De�ne the adjacent elements for each element�

�� All elements are disconnected from one another by addition of
the appropriate nodes�

�� Each element is evaluated against its adjacent ones � there is
a joint if there is a change in material or geometrical properties�
when there are more than two elements at the coupling and when
their is a change in orientation� If there is no joint� the elements
are connected again 	the extra nodes of the previous step must
be removed
�

�� The elements that remain disconnected constitute joints and a
list of all joints can be made�

The results of both procedures are that the elements are disconnected
with the appropriate extra nodes and that a list of joints 	point�line�
area couplings
 is available for later use in the assembly procedure 	see
next paragraph �������
�

������� Joint elements

The coupling relations that were derived in section ����� are now used
to complete the �nite element implementation of the energy equations�
The coupling relations are the basis for the derivation of a joint element
that relates the energy densities and the energy �ow at the nodes of
a joint� just like an element matrix related the energy densities with
internal and external energy �ows� Since the joint element will be used
in conjunction with the element matrices� also the energy �ow must
be expressed in units of power 	in �W�
 � the net energy �ow 	energy
per second or power
 through a node� As discussed in the previous
paragraph� multiple nodes are placed at a joint in order to predict
di�erent energy density levels� Each node at the joint has the degrees
of freedom that correspond to the type of element�
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node 

node 

node �

node �

node �

node �

node �

element 

element 

element �

element �

joint element

classical FEM model

EFEM model

procedure described in paragraph ������

Figure �� � Coupling of two rods with di�erent properties

In the case of a point coupling� the coupling relations as derived in
section ������ can be directly used� since the net energy �ow was ex�
pressed in units of power� The joint relations that are expressed in
equations 	����
 and 	����
 de�ne a joint matrix �J � that can be di�
rectly used as the matrix of a joint element in EFEM� As an example�
the assembly procedure is discussed for a simple coupling of two rods
	only one degree of freedom
 as shown in �gure ��� very similar to the
example in �gure ��� but here with di�erent 	material or geometrical

properties of the two rod elements� The classical �nite element model
consists of two elements and three nodes� After the procedure for the
detection of joints and the addition of extra nodes as described in the
previous paragraph ������� multiple nodes are placed at the joint to
yield a model with one extra node 	node �
 at the coupling� The basic
energy equation for the rod elements can be written as �	
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where
�
K�

�
is the element matrix of the �rst rod element�

�
K�

�
is

the element matrix of the second rod element� feg is the vector with
the energy densities� fqg is the vector with the internal energy �ows
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	positive if into the element from the neighbouring elements
 and ffg
is the vector with the external loadings 	externally applied power per
node
� It is immediately clear the q� and q� must be zero as no other
elements are connected to these nodes� The energy �ows q� and q
 are
related by the coupling relationships� The joint matrix �J � is in this
case de�ned as 	see equation 	����

 �

�J � ��"
� �
� �

#
�
"
���� ����
���� ����

#��"
� �
� �

#
�

"
���� ����
���� ����

#��� "
cl � �
� cl �

#
	����


where �	 � is the power transmission coe�cient matrix and cl i is the
longitudinal wave speed in element i 	group speed equals phase speed
in this case� see also section �����
� In this case� the joint matrix can
be calculated as �

�J � �


�� 	��� � 	���

"
	���cl � �	���cl �
�	���cl � 	���cl �

#
	����


This joint matrix relates the energy density at the coupling with the net
energy �ow through the point coupling� This power in the de�nition of
the joint matrix is positive for an energy �ow out of the element into
the joint� which is the opposite in comparison with the de�nition of the
powers q� and q
 and thus ��

q�
q


�
� � �J �

�
e�
e


�
	����


with the joint matrix �J � as in equation 	����
�
If this relationship is entered in 	����
� together with zero values for
q� and q�� the resulting global matrix equation of this system can be
written as �	
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As a general conclusion� the joint element matrix is added to the global
system matrix completely similar to individual element matrices� In
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case of a point coupling� the joint element matrix is the joint matrix
that was derived in section ������ in equations 	����
 and 	����
�

The importance of a good detection of joint nodes can also be pointed
out here� If a node that is not a joint node� should be considered as
one� the power transmission coe�cient matrix at the false coupling will
be the unity matrix since all power is transmitted 	no re�ections
� As
a result� it is immediately clear from the de�nition of the joint matrix
�J �� that the joint matrix becomes zero� In that case the global system
matrix as in equation 	����
 becomes singular and the problem cannot
be solved� In general� the numerical stability will not be good if the
power transmission coe�cient matrix is close to the unity matrix�

For line couplings� the joint relations as in section ������� are derived
in power per unit length 	in �W�m�
 along the coupling� In order to
apply a similar assembly procedure as for element matrices at the joint
	as in the case of point couplings
� the coupling relations in equation
	���
 and 	����
 need to be discretized over the nodes at the coupling�
For the connected elements at the line coupling� the energy density e
in the coupling relations can be written in terms of the shape functions
that were also used in the derivation of the element matrices in section
����� For an element l at a line coupling between nodes l� and l�� the
net energy �ow in units of power 	�W�
� can be calculated as �

Ql� �

Z
Lc

Nl�qldL 	����


Ql� �

Z
Lc

Nl�qldL 	���


where Nli is the shape function that has a unit value at node li and
ql is the energy �ow in element l per unit length� This discretization
yields� after some calculation� in case of a coupling between two plate
elements l and m with only one degree of freedom �����
���

Ql�

Ql�
Qm�

Qm�

����
��� �
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#
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 �
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�

"
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 �
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�
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���
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where jij are the elements of the joint matrix as de�ned in equation
	����
� subscripts l� and l� denote the two end points of plate element
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l and subscripts m� and m� denote the corresponding end points of
plate element m 	l� was duplicated into m� and l� into m�
 and Lc is
the length of the joint�

The discretization in case of a connected beam� is straightforward since
the power �ows in a beam are already expressed in units of power
	�W�
� Consequently� the power �ows in a beam at two end points of
a line joints correspond to the power �ow in the beam at these points
and the energy densities are also taken at these end points� In case
of a a coupling between one beam element b and one plate element l
	again with only one degree of freedom
� the resulting expression of the
expanded joint relationship is �����
���

Qb�

Qb�
Ql�

Ql�
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��� �
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The previous expressions can be extended for more than two elements
and for elements with more than one degree of freedom� After the
discretization of the coupling relationships� this extended matrices can
be included directly into the global system matrix as in the case for
point couplings�

As a general conclusion for line couplings� it can be stated that also in
this case an assembly procedure similar to the assembly procedure of
element matrices can be used� but �rst an expansion to the nodes is
necessary at the line coupling� The matrices involved in the expansion
of the joint matrix to nodal level� are 	for linear elements
 �

� for columns of the joint matrix that correspond to beam ele�
ments �

Lc

"
 �
� 

#
	����


where Lc is the length of the line coupling equal to the length
of the beam element� which can be calculated from the physical
coordinates of the two end points of the beam element�

� for columns of the joint matrix that correspond to plate elements
and acoustic elements �

Lc

�

"
� 
 �

#
	����
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where Lc is the length of the line coupling equal to the edge of the
element at the coupling� It can be calculated from the physical
coordinates of the two end points of the edge� This matrix is
similar to a consistent mass matrix in the classical �nite element
method�

For area couplings� the joint relations as in section ������� are derived
in power per unit area 	in �W�m��
 along the coupling� Similar as in
the case of line couplings� the coupling relations in equation 	����
 and
	����
 need to be discretized over the nodes at the coupling� In this
case only plate and acoustic element are considered� The calculation
procedure of a plate�acoustic coupling will be described here in more
detail� since the coupling between plates and acoustic cavities is very
important in practical vibro�acoustic studies� In section �������� the
�nal relation that was found for a plate�acoustic coupling in equation
	����
 and 	����
 can be rewritten for the net energy �ow in units of
power of a di�erential area dSc at the coupling ��

qacdSc
qpd�c

�
�

"
j�� j��
j�� j��

#�
eacdSc
epd�c

�
	����


where d�c is the perimeter of dSc�

For a �nite area along the joint� the total power �ow 	in units of power

of an acoustic element is assigned to the di�erent corner nodes using the
shape functions in the elements� similar to the case of line couplings �

Qaci �

Z
Sc

Nij��eacdS �

Z
�c

Nij��epd� 	����


and similarly for the plate elements �

Qpi �

Z
Sc

Nij��eacdS �

Z
�c

Nij��epd� 	����


Also the energy densities e in the coupling relations are expanded in
terms of the shape functions �

eac �

X

j��

Njeac j 	����


ep �

X

j��

Njep j 	����
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where eac j and ep j are the nodal values of the energy density in node
j of respectively the acoustic element and the plate element�
Insertion in the previous equations yields after some reorganization �

Qaci � j��


X
j��

Z
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NiNjdS � j��


X
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Z
�
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This discretization for linear elements yields� after some calculation �����������
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where jij are the elements of the joint matrix as de�ned in equation
	����
� subscripts aci and pi denote node i of respectively the connected
acoustic and plate element� After this discretization of the coupling
relationships� this extended matrices can be included directly into the
global system matrix as was the case for point couplings�

As a general conclusion for area couplings� it can be stated that also
in this case an assembly procedure similar to the assembly procedure
of element matrices can be used� but �rst an expansion to the nodal
level is necessary� The matrices involved in the expansion of the joint
matrix to nodal level� are �

� for columns of the joint matrix that correspond to plate elements �

�c
��
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�  � 
 �  �
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� 	����


where �c is the perimeter of the area coupling equal to the perime�
ter of the plate element� which can be calculated from the physical
coordinates of the nodes of the plate element�
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� for columns of the joint matrix that correspond to acoustic ele�
ments �

Sc
��
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�  � �

�
� 	����


where Sc is the surface area of the area coupling equal to the
area of the acoustic element at the coupling� It can be calculated
from the physical coordinates of the nodes of the edge� As in the
case of line couplings� this matrix is similar to a consistent mass
matrix in the classical �nite element method�

�
�
 Global solution scheme of EFEM

This last paragraph summarizes all steps that were discussed in the
previous paragraphs for the �nite element implementation of the energy
equations into a global scheme for practical calculations with EFEM�
The procedure for a EFEM calculation consists of �ve steps �

� pre�processing
Creation of a mesh of nodes and elements 	e�g� with commercially
available �nite element software
 with geometrical data� material
properties� loads 	power inputs
� boundary conditions� frequency
range����

�� detect joints and add extra nodes

Detection of the joints of di�erent types 	beam�beam� plate�plate�
plate�acoustic
 and add extra nodes at the joint� Procedures for
this step were discussed in paragraph �������

�� global assembly of the system matrix equation

Calculation of the element matrices �K� 	beam� plate� acoustic
elements
 and joint matrices �J � 	expanded to node level
 and
assembly of the global system matrix and the load vector�

�� solution of the system matrix equation

The global matrix equations are solved for the unknown energy
densities at nodes�
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�� post�processing
Visualization and interpretation of the results� Also some post�
processing steps are possible to calculate derivative results� like
internal energy �ows�

For the results in this dissertation� the pre�processing step is done with
a pre�processor of a commercial �nite element package� The implemen�
tation of the other steps was performed within a commercial mathe�
matical software package� EFEM was implemented for beam elements�
plate elements and acoustic cavities�

��� Conclusion

In the previous chapter energy equations were established in basic com�
ponents like beams� plates� acoustic cavities���� This chapter discusses
�rst the coupling relationships between several basic components in
terms of energy density and energy �ow� The power transmission co�
e�cient matrix is the basis for the derivation of a joint element matrix
which relates the energy density to the energy �ow at the joint� The
speci�c derivation of this joint matrix is discussed in detail in the case
of basic components coupled in one point� coupled along a line and cou�
pled along an area� For the discussion of the validity of EFEM in later
chapters� the speci�c assumptions and approximations are pointed out�
since they will yield limits on the validity region of the method� Most
of the assumptions are similar to the assumptions in the derivation of
the energy equations of basic components in the previous chapter� Im�
portant extra assumptions are adopted in the derivation of the power
transmission coe�cients which are essential in the description of joints
in EFEM�

In a second part of this chapter� the �nite element implementation of
the energy relations in complex built�up structures is discussed� The
full description of the theoretical background and the discussion on
some aspects of the practical implementation with �nite elements are
important contributions of this dissertation� The �nite element imple�
mentation in basic components is straightforward� since the governing
partial di�erential energy equation is completely similar to the di�er�
ential equation of a static heat conduction problem for which �nite
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element solutions are readily available� At the coupling of basic struc�
tures� a special procedure is required since the energy density is not
continuous at a coupling� Multiple nodes are placed at a coupling in
order to predict di�erent values of the energy density� Some algorithms
for the detection of couplings and the addition of the extra nodes for
a given �nite element mesh are discussed� After the appropriate nodes
are added� a special joint element can be included at the joint� The joint
element matrix is based on the joint relationships that are expanded
	discretized
 to nodal level in case of line and area couplings� After a
simple assembly procedure of all element matrices and joint matrices�
the global system matrix is established which relates the energy densi�
ties at the nodes with the input powers at the nodes� For given input
powers at the nodes� the matrix equation can be solved for the unknown
energy densities� Because of the� in general� non�symmetric joint ele�
ment matrices� the global system matrix is not symmetric� The simple
procedure for the matrix assembly� as in the traditional �nite element
method� and the need for relatively few elements to model built�up
structures in the high frequency range makes this technique attractive
as a numerical method for high frequency vibration problems�

The next chapters discuss the application and validation of EFEM for
several case studies that were performed in this research� Chapter �
gives an overview of several applications of EFEM to beam structures�
coupled plates and vibro�acoustic problems� Chapter � discusses the
validity of EFEM based on the assumptions and approximations that
are made in the derivations of EFEM�



Chapter �

Applications of EFEM

��� Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of some aspects of the application of
EFEM to a range of vibro�acoustic examples� In this dissertation�
a mixture of academic examples with more realistic examples is per�
formed� The �rst category serves to evaluate the correctness of the im�
plementation of the EFEM programs and to study the validity region
and the applicability of the method in comparison to other methods�
especially statistical energy analysis 	SEA� see section ���
� In some
more realistic examples with experimental validation� the usefulness
of EFEM in practical applications is studied� These examples are of
limited complexity in order to have better control over possible model
de�ciencies� but still give indications of the di�culties and strengths of
EFEM when applied to realistic vibro�acoustic problems�

Section ��� discusses the experimental validation of EFEM on a two
dimensional beam structure� The test structure was excited perpen�
dicular to the plane of the beams� As a consequence� torsional and 	one
type of
 �exural waves are present in the test structure� In literature
only few 	mainly numerical� see e�g� �Cho ����
 results are published
with examples of EFEM applied to general beam couplings with dif�
ferent wave types involved� An additional advantage of this choice of
test structure is that both wave types that are present in the structure
are related to out�of�plane motion and thus facilitate the measurement
procedure for the experimental validation of the EFEM results�

�
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Section ��� discusses the analytic calculation of the power transmis�
sion coe�cients for general plate couplings that couples an arbitrary
number of semi�in�nite plates� possibly with a beam at the connecting
edge� Earlier research �Langley and Heron ���� outlines the proce�
dure to compute the power transmission coe�cients for plate junctions
based on the Kirchho� plate theory� This gives satisfactory results at
low frequencies where plates can be considered thin� At higher fre�
quencies� the in�uence of the rotary inertia and the transverse shear
deformation becomes more important � the plates must be considered
thick� The 	Reissner�
Mindlin plate theory �Mindlin ��� for bend�
ing of thick plates is therefor preferred at high frequencies� Since the
power transmission coe�cients are used in high frequency energy meth�
ods 	i�e� in the context of this dissertation in SEA and EFEM
� this
section checks the in�uence of the thick bending terms in the plate
equations on the power transmission coe�cients of the plate junction�

The last section ��� discusses the solution of vibro�acoustic problems
by EFEM� The examples in this section focus on the coupling between
a plate and an acoustic cavity� First� some typical issues are discussed
for the solution of plate�acoustic cavity couplings with the EFEM like
the di�erent boundary conditions� the calculation of the power trans�
mission coe�cients���� The second part discusses an experimental vali�
dation study on interior noise prediction in a thin walled cavity� This
study was performed on a test structure that was constructed as a scale
model of a cabin� The test box consists of �ve plexiglass plates with
a trapezoidal base� The internal loss factors are experimentally deter�
mined� other parameters were analytically derived� The EFEM results
are compared to analytic 	predictive
 results of SEA and experimental
results in which the test box was structurally excited�

��� Experimental validation of EFEM on a two
dimensional beam structure

This section discusses the experimental validation of EFEM on a two
dimensional beam structure� The �rst paragraph gives a description of
the test structure � eight highly damped� coupled beams in a plane con�
�guration� This test structure was excited at a corner� perpendicular
to the plane of axes of the beams� Two wave types are present in the
structure� torsional and 	one type of
 �exural waves� Estimates of the
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displacements related to both wave types can be derived from the out�
of�plane motion of the beam structure� The second paragraph presents
the EFEM model for this beam structure� The next paragraph out�
lines the experimental validation procedure� Input power and energy
density results are derived from measurements of frequency response
functions between input force and output acceleration or velocity� The
last paragraph shows some typical results of the validation study�

����	 The test structure

The two dimensional frame that has been studied is represented in
�gure ��� The section of the frame is composed of two Aluminium
plates 	��mm thickness
 with an elastic tape 	���mm thickness
 in
between 	acrylic � neoprene
� as also shown in �gure ��� Due to this
middle layer� this structure will be highly damped 	more than �#
modal damping
� The mass in the middle consists of a ��mm thick
Aluminium block� which is considered to be rigid� In order to simulate
free�free conditions in the experimental validation� the structure was
suspended by springs that are attached to the Aluminium block�
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Figure �� � The two�dimensional frame in the experimental
validation test
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The experiments were performed with an electromagnetic shaker� con�
nected at the upper left corner 	between beam � and beam �� see �gure
��
� The structure was excited with a burst random signal in one�third
octave bands with a centre frequencies from ���Hz till ����Hz� This
causes �exural waves and torsional waves in the structure� The input
force at the shaker is measured by a force cell� The responses are the
out�of�plane velocities measured with a laser vibrometer or the out�of�
plane accelerations measured with accelerometers�

In order to distinguish between torsional and �exural out�of�plane mo�
tion� responses are measured in two points over the width of the beams
	in the outer frame only� i�e� beams  to � in �gure ��
� For the mea�
surement procedure� it is assumed that the deformation of a the beam
section is linear over the width of the beam� as shown in �gure ���� The
approximation of linear deformation is justi�ed when the wavelengths
of the present waves are large in comparison to the width of the beam�
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Figure ��� � Measurement points on the two dimensional
frame with the displacement and velocity vari�
ables

The energy of �exural waves is calculated from the response in the
middle of the two measurement points m and m�� The velocity v in
the middle is approximated by the average of both measurements �

v �
vm� � vm�

�
	��


where vm� and vm� are the out�of�plane velocities of the two measure�
ment points m and m��
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To estimate torsional energy� responses are measured in two points over
the width to obtain a 	linear
 estimate of the torsional angle velocity �

��

�t
�

vm� � vm�

d��
	���


where d�� is the distance between these two measurement points m
and m��

The above expressions for the linear velocity and the torsional angle
velocity are used to calculate the 	weighted
 energy density for �exural
and torsional waves from the measured frequency response functions
as described in the paragraph ������

����� EFEM model of the beam structure

The EFEM model is built up with beam elements only� Figure ���
shows the EFEM beam model with the appropriate joint elements at
the couplings of beams� No boundary condition is set to the end points
of beams � to � at the massive block in the middle� since this is equiv�
alent to a zero energy �ow at these points�

Main parameters in the EFEM beam model are the group velocity and
the damping loss factor �� as described in section ������� The group
velocity is calculated from the material and geometrical properties of
the beam section� as in equation 	����
 for �exural waves �

cgz � �



s
��

EIy
�S

and equation 	����
 for torsional waves �

cgt � ct �

s
GJ

�Ix

Most parameters of the beam EFEMmodel are measured directly� The
composite section of the beams is characterized by an overall elastic�
ity modulus E and an independent overall shear modulus G modulus�
These properties are obtained by updating a classical �nite element
model of the structure for the lower modes by experimental modal
analysis� The values of the properties of the beams that are used in
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Figure ��� � EFEM model of the two dimensional frame

the EFEM analysis in this text are elasticity modulus E � �� GPa�
shear modulus G � ��� GPa and the mass density � � ����kg�m��

The major part of the damping losses in the structure are caused by
the elastic tape in the middle of the beam section 	see �gure ��
�
The damping of the structure is expected to be slowly decreasing with
frequency� as shown by �Cremer et al� ���� Lyon and DeJong ���� for
composed structures with a thin constrained layer in the middle� From
a prior measurement with accelerometers� the damping loss factor of
the structure was estimated in several frequency bands� The damping
loss factors range from �# in the ���Hz frequency band to �# in
the ����Hz frequency band� At ����Hz the damping loss factor of the
investigated structure is approximately �#�

The power transmission coe�cients at the couplings are analytically
calculated with the methods described in detail by �De Langhe �����
As an example� the power transmission coe�cients at the L�joints in the
corners are given in table �� in the one�third octave band of ����Hz�
Only the relevant power transmission coe�cients between �exural and
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Power transmission beam � beam � beam � beam �
coe�cient �exural torsion �exural torsion

beam �
 �exural �
��# �
�# �
��# ��
��#
beam �
 torsion �
�# �
��# ��
��# �
��#
beam �
 �exural �
��# ��
��# �
��# �
�#
beam �
 torsion ��
��# �
��# �
�# �
��#

Table �� � Transmission coe�cient of the L�joint in the cor�
ners of the two dimensional frame

torsional motion are given�

The input power is applied at the location of the electro�magnetic
shaker at the upper left corner 	between beam � and �
� Since this
point is actually a joint� the input power is divided equally over the
two points at the joint� The applied input power in the EFEM model
is taken equal to the measured input power�

The EFEM calculations are performed in the general purpose math�
ematical software MATLAB� The results of the EFEM calculations
are the �exural and torsional energy densities at the nodes� In the
presented results� main focus will be on the results in the outer frame
	beams  to �
 in order not to overload the �gures� However� the model
contains also the the inner beams 	beams � to �
 which can be noticed
from the jump in energy density in the outer frame at the coupling
with the inner beams�

����
 Experimental validation test procedure

For the experimental validation test� the input�output model in EFEM
will be tested against measured quantities� Input measurements are the
measurements of the input power at the excitation location	s
 and the
output measurements are the measurements of the energy at a �nite
grid of points of the structure� Both the input power and the 	output

energy densities are derived from frequency response functions 	FRF

measurements of the velocities or accelerations and the input forces�

The actual instantaneous input power into a structure is �

f	t
 � v	t
 	���
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where f	t
 is the force measured at the excitation point of the structure
and v	t
 is the velocity at the excitation point�

The time averaged input power is �

Pin �


T

TZ
�

f	t
 � v	t
dt 	���


or in spectral terms 	frequency domain
 �

Pin � �
��
�

��Z
�

V 	�
 � F �	�
d�
��
� � �

��
�

��Z
�

Svf 	�
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��
� 	���


or in frequency band levels �

Pin � �
��
�

��Z
��

Svf 	�
d�

��
� 	���


where Svf is the single sided cross�spectrum of force and velocity at
the excitation point�

Weighting of the input power by dividing the actual input power 	the
cross�spectrum between force and velocity at the excitation point
 by
the autopower of the force� yields a direct relation with the measured
frequency response functions �

Pin� weighted � �
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��Z
��
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��
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��
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��Z
��
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��Z
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��
� 	���


The weighted input power can thus be directly obtained as the real
part of the FRF between the velocity and the force at the excitation
point in case of FRF measurements with a laser vibrometer�
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If accelerations are measured instead of velocities� the weighted input
power can be calculated as follows �

Pin� weighted � �
��
�

��Z
��

V 	�


F 	�

d�

��
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��
�

��Z
��
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�
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�

��Z
��
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F 	�

d�

��
� 	���


In case of FRF measurements with accelerometers� the weighted input
power can be directly obtained as the imaginary part of the FRF be�
tween the acceleration and the force at the excitation point divided by
the circular frequency ��

In general� it is much easier to measure kinetic energy density 	from ve�
locity or acceleration measurements
 than to measure potential energy
	from strain measurements
� As a consequence� in experiments� the to�
tal energy density is mostly calculated as twice the kinetic energy� As
explained in the previous chapters� the equality of kinetic and potential
energy is an assumption that is inherent to the EFEM approximation
for structures with hysteresis damping� The assumption is better ful�
�lled at higher frequencies� With this assumption� the instantaneous
	total
 energy density can be written as �

�v�	t
 	���


where v	t
 is the velocity at the measurement point and � the volumet�
ric mass density�

The time averaged energy density is �

e �


T

TZ
�

�v�	t
dt 	���


or in spectral terms 	frequency domain
 �

e � �
��
�

��Z
�

�V 	�
 � V �	�
d�
��
� � �

��Z
�

Svv	�
d� 	��
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or in frequency band levels �

e � �

��Z
��

Svv	�
d� 	���


where Svv is the single sided spectral density of the velocity at the
measurement point�

If the energy density levels are weighted by the autopower of the force
like in the case of the input power� a direct relation between the total
energy density and the measured frequency response functions �

eweighted � �

��Z
��

Svv	�


Sff	�

d� � �

��Z
��

V 	�
 � V �	�
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��Z
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����V 	�
F 	�


����� d� 	���


If accelerations are measured instead of velocities� the weighted energy
density is calculated as follows �

eweighted � �

��Z
��

����V 	�
F 	�


����� d� � �

��Z
��

���� A	�


i�F 	�


����� d�
�

�

��

��Z
��

����A	�
F 	�


����� d� 	���


In case of FRF measurements with accelerometers� the weighted input
power can be directly obtained as the imaginary part of the FRF be�
tween the acceleration and the force at the excitation point divided by
the circular frequency ��

The weighting of both the input power and the energy density mea�
surements 	i�e� the responses
 can be used since it is applied to both
the input and the output parameters and a linear model is validated�

���� Results of the experimental validation

Figures ��� to ��� summarize the results of the experiments and the
numerical calculation with EFEM� The �gures show results obtained
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by laser vibrometer measurements that are acquired in the ����Hz one�
third octave frequency band� The grid of measurement points is rather
�ne with a distance between the measurement points along the beams
of �mm 	d��mm in �gure ���
� More experimental validation results in
other frequency bands with measurements on a coarser grid of measure�
ment points 	d��mm
 are given in appendix B� In order not to over�
load the �gures� only results of the outer frame are shown� i�e� beams 
to � in �gure ��� To compare experimental results with EFEM results�
the experimental results are averaged over one wavelength� In the outer
frame� the wavelength for �exural waves at ����Hz is ���mm� while
the wavelength of torsional waves is ����mm� The excitation source is
located at the corner of beams  and � 	x ��� y ����mm
� The energy
density decays away from the excitation point� The spatial wavelengths
can be clearly noticed in the measurement results� At the corners and
at the T�joint with the smaller inner beams that are connected to the
mass� sudden variations in energy density can be noticed due to the
interactions at these joints�

Figure ��� compares the energy due to the �exural waves� The agree�
ment is good in the beams near the excitation� where the �exural energy
is much higher than the torsional energy� The maximum deviation be�
tween the numerical prediction and the measurements in the beams
near the excitation point 	beams � and �
 is ���dB� This maximum
di�erence occurs near the excitation point� where near �eld e�ects are
important� In these beams� away from the excitation� the results match
within �dB� The maximum deviation in the other beams 	beams  and
�
 is �dB�

Figure ��� compares the energy due to the torsional waves� It shows
a better agreement in the beams far from the excitation� where the
torsional energy is higher than the �exural energy� In fact� at the cor�
ners 	x� y
�	���
 and 	x� y
�	���m����m
� the torsional energy density
increases in the beams away from the excited beams� both in the numer�
ical end experimental results� Comparison of the results of the �exural
energy density in �gure ��� learns that at these corners the �exural
energy is mainly transformed into torsional energy� The maximum de�
viation between the numerical prediction and the measurements of the
torsional energy density in the beams near the excitation point 	beams
� and �
 is �dB� The maximum deviation in the other beams away
from the excitation 	beams  and �
 is �dB� In this beams the torsional
energy density is higher than the �exural energy density� The torsional
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Figure ��� � Flexural energy density in the two dimensional
frame 	experimental results 	�
� averaged experi�
mental results 	� �
� EFEM results 	�



and �exural energy density are thus best predicted in the beams where
they are dominant�

Figure ��� shows the total energy density which is the sum of �exural
and torsional energy densities� The agreement is excellent � maximum
deviation of �dB for the � beams of the outer frame� except for the
region near the excitation point 	deviation up to �dB
� The total energy
decays away from the excitation source� At the T�couplings with the
inner beams� a part of the energy will �ow out of the outer frame
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Figure ��� � Torsional energy density in the two dimensional
frame 	experimental results 	�
� averaged experi�
mental results 	� �
� EFEM results 	�



into the inner beams� This results in a sudden drop of the energy
level of the outer frame at the T�couplings� A possible reason for the
deviation in the neighbourhood of the excitation is the omission of
the near �eld e�ects in the EFEM solution which are� because of the
relatively high material damping� only visible in a small region close
to the excitation and the boundaries� To have a closer look on the
deviations in the region near the excitation� the �exural energy density
in this region was measured in detail as shown in �gure ���� The
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Figure ��� � Total energy density in the two dimensional frame
	experimental results 	�
� averaged experimental
results 	� �
� EFEM results 	�



results in the �gure are the squared velocity results 	weighted by the
autopower of the force
 that are proportional to the energy density at
the di�erent measurement points� as explained in section ������ The
�gure shows that the gradients of the energy density are high� The
near �eld e�ects probably dominate the response in this region�

As a conclusion� it can be stated that the experimental results and
the EFEM result agree very well for this highly damped beam struc�
ture in the one�third octave frequency band of ����Hz� More experi�
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Figure ��� � Measurement of the �exural energy density in the
neighbourhood of the excitation point

mental validation results on this two dimensional beam structure are
presented in appendix B� In general� a close correlation is obtained
between experimental results and EFEM results in di�erent one�third
octave frequency bands which indicates that the EFEM approach can
be successfully applied to this 	highly damped
 beam structure at high
frequencies�
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��� Power transmission coe�cients for line
coupled plates based on the Mindlin plate
theory

This section studies the coupling of an arbitrary number of semi�in�nite
plates� possibly with a beam at the common edge� Earlier research
�Langley and Heron ���� outlines the procedure to compute the power
transmission coe�cients for a plate junction based on the Kirchho�
plate theory for bending of thin plates and the Timoshenko beam the�
ory for the beam connecting the di�erent plates at the common edge
	see also chapter �
� The Kirchho� plate theory gives satisfactory re�
sults at low frequencies where plates can be considered thin� At higher
frequencies� the in�uence of the rotary inertia and the transverse shear
deformation becomes more important � the plates must be considered
thick� The 	Reissner�
 Mindlin plate theory includes rotary inertia and
the transverse shear deformation terms and is therefor preferred over
the Kirchho� theory at high frequencies� The Mindlin plate theory
is the equivalent of the Timoshenko theory for thick beams� Because
the power transmission coe�cients are used in high frequency energy
methods it is worthwhile to check the in�uence of the thick bending
terms in the plate equations on the power transmission coe�cients of
the plate junction�

The �rst paragraph outlines the general procedure to calculate power
transmission coe�cients of plate junctions based on the Mindlin plate
theory� This section focuses on the equations of �exural motion since
the description of the in�plane motion is equal to the case of thin plates�
as discussed in �Langley and Heron ����� Some typical results in the
next paragraph show the in�uence of the thick bending terms on the
power transmission coe�cients for speci�c angles of incidence and for
di�use power transmission coe�cients� The examples also show the
in�uence of a beam at the connecting edge�

��
�	 General procedure

Reference �Langley and Heron ���� is used as the basis for the deriva�
tion of the power transmission coe�cients of coupled plates� The same
coordinate systems and variables are used� The global and all local
coordinate systems have the x axis coincident with the common edge�
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Figure ��� � Edge displacements and tractions

The y axis of the plates is the in�plane axis perpendicular to the com�
mon edge� with y � � at the common edge� All displacement and force
variables are shown in �gure ���� One major di�erence in comparison
to �Langley and Heron ���� is the use of an additional rotation vari�
able of the plate �y and the corresponding traction moment My which
acts at the connected edge of the plates�

According to the Mindlin plate theory �Mindlin ���� the equations
of motion which govern the out�of�plane de�ections uzj � �xj and �yj of
plate j are 	see also section �������
 ��
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��jGjhj

�
r�uzj �

��yj
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� ��xj
�yj

�
� �jhj

��uzj
�t�

	���


where Dj �
Ejh

�
j

�	� ��j 

is the �exural sti�ness of plate j� �j is the

volumetric mass density� hj the plate thickness� �j the Poisson ratio�
Gj the shear modulus� �j is the shear factor 	� � ��� �Reissner �����
� � ���� �Mindlin ���
�

The tractions at the edge related to the out�of�plane motion can be
written as �

Fzj � ��jGjhj
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If� like in �Langley and Heron ����� the incident wave has a time�space
dependency of e�ikxj�
yj�i�t� compatibility at the junction requires the
response in all plates to have the dependency e�ikxj�i�t� leaving the
y�dependency to be determined from the equations of motion� The
out�of�plane displacement uzj of plate j is expressed as�

uzj �
�X

i��

�Bie

Biyje�ikxj�i�t 	���


Equation 	���
 implies that �Bi must satisfy�

k� � ��Bi � Ai i � � � 	����
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Depending on k and � 	determined by the incident wave
 and with
the selection of only waves propagating or decaying away from the
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junction 	negative wavenumbers
� these expressions yield two solutions
	�Bi
 that represent either two evanescent waves which do not carry
energy or one evanescent and one propagating wave�

The expressions for the rotational de�ections of the plate corresponding
to 	���
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Inserting 	���
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 into equations 	���
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 yields the plate
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Since there are only two independent displacement variables� one can
select e�g� uzj and �xj to describe the out�of�plane motion� The third
variable can be calculated from 	����
� Combining 	����
 and 	����

yields a relationship between the edge tractions and the two indepen�
dent displacement variables �	
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This result can be combined with the relations between the in�plane
displacements and the corresponding in�plane tractions 	see �Langley
and Heron ����
� This results in a plate sti�ness matrix for out�going
waves�

Incident waves can be longitudinal or shear in�plane or �exural waves
out�of�plane� For each angle of incidence� the contribution of the
incident wave can be calculated at the coupling edge� For the in�
plane waves� the equations can be found in reference �Langley and
Heron ����� For an incident �exural wave� the edge displacements can
be calculated as follows� The wavenumber of the incident �exural wave
kB is 	����
�

kb �
���pA�

��� 	����


As stated before� the displacement components of the incident �exural
wave have a time�space dependency of e�ikxj�
yj�i�t� For a �exural
wave with angle of incidence �i� k and � are�

k � kb cos �i

� � ikb sin �i 	����


where the angle of incidence �i is zero for normal incidence�

With 	����
� the edge displacements and tractions of the incident wave
can be expressed in terms of the wave amplitude of the incident wave�
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These results will be used in the global force equilibrium equation as
explained below�

After transformation of the plate sti�ness matrices for outgoing waves
from the local plate coordinate system to a global coordinate system�
the contributions of the di�erent plates can be added to express the
force equilibrium at the edge with the contribution of the incident wave
as shown in �Langley and Heron ����� The resulting equation is a
simple expression due to the displacement compatibility at the edge�
From this equation the edge displacements are calculated and back�
transformed to the local plate coordinate systems� From equations like
	����
 	for in�plane waves� see �Langley and Heron ����
� the contribu�
tions of the di�erent waves are calculated and the power of the outgoing
waves is deduced� The power transmission coe�cient associated with
each of the outgoing waves� is then calculated as the ratio of the power
transmitted by the wave to the power which is incident to the joint
	see the basic de�nition of power transmission coe�cients in equation
	��

� This is completely similar to the procedure for Kirchho� plates
in �Langley and Heron ����� Only the power carried by �exural waves
must be expressed based on the Mindlin plate theory which yields a
more complicated formula for the group velocity based on equation
	����
 	see equation 	���
 in section �������
�

The above procedure yields power transmission coe�cients as a func�
tion of the angle of incidence of the incident wave� As shown in later
example� the power transmission coe�cients of plates are highly depen�
dent on the angle of incidence of the incident wave� Since these angles
of incidence �i are not known in general� the most valid assumption
in most practical applications is di�use incidence of waves� In order
to compute the di�use power transmission coe�cients� an averaging of
the power transmission coe�cients is performed over di�erent angles
of incidence to calculate the di�use �eld power transmission coe�cient
	diff �

	diff �


�

Z �

�
		�i
 sin �id�i 	���


where �i is the angle of incidence of the incident wave 	�i equal to ��
�

corresponds to normal incidence
�
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��
�� Numerical results

This paragraph discusses two numerical case studies with coupled
plates that show the in�uence of the thick bending terms in the govern�
ing plate equations on the power transmission coe�cients for speci�c
angles of incidence and for di�use power transmission coe�cients� The
�rst case study presents the coupling of two identical� semi�in�nite
plates at an angle of �� degrees� In the second case study� a beam is
added at the common edge of the plate coupling in the �rst case study�

Figure ��� � Two coupled plates 	case study 


Figure ��� shows the con�guration in the �rst case study � an L�
con�guration of two identical semi�in�nite plates� Table ��� gives the
material and geometrical properties of the two plates in both case stud�
ies�

Property symbol value

elasticity modulus E ���GPa
Poissons coe�cient � ���

mass density � ����kg�m�

thickness h �mm
shear coe�cient � ���

Table ��� � Properties of the � coupled plates 	case study  and �
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The �rst results show the dependency of the power transmission coe��
cients on the angle of incidence of the incident wave on the junction at
a �xed frequency for equations based on the Kirchho� or the Mindlin
plate theory� Figures ��� and �� show results at ����Hz for respec�
tively the power transmission coe�cient of the re�ection of �exural
waves and the transmission of power in �exural waves from the �rst to
the second plate� As in the previous paragraph� a zero angle of inci�
dence corresponds to normal incidence� The results show that the both
plate theories yield a similar� strongly varying dependency on the an�
gle of incidence� The peak and dip that occur at an angle of incidence
of about �� degrees is also found in �Cremer et al� ����� Below this
angle of incidence� close to normal incidence� only propagating �exural
waves are generated by re�ection and transmission of an incident �ex�
ural wave� For angles of incidence above this angle� also transmission
and re�ection occurs in propagating shear waves and propagating lon�
gitudinal waves that also transport energy� As a result� there is some
leakage of energy to the in�plane waves far from normal incidence and
the power transmission coe�cients that are shown in �gures ��� and
�� do not add up to unity�

Because of the strong varying dependency of the power transmission
coe�cients on the angle of incidence� the assumption of di�use inci�
dence of waves is used in practical calculations� The di�use 	or mean

value of the power transmission coe�cients is calculated with equa�
tion 	��
 and is plotted as a horizontal line in �gures ��� and ���
In both �gures� the di�erence between the di�use power transmission
coe�cients at ����Hz calculated with the Kirchho� and the Mindlin
plate theory is a few percent�

Figures ��� and ��� show the frequency dependency of the di�use
power transmission coe�cients� As in the previous �gures� results are
shown for the power transmission coe�cient of the re�ection of �exural
waves and the transmission of �exural waves from the �rst into the
second plate� The �gures clearly show the increasing importance of
the thick bending terms with frequency� At low frequency� the results
with both plate theories nearly coincide� At higher frequencies the
results diverge up to a few percents di�erence at ���� Hz� It can be
expected that the results at frequencies above ���� Hz will further
diverge�
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Figure ��� � Power transmission coe�cient for re�ection
of �exural waves versus angle of incidence
	case study 
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In a second case study� the in�uence of a beam at the connecting edge
of the two plates is investigated� As in �Langley and Heron �����
the Bernouilli�Euler equations for thick bending of the beam are used�
The two plates in this second example have the same properties as
in the �rst case study and are again connected in an L�con�guration
	perpendicular to each other
� but with a beam at the common edge�
as shown in �gure ����

Figure ��� � Two perpendicular plates connected by a beam
	case study �


The properties of the two plates are the same as in the �rst example
	see table ���
� The properties of the beam with a solid rectangular
section can be found in table ����

Property symbol value

elasticity modulus E ���GPa
Poissons coe�cient � ���

mass density � ����kg�m�

height h �mm
width b �mm

shear coe�cients �y � �z ���

Table ��� � Properties of the beam at the connecting edge of
� coupled plates 	case study �
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Only results of the di�use power transmission coe�cient are shown
here� since these values are usually applied in practical applications�
Figures ��� and ��� show the frequency dependency of the di�use
power transmission coe�cients in the second case study� In both cases�
the Timoshenko theory was used to model the beam� only the plate
theory was altered for out�of�plane motion� As in the previous case
study� results are shown for the power transmission coe�cient of the
re�ection of �exural waves and the transmission of �exural waves from
the �rst into the second plate� Because of the presence of the beam
at the coupling� the tendency of the results is quite di�erent compared
to the results of the �rst case study� especially at high frequencies�
As expected� there is more re�ection 	and less transmission
 of energy
of the �exural waves in comparison to the �rst case study� However�
the di�erences between the power transmission coe�cients calculated
with the Kirchho� and Mindlin plate theory are comparable to the
di�erences in the �rst case study� At low frequency� the results with
both plate theories nearly coincide� At higher frequencies the results
diverge up to about �# di�erence at ����Hz� Like in the �rst case
study� it is expected that the results at frequencies above ���� Hz will
further diverge�

The main conclusion of the two case studies is that at high frequencies
the thick bending terms must be included in the plate theory in order to
get accurate results for analytically calculated power transmission co�
e�cients related to �exural waves� As in these examples the di�erences
are rather small up till ����Hz 	i�e� only a few percent
� only minor
di�erences are expected in the results of EFEM or analytic SEA using
both plate theories to calculate the power transmission coe�cients�
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��� Application of EFEM to vibro	acoustic
problems

This section discusses some applications of EFEM to vibro�acoustic
problems� more precisely EFEM models with plate�acoustic couplings�
The �rst part discusses some typical issues for the solution of vibro�
acoustic problems with the EFEM � the di�erent boundary conditions�
the calculation of the power transmission coe�cients���� In a second
part� an experimental validation study on interior noise prediction in
a cavity is discussed� The EFEM results are compared to analytic
	predictive
 results of SEA and experimental results�

���	 EFEM description of plate�acoustic couplings

The basic energy equation for an acoustic cavity are derived in chap�
ter �� The energy balance equation as in equation 	����
 can be solved
by a �nite element implementation as was outlined in chapter �� Two
di�erent options for the boundary conditions for an acoustic element
exist �Bitsie ���� �

� intensity boundary conditions
This type of boundary condition also exists for structural com�
ponents� In this case� the normal component of the energy �ow
per unit area 	or intensity
 is speci�ed �

�Q � �n � Qn BC 	����


with Qn BC the normal intensity that is applied at the boundary
surface�

� absorption boundary conditions
This type of boundary conditions only exist for acoustic elements�
With the Sabine room acoustics model� the absorption boundary
condition is expressed as �

�Q � �n � �

�
c�eac 	����


with � the absorption coe�cient� c� the wave speed in air and
eac the acoustic energy density at the boundary�
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The absorption boundary condition gives rise to an additional
term in the global system matrix �K� 	see equations 	����
 and
	����

 �

Ke
abs ij � �

Z
�e

�

�
c�NiNjd�

e 	����


where �e is the boundary area of element e�

The coupling between an acoustic element and a plate element can be
considered as a third type of boundary condition for an acoustic ele�
ment� In EFEM� this kind of coupling is described similar to couplings
between structural components as discussed in chapter �� The area cou�
pling is described in terms of a joint matrix that is based on the power
transmission coe�cients between the �exural waves in the plate and the
acoustic waves� For the calculation of the vibro�acoustic power trans�
mission coe�cients a di�use wave �eld is assumed in both the plate and
the acoustic cavity� The result is a non�symmetric power transmission
coe�cient matrix which is a function of geometry� material properties
and the radiation e�ciency of the plate� The radiation e�ciency of
a vibrating structure is de�ned by the ratio between the sound power
radiated by the structure into half space 	one side of the structure
 and
the sound power radiated by a piston with the same area and vibrating
with the same space averaged RMS velocity as the structure� The radi�
ation e�ciency describes the e�ciency of a structure to radiate sound
compared to a piston source� It can be either larger or less than unity�
Hence� the term e�ciency might be confusing and sometimes radiation
ratio is used in literature� The radiation e�ciency� in this text denoted
by �rad� is a function of frequency� material properties and geometrical
properties� References for the calculation of the radiation e�ciency are
�Maidanik ���� and �Leppington et al� ����� The latter gives results
in di�erent frequency regions together with transition formulas at the
boundaries of the regions�

A complete derivation of the power transmission coe�cients can be
found in �Bitsie ����� only the main results are discussed here� The
structural to acoustic power transmission coe�cient is�

	p�ac �
�����rad
� � ����rad

	����
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with �rad the radiation e�ciency and ��� is the following ratio �

��� �
��c�
�pcp

	����


where �� is the volumetric mass density of air� c� the wave speed in
air� �p the volumetric mass density of the plate� cp the phase speed of
�exural waves in the plate�

The acoustic to structural power transmission coe�cient is�

	ac�p � ���
c��
c�p

�rad
fh

	����


with f the frequency and h the thickness of the plate� If conserva�
tive coupling is assumed 	i�e� no losses at the coupling
� the re�ection
coe�cients can be easily calculated out of the power transmission co�
e�cients� The power transmission coe�cient matrix �	 � is �

�	 � �

"
� 	p�ac 	ac�p
	p�ac � 	ac�p

#
	����


which is a non�symmetric matrix� The calculation of the corresponding
joint matrix only requires the knowledge of the di�erent group velocities
and the transmission coe�cients� as described in chapter ��

�J � � �I � 	 � �I � 	 ��� �cg� 	����


with I the � by � unity matrix� 	 the transmission coe�cient matrix
and �cg� a � by � diagonal matrix with the group velocities along the
diagonal of respectively the �exural waves in the plate and the acoustic
waves�

A straightforward calculation yields �

�J � �


�� 	p�ac � 	ac�p

"
	ac�p cg p 	p�ac c�
	ac�p cg p 	p�ac c�

#
	����


with cg p the group speed of �exural waves in the plate�

In order to predict the di�erent energy density values at the nodes at
the vibro�acoustic coupling� this expression is discretized over the �
nodes at the coupling similar as described in chapter � 	see equations
	����
 to 	����

�
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As an example� a simple one dimensional vibro�acoustic example is
studied as shown in �gure ���� An acoustic tube of �m length is
excited by a plate of ����m by ����m at one end 	left
� EFEM results
are compared to the results of a classical vibro�acoustic �nite element
calculation with a very �ne mesh� Two cases are studied� In a �rst
case� only damping in the air is considered� In a second case some
absorption material is added at the far end 	right end in �gure ���

of the tube�

Pin

�m

�cm

�cm

Figure ��� � One dimensional acoustic tube� excited by a vi�
brating plate

The EFEM results are veri�ed by a classical vibro�acoustic �nite ele�
ment model with ��� acoustic elements along the length of the acoustic
tube� The �gures ��� and ��� also show the spatially smoothed re�
sult of the reference calculation� The EFEM model contains only ��
elements� The number of elements in the EFEM can still be reduced�

Some general properties of the model are summarized in table ����

Property symbol value

wave speed in air c� ��� m�s
�uid mass density �� �� kg�m�

�uid damping � � ��


Table ��� � Properties of the acoustic tube in the numerical tests

Figure ��� shows the results when only �uid damping in the air is
applied� The EFEM predictions correspond very well to the spatially
smoothed results of the �nite element reference case�

Figure ��� shows the results when absorption is added to one end of
the acoustic tube� The absorption coe�cient � is set equal to ��� in
this case� Also in this case� the EFEM results are close to the spatially
smoothed FE reference case�
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Figure ��� � One dimensional acoustic tube with only �uid
	air
 damping excited by a vibrating plate
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���� Experimental validation of EFEM for interior
noise prediction and comparison with SEA results

In this section� EFEM is validated by experiments and compared to an�
alytic or predictive SEA 	see section ���
 for interior noise prediction in
a thin walled cavity� The problem of noise control in thin walled enclo�
sures such as driver cabins is becoming of increasing practical and theo�
retical interest due to the growing impact of noise sources� Research by
di�erent authors �Seybert et al� ���� Hu� and Bernhard ���� Stokes
et al� ���� Petersson and Heckl ���� shows that the noise reduction in
cabins depends on several parameters� e�g� the cabin�s dimension� the
material properties 	damping� bending sti�ness� density
� the types of
junctions� the position of noise sources���� The objective of the research
that is reported in this section is the evaluation of tools for the analysis
of the dynamic behaviour of cabins in the high frequency range� The
aim is to evaluate the accuracy� e�ciency and robustness of predictive
tools that may assist in the design stage of a cabin and to gain a better
understanding of the mechanisms governing sound transmission in a
cabin�

The test structure in this experimental validation study is an irregular
box made up of plexiglass plates that was constructed as a scale model
of a cabin� Since this box is of limited complexity compared to the real
cabin� one has better control over possible model de�ciencies� A series
of experiments has been conducted to identify the loss factors of the
plates and the cavity� Other parameters� like the power transmission
coe�cients� were analytically derived� Most of the parameters are used
in both EFEM and SEA� Results of SEA and EFEM are compared and
validated by experiments in which the test box was structurally excited�

������ The test structure

The test box has a cubic shape� as shown in �gure ����� The dimen�
sions are approximately ��cm by ��cm by ��cm� All the faces have a
trapezoidal shape� Di�erent plexiglass types are used for the di�erent
plates� The di�erence in plate thickness and dynamic characteristics of
the plates allows simulating the distinct cabin structural parts 	roof�
�oor� doors and windscreen
� The plates were glued in order to get
a rigid connection between the plates� During the experiments� the
box is placed on a rubber plate to minimize the e�ect of background
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Figure ���� � The testbox

vibration and to avoid �anking transmission through the laboratory
�oor�

Several experimental tests are performed to determine correct values of
all geometric and material parameters of the test box� A modal analysis
hammer test was performed on clamped plate samples to identify the
elasticity modulus of the di�erent plexiglass plates 	for experimental
procedures see e�g� �Ewins ����
� Table ��� gives the geometric and
material properties�

Property plate A plate B plates C top plate
and D

thickness �mm� ��� ��� � �

area �m�� ���� ���� ���� ����

mass density �kg�m�� ���� ����� ��� �����
elasticity modulus �GPa� ������ ������ ��� ������

Table ��� � Geometric and material properties of the testbox

Since energy methods are entirely based on energy �ow and energy
dissipation� it is important to model the dissipation mechanisms of the
structure accurately� In this research the analytical SEA and EFEM
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models are based on experimentally acquired damping values� The
internal loss factors are obtained from experimental SEA tests 	see
section ���
� The Power Injection Method 	PIM
 was used to evaluate
the plate internal loss factors� PIM is based on the measurement of the
power input and the measurement of the vibrational kinetic energy as
an estimate of the total vibrational� reverberant energy of the plates�
From this input�output model� the system parameters� like the internal
loss factor� can be derived� The values are included in both analytical
SEA and EFEM analyses�

Each plate was suspended individually with springs to simulate free�
free conditions� PIM requires several structural input and output ac�
quisition points� On each plate �ve input points were randomly dis�
tributed and the accelerations were acquired in ten structural points
using miniature accelerometers� The acquisition was performed in the
�Hz to ����Hz frequency range� All the measurements were corrected
in order to take in account the impedance head dynamic mass e�ect
	see �Iadevaia et al� �����
� Figure ��� shows the loss factors for the
di�erent plates�
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Figure ��� � Internal loss factor of the plexiglass plates

To determine the internal loss factor of the cavity� the ����m� cavity is
created by assembling the plates according to the framework presented
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in �gure ����� PIM was used to evaluate the box cavity internal loss
factor� Microphones were placed in six di�erent positions to measure
the sound from a speaker that generates the sound input power� Figure
���� shows the cavity loss factor in the ��Hz to ����Hz frequency range�
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Figure ���� � Internal loss factor of the cavity

������ EFEM and SEA model of the test box

Figure ���� shows the EFEM model of the test box� Each plate is
divided into � by � elements and the acoustic cavity in � by � by �
elements� For the classical FEM this number must be much higher
in order to have a suitable number of elements per wavelength� The
measured internal loss factors are included in the EFEM analysis� Two
types of joint elements are included in the EFEM calculations � line
couplings at the edges of the box that couple two plate elements 	and
strictly� but not included in the model� the edge of the acoustic ele�
ment
 and area couplings between the plate elements and the acoustic
elements� Strictly� a third type of joint element must be included �
the point couplings at the corners of the top plate that couple three
plate elements and an acoustic element� These joint elements were
not included in the EFEM model since this this type of coupling was
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also omitted in the SEA model below� As explained in chapter �� the
joint elements are calculated based on the power transmission coe��
cients� For the line couplings� the power transmission coe�cients are
calculated analytically for coupled semi�in�nite thin plates 	see also
�Langley and Heron ����� as discussed in section ���
� since the SEA
model below also adopts the thin plate theory� For the plate�acoustic
area coupling� the power transmission coe�cients are calculated by the
formulas as discussed in the previous paragraph ����� The input power
Pin is applied to the appropriate node on the top plate� as shown in �g�
ure ����� The EFEM calculations are performed in the general purpose
mathematical softwareMATLAB�

line coupling

area coupling

point coupling

point a
Pin

top plate

plate A

plate B

plate C plate D

Figure ���� � EFEM model of the test box

The analytical SEA box model is created using the commercial SEA
software package SEADS v���� The SEA model consists of six sub�
systems � �ve plates and the acoustical cavity� For each subsystem�
the geometry is de�ned and the relevant structural and acoustics pro�
prieties are entered� The experimental plate and cavity internal loss
factors were imported directly in the software� The connections be�
tween the subsystems are de�ned as symmetric and rigid� The top
plate is connected with all the other subsystems� Plate A is connected
with plate C� plate D and the cavity� Similar connections are valid for
all the lateral plates� The input power from the shaker is applied to
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the excited top plate� Figure ���� shows the resulting SEA model in
SEADS�

Figure ���� � SEA model of the test box

������ Results of the experimental validation

The SEA and EFEMmodels are validated by measurements with struc�
tural excitation by an electromagnetic shaker on the top plate� Figures
���� to ���� show the results for the total energy of respectively the
excited top plate� one of the other plates 	plate A� see �gure ����
 and
the cavity� Both SEA and EFEM agree well with the test data� As re�
ported in literature 	see also section ����� and �Langley ����
� EFEM
tends to underestimate the energy levels close to the excitation and to
overestimate the energy levels farther away from the excitation point�
This tendency can also be seen in �gure ���� that shows the energy
density of two individual points on the top plate� The �rst point is the
excitation point in the middle of the plate� The second point is a point
close to one of the corners of the top plate 	point a in �gure ����
� The
EFEM results at these two points are compared to individual measure�
ments� As stated in the introduction� SEA is not capable of predicting
the spatial distribution of the energy within a subsystem� This result
shows the ability of EFEM to predict the smoothed spatial behaviour�
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Figure ���� � Total energy of the top plate

Figure ���� � Total energy of plate A
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Figure ���� � Total energy of the acoustic cavity

Figure ���� � Energy density for � points on the top plate � the
excitation point and a point near a corner of the
top plate 	point a in �gure ����


As a general conclusion of this section� it may be stated that a good
correlation was obtained between analytic SEA� EFEM and the mea�
surement results for the prediction of the total energy level of the dif�
ferent plates of the test box� It is also demonstrated that EFEM is able
to predict the smoothed spatial distribution of energy�
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��� Conclusion

This chapter presents some aspects of the application of EFEM to
vibro�acoustic structures� One aspect that was treated in this chapter
refers to the most di�cult part of an EFEM calculation � the 	ana�
lytic
 prediction of the power transmission coe�cients for various types
of couplings� Several algorithms on this subject have already been re�
ported in literature� mainly written for SEA purposes but also applica�
ble in EFEM� In section ���� some aspects on vibro�acoustic couplings
are discussed� Section ��� studies an algorithm for the calculation of
the power transmission coe�cients for a general plate coupling of thick
plates� Numerical case studies show that at high frequencies the thick
bending terms must be included in the plate theory in order to get
accurate analytical power transmission coe�cients related to �exural
waves� As in these examples the di�erences with both theories to cal�
culate the power transmission coe�cients are rather small� only limited
in�uence is expected on the results of EFEM or analytic SEA�

Sections ��� and ��� present two experimental validation studies of
EFEM� The �rst test structure is a two dimensional beam structure
that consists of highly damped beams� One interesting aspect of this
example is that two di�erent wave types are involved 	torsional and
�exural
 that produce out�of�plane motion that can be experimentally
veri�ed� In this application� the coupling of the two wave types at
the connections of the beams is well predicted and� overall� a close
correlation is obtained between experimental and EFEM results which
indicates that the EFEM approach is valid for this 	highly damped

beam structure� In the second experimental validation study� the in�
terior noise prediction in a thin walled cavity is studied� Results of
EFEM and analytic SEA are validated by experimental results� The
di�erence between EFEM models� that look to be closer to the real
physical structure� and SEA models is clearly illustrated in this exam�
ple� Interesting in this case study is the validation of the vibro�acoustic
coupling description between plates and acoustic cavities� as it di�ers
somewhat from earlier descriptions in literature� As a conclusion of
this second validation study� it may be stated that a good correlation
was obtained between analytic SEA� EFEM and the measurements of
the total energy level of the acoustic cavity and the di�erent plates of
the test box� It is also demonstrated that EFEM is able to predict the
smoothed spatial distribution of energy�
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��� Introduction

The previous chapters give an overview of the theoretical background
of EFEM� At several points in these chapters� the assumptions and
approximations are listed that are necessary to obtain the quite sim�
ple energy relations� These assumptions and approximations will limit
the validity region of the method� This chapter discusses a fundamen�
tal explanation of the validity limits in terms of the assumptions and
approximations of EFEM�

The �rst section discusses wavelength criteria for the validity of EFEM�
Starting point of the discussion is a wavelength criterion for EFEM
that is reported in a recent publication and that indicates the lim�
its of the validity region� This criterion was derived on experimen�
tal deduction and experience� It states that EFEM can be success�
fully applied to a structure if the structure captures a certain num�
ber of wavelengths� Since wavelengths decrease with frequency� this
type of criterion provides a lower frequency limit of the validity region�
�Vlahopoulos et al� ���� expresses a more vague wavelength criterion�
for deciding whether a component exhibits high frequency behaviour�
A member is long 	or exhibits high frequency behaviour
 if there is
uncertainty when comparing the exact dimension of a member with the
number of waves within it� In his thesis� �Cho ���� also discusses some

��
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wave parameters that give an indication of the validity of EFEM � the
non�dimensional wavenumber band and the non�dimensional damped
wavenumber band�

Another main source of information is found in literature on indicators
for the validity of statistical energy analysis 	SEA� see section ���
�
Since both SEA and EFEM are designed to solve high frequency vi�
brational problems based on an energy description� some similarities
might be expected between the validity criteria� A main di�erence
between both methods is that where SEA approaches high frequency
vibrations basically from a modal point of view� EFEM is based on
a wave approach� as is illustrated in the previous chapters� However�
in the derivation of EFEM most of the assumptions are similar to the
basic assumptions for SEA� The �rst section illustrates that parame�
ters that give an indication of the validity of SEA can be related to
wavelength criteria that correspond to the wave approach in EFEM�
Relation will also be made to the wavelength criteria reported in liter�
ature as described above�

In a second section� the criteria will be applied to numerical case studies
of a single plate and coupled plates� In fundamental studies in liter�
ature� �Xing and Price ���� Carcaterra and Sestieri ���� Carcaterra
���� and others demonstrate that the exact equation of the energy
�ow in structures can not be modelled directly by means of a thermal
�ow analogy� Especially in more 	two� three
 dimensional problems�
some far�reaching assumptions need to be adopted in the derivations
of EFEM and a lot of criticism is expressed in literature on the valid�
ity of this approach� The case studies try to identify the e�ect of the
assumptions and approximations of EFEM on the validity region for
plates and coupled plates with uniform hysteresis damping since results
can be easily veri�ed with classical �nite element solutions� The valid�
ity region will be expressed in terms of the wavelength criteria discussed
in the �rst section and relation is made to the basic EFEM assumptions
that give an explanation of the limits of the validity region�

��� Wavelength criteria for the validity of
EFEM

This section discusses wavelength criteria for the validity of EFEM�
Basis for the derivation are the modal parameters for SEA as reported
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in literature� The �rst paragraph discusses the parameters for the
validity of SEA and the wave based parameters for EFEM that are
reported in literature� In the following paragraphs� a direct relation
modal SEA parameters and the wavelength criteria for EFEM will be
derived for several types of components�

����	 Indicators of the validity of SEA and EFEM from
literature

Because of the modal nature of the basic SEA theory 	see section ���
�
discussions on the validity of SEA in literature use modal indicators�
The main parameters that give an indication of the validity of SEA are
the mode count 	N
 and the modal overlap factor 	MOF 
� The mode
count N is de�ned as the approximate number of modal frequencies
excited in the frequency band of interest� The modal overlap factor
MOF indicates the spacing between the modes in the frequency band
of interest� It may be thought of as the average number of modal
resonance frequencies lying within modal half power bandwidth� The
modal overlap factor MOF is de�ned as �

MOF � �n	�
� 	��


where n	�
 is the modal density 	modes per rad�s
� � is the loss factor
and � is the radial frequency�

�Fahy and Mohammed ���� state that the uncertainty of SEA pre�
dictions may be unacceptably high when the modal overlap factors of
the uncoupled subsystems are less than unity� For low modal overlap
factors� the results for a single sample of a class of systems may be
quite unrepresentative for the ensemble�average values since it is im�
possible to estimate con�dence limits from a knowledge or estimate of
the standard deviation at low values of MOF � In an other reference�
�Plunt et al� ����� suggest a modal overlap factor of at least �
� for
the vibrational behaviour of �nite structure to be similar to that of
	semi�
in�nite structures� The latter assumption is also applicable for
most EFEM calculations with coupled components since it is inherent
in most schemes for the calculation of the power transmission coe��
cients that are basic parameters in the coupling description 	see section
�����
�

For the mode count N � �Fahy and Mohammed ���� state that it is
necessary to have at least � resonant coupled modes in the frequency
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band of interest for stable estimates of the coupling description in SEA
	i�e� the calculation of the coupling loss factors
� This conclusion was
drawn from numerical results on �exural waves in coupled plates� It is
not extended to other types of structures but it is plausible that these
extensions are feasible� possibly with another value for the mode count
N � In another reference� �Lyon ���� suggests at least � modes in the
frequency band of interest in each individual subsystem�

In the next paragraphs� a relation is found between the above men�
tioned modal SEA parameters and a wavelength criterion for the va�
lidity of EFEM� The basic parameter in the wavelength criterion for
EFEM is the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l� which is de�ned
as �

l �
L

�
	���


where L is a characteristic dimension of the structure and � is the
largest wavelength of the present waves in the frequency band of inter�
est� The non�dimensional wavelength parameter l expresses the number
of wavelengths that are captured in a structure� Since wavelengths de�
crease with frequency� the parameter l will increase with frequency for
a particular structure�

In a recent publication� �Gur et al� ���� deduce some values for the
wavelength parameter l for the validity of EFEM in di�erent types
of structures from two benchmark problems � the sound transmission
through a panel and the �exural vibrations of a double cantilever beam�
From experimental and numerical results� it is deduced that EFEM can
be used for plate type structures for values of the non�dimensional pa�
rameter l larger than �
��� In the de�nition of l� the characteristic
dimension L is chosen as the smallest plate length and � is the largest
�exural wavelength in the frequency band of interest� For beam prob�
lems� it appears that EFEM needs more than approximately � wave�
lengths per beam span and moderate to high modal density to yield
accurate results�

In his thesis� �Cho ���� discusses two parameters that describe the
wave nature of a structure � the non�dimensional wavenumber band�
"kL� and the non�dimensional damped wavenumber band� �"kL� with
L a characteristic dimension of the structure and "k the di�erence be�
tween the wavenumbers of the present waves at the lower and higher
frequency in the frequency band� These parameters indicate whether
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the frequency band over which the frequency averaging is performed
is large enough for the vibrational characteristics of �nite structures
to approach the vibrational characteristics of semi�in�nite and in�nite
structures� The assumption of a similar behaviour of �nite and in�nite
structures improves for structures with higher damping 	large �
 and
for larger frequency bands for averaging� A non�dimensional wavenum�
ber band "kL of at least �� is suggested and discussed in the case
of 	coupled
 one dimensional rods with longitudinal waves� Although
damping improves the frequency averaged results� the value of the non�
dimensional damped wavenumber band� which indicates whether the
damping and the frequency band are large enough� has not been estab�
lished� Since in general� the wavenumber k can be written as �

k �
��

�
	���


the non�dimensional wavenumber band� "kL can be directly related to
the non�dimensional parameter l as de�ned in equation	���
 as �

"kL � ��

�


�fmin

� 

�fmax

�
L

� �� 	lmax � lmin
 � ��"l 	���


Consequently� the criterion "kL � �� can also be written with the
non�dimensional wavelength parameter l as "l � �

����� Wavelength criterion for longitudinal and torsional
waves in rods

This paragraph discusses wavelength criteria for all types of non�
dispersive waves in one dimensional structures� The phase velocity of a
non�dispersive wave is independent of frequency and� consequently� the
phase velocity equals the group velocity 	see also section �����
� In
one dimensional beams� two basic wave types are non�dispersive � lon�
gitudinal waves and torsional waves� The dispersive �exural waves will
be discussed in the next paragraph� In this paragraph� the derivations
will be made for longitudinal waves but they are completely similar for
torsional waves�
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The modal density of the longitudinal waves in a �nite rod is �Lyon
and DeJong ���� �

n	�
 �
L

�cg
�

L

�

r
�

E
�
�L

��
	���


with cg the group speed of longitudinal waves in rods 	in this case
equal to the phase velocity� see section �����
� � the corresponding
wavelength of the longitudinal waves at circular frequency � and L the
�nite length of the rod�

With equations 	��
 and 	���
� the modal overlap factorMOF of lon�
gitudinal waves in rods can be written as �

MOF � �

�
�L

��

�
� � ��l 	���


and the criterion on the modal overlap factor MOF �  becomes �

��l �  or l �


��
	���


This result gives a lower limit on the non�dimensional wavelength pa�
rameter l and consequently also on the frequency range where EFEM
is valid� It implies that the lower limit of the frequency range where
EFEM is valid depends on the damping ��

For longitudinal waves in a single rod� the number of modes N in a
frequency band can also be related to the non�dimensional parameter
l� which results after some calculation in 	with equation 	���

 �

N �

Z ��

��

n	�
d� �

Z ��

��

L

�

r
�

E
d�

�
L

�

r
�

E
	�� � ��
 � �L

�


��
� 

��

�
� � 	l� � l�


� �"l 	���


By using one�third octave frequency bands for the frequency averaging�
the number of modes can be related to the non�dimensional parameter
l at the lower frequency �� �

N � �l�

�
�
p
�� 

� �� �
��l� 	���
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The criterion on the mode count as described in the previous paragraph
	N � �
� becomes �

�l�
�

�
p
�� 

�
� � or l� �

�

�
�

�
p
�� � �� �
�� 	���


As mentioned before� the criterion N � � was obtained for �exural
waves in plates� A probably more appropriate value for the mode count
N can be found in �Cho ����� With equations 	���
 and 	���
� the mode
count N can be directly related to the non�dimensional wavenumber
band "kL �

N � �"l �
"kL

�
	��


The suggestion that the non�dimensional wavenumber band "kL must
be at least �� is thus equivalent to a mode count N of at least �� With
this number� the wavelength criterion on the mode count becomes �

�l�
�

�
p
�� 

�
� � or l� �


�
p
�� 

�� �
�� 	���


This result gives a lower limit on the wavelength parameter l for the
validity of EFEM when the frequency averaging is done in one�third
octave bands as in common practice� As mentioned before� the similar
results can be obtained in the case of torsional waves in rods since these
waves are also non�dispersive�

The main conclusion from this paragraph is that two wavelength crite�
ria can be established for the validity of EFEM for non�dispersive waves
in rods based on a non�dimensional wavelength parameter l� The �rst
criterion 	equation 	���

 states that the non�dimensional wavelength
parameter l has a lower limit that is a function of damping� Since l
increases with frequency� this criterion implies that the lower frequency
limit of the validity region will decrease with higher damping� Or� the
higher the damping in the structure� the lower the frequency from which
on EFEM can be applied� This criterion is equivalent to the SEA crite�
rion that the modal overlap factor MOF should be larger than unity�
The second criterion 	equation 	���

 states that the non�dimensional
wavelength parameter l also has an absolute lower limit that is cal�
culated in the case of frequency averaging in one�third octave bands�
This criterion is equivalent to the SEA criterion that the mode count
N should be bigger than a certain number or to the criterion that the
non�dimensional wavenumber band "kL should be larger than ���
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����
 Wavelength criterion for �exural waves in beams

This paragraph discusses wavelength criteria for dispersive �exural
waves in beams� Since the group velocity and the phase velocity are
not equal for this type of waves� the expression for the modal density
and consequently for the modal overlap factor MOF and the mode
count N will di�er from the expressions for non�dispersive waves� The
modal density of �exural waves in a beam is �Lyon and DeJong ���� �

n	�
 �
L

�cg
�

L

��
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��

�S

EI
�

L

��
	���


with cg the group speed of �exural waves in beams at circular frequency
� 	equal to twice the phase velocity� see section ������
� � the corre�
sponding wavelength of the �exural waves at circular frequency � and
L the �nite length of the beam�

With equations 	��
 and 	���
� the modal overlap factor MOF for
�exural waves can be written as �

MOF � �

�
L

��

�
� � �l 	���


and the criterion on the modal overlap factor MOF �  becomes �

�l �  or l �


�
	���


This result implies that also for beams the lower limit of the frequency
range where EFEM is valid depends on the damping ��

For �exural waves in a single beam� the mode count N in a frequency
band can also be related to the non�dimensional parameter l� which
results after some calculation in �

N �

Z ��
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By using one�third octave frequency bands for the frequency averag�
ing� the number of modes N can be related to the non�dimensional
parameter l at the lower frequency �� �

N � �l�
�

�
p
�� 

� �� �
���l� 	���


The criterion on the mode count 	N � �
 becomes �

�l�

�
�
p
�� 

�
� � or l� �

�

�
�

�
p
�� � �� ��
� 	���


Like in the case for rods 	see previous paragraph �����
� also the prob�
ably more appropriate criterion on the non�dimensional wavenumber
band "kL can be applied 	"kLmust be at least ��
 or the mode count
N must be at least �� With this number� the wavelength criterion be�
comes �

�l�

�
�
p
�� 

�
� � or l� �


�
p
�� 

�� �
� 	���


The main conclusions of this paragraph are similar to those in the previ�
ous paragraph� Two wavelength criteria are established for the validity
of EFEM for �exural waves in beams based on the non�dimensional
wavelength parameter l� The �rst criterion 	see 	���

 states that the
non�dimensional wavelength parameter l has a lower limit that is a
function of damping� Since l increases with frequency� this criterion
implies that the lower frequency limit of the validity region will de�
crease with higher damping� This criterion is equivalent to the SEA
criterion that the modal overlap factor MOF should be larger than
unity� The second criterion 	see equation 	���

 states that the non�
dimensional wavelength parameter l also has an absolute lower limit
that is calculated in case the frequency averaging is done in one�third
octave bands� This criterion is equivalent to the SEA criterion that
the mode count N should be bigger than a certain number or to the
criterion that the non�dimensional wavenumber band should be larger
than ��� The latter value that is obtained for the second criterion
	l� � �
�
 is relatively close to the value of � that was reported in
�Gur et al� �����
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���� Wavelength criterion for in�plane waves in plates

This paragraph discusses wavelength criteria for non�dispersive waves
in two dimensional structures� In plates� the in�plane longitudinal and
shear waves are non�dispersive 	see also section ������
� where the
�exural out�of�plane waves are dispersive� The dispersive �exural out�
of�plane waves are discussed in the next paragraph� In this paragraph�
the derivations will be made for in�plane longitudinal waves� but they
are completely similar for in�plane shear waves�

The modal density for in�plane longitudinal waves in a plate is �Lyon
and DeJong ���� �

n	�
 �
S�

��cgc
�

S�

��

�	� ��


E
�
��S

���
	����


with c the phase speed and cg the group speed of in�plane longitudinal
waves in a plate 	both are equal in this case� see section ������
� � the
wavelength of the in�plane longitudinal waves in a plate and S the area
of the �nite plate�

It is assumed in the following derivations that the characteristic dimen�
sion of the plate L can be taken equal to the square�root of the area
S� This is an obvious choice for a square plate� but for other shaped
plates� other choices of characteristic length are possible and discussed
in the next paragraph on �exural motion in plates and in the numerical
case studies in section ����

With equations 	��
 and 	���
� the modal overlap factor MOF for
in�plane longitudinal waves can be written as �

MOF � �

�
��S

���

�
� � ���l� 	���


and the criterion MOF �  becomes �

���l� �  or l �

r


���
	����


This result implies that for in�plane longitudinal waves the lower limit
of the frequency range where EFEM is valid depends on the damping
loss factor ��
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For in�plane longitudinal waves in a single plate� the number of modes
N in a frequency band can also be related to the non�dimensional
parameter l� which results after some calculation in �

N �
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By using one�third octave frequency bands for the frequency averaging�
the number of modes can be related to the non�dimensional parameter
l at the lower frequency �� �

N � �l��

�
�
p
�� 

� �� 
���l�� 	����


The criterion of N � �� becomes �

�l��

�
�
p
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�
� � or l� �
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�
p
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�� 	����


The main conclusion of this paragraph is that� like in the previous para�
graphs� two wavelength criteria are established for the validity of EFEM
for in�plane longitudinal waves in plates based on a non�dimensional
wavelength parameter l� The �rst criterion 	see 	����

 states that the
non�dimensional wavelength parameter l has a lower limit that is a func�
tion of damping� Since l increases with frequency� this criterion implies
that the lower frequency limit of the validity region will decrease with
higher damping� This criterion is equivalent to the SEA criterion that
the modal overlap factor MOF should be larger than unity� The sec�
ond criterion 	see 	����

 states that the non�dimensional wavelength
parameter l also has an absolute lower limit that is calculated in case
the frequency averaging is done in one�third octave bands� This crite�
rion is equivalent to the SEA criterion that the mode count N should
be bigger than ��

����� Wavelength criterion for �exural waves in plates

This paragraph discusses wavelength criteria for the validity of EFEM
for dispersive �exural out�of�plane waves in plates� Since the group
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velocity and the phase velocity are not equal in this case� the expression
for the modal density and consequently for the modal overlap factor
MOF and the mode count N will di�er from the expressions for non�
dispersive waves�

The modal density of �exural waves in plates is �
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D
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���
	����


with c the phase speed and cg the group speed of �exural waves in a
plate at circular frequency � 	in this case� the group speed is twice the
phase speed� see section �������
� � the corresponding wavelength of
the �exural waves in a plate at circular frequency � and S the area of
the �nite plate�

With equations 	��
 and 	���
� the modal overlap factor MOF for
�exural waves in plates can be written as �

MOF � �

�
�S

���

�
� � ��l� 	����


The criterion on the modal overlap factor MOF �  becomes �

��l� �  or l �

r
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	����


This result implies that for �exural waves in plates the lower limit of
the frequency range where EFEM is valid depends on the damping ��

For �exural waves in a single plate� the mode count N in a frequency
band can also be related to the non�dimensional parameter l� which
results after some calculation in �
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As for the in�plane waves in plates in the previous paragraph� it is
assumed here that the characteristic dimension of the plate L can be
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taken equal to the square�root of the area� This is an obvious choice
for a square plate� but for plates of other shaped other choices of char�
acteristic length are possible� From physical insight and intuition� the
smallest plate length also seems to be a good choice� as in the criterion
derived in �Gur et al� ���� 	see the paragraph ����
� Both choices will
be compared in the numerical case study on single and coupled plates
in section ����

By using one�third octave frequency bands for the frequency averaging�
the number of modes can be related to the non�dimensional wavelength
parameter l at the lower frequency �� �

N � �l��

�
�
p
�� 

� �� �
��l�� 	����


The criterion on the mode count N � �� that was originally derived for
this case of �exural waves in plates� becomes �

�l��

�
�
p
�� 

�
� � or l� �

s
�

�
�

�
p
�� � �� �
�� 	���


The main conclusion of this paragraph is that� like in the previous
paragraphs� two wavelength criteria are established for the validity of
EFEM for �exural waves in plates based on a non�dimensional wave�
length parameter l� The �rst criterion 	equation 	����

 states that
the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l has a lower limit that is a
function of damping� Since l increases with frequency� this criterion im�
plies that the lower frequency limit of the validity region will decrease
with higher damping� This criterion is equivalent to the SEA criterion
on the modal overlap factor MOF � The second criterion 	equation
	���

 states that the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l has an
absolute lower limit that is calculated in case the frequency averaging
is done in one�third octave bands� This is equivalent to the SEA cri�
terion on the mode count N � The value in this criterion is very close
to the criterion for the validity of EFEM that can be found in �Gur
et al� ����� �Gur et al� ���� use a non�dimensional parameter with a
slightly di�erent de�nition � the smallest plate length over the largest
wavelength of interest� If this non�dimensional parameter is larger than
�
��� EFEM can be used to analyse plate structures� This number is
very close to the wavelength criterion as described above�
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����� Summary of the wavelength criteria

The following table �� contains a summary of the derived wavelength
criteria in the previous paragraphs�

�rst wavelength second wavelength
criterion criterion �criterion

�MOF � �� on N or �kL�

�D component�

non�dispersive wave l �
�

�
l� �

�
�
p
� �

�� ���


�longitudinal� torsional�
�D component�

dispersive wave l �
�

�
l� �

�
�
p
� �

�� ����

��exural�
�D component�

non�dispersive wave l �

r
�

��
l� �

s



�
�

�
p
�� �

� �� ���


�longitudinal� shear�
�D component�

dispersive wave l �

r
�

��
l� �

s



�
�

�
p
� �

� �� ��	

��exural�

Table �� � Overview of the wavelength criteria for the valid�
ity of EFEM in D and �D components

The �rst criterion�equivalent to the SEA criterion on the modal overlap
factor MOF � states that the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l
has a lower limit that is a function of damping� Since l increases with
frequency� this criterion implies that the lower frequency limit of the
validity region will decrease with higher damping� The second criterion�
equivalent to the SEA criterion on the mode count N or a criterion
on the non�dimensional wavenumber band "kL� states that the non�
dimensional wavelength parameter l has an absolute lower limit that is
calculated in case the frequency averaging is done in one�third octave
bands� The next section discusses a numerical veri�cation study of
the wavelength criteria for the case of plates and coupled plates and
relates the criteria to the basic assumptions and approximations in the
derivation of the fundamental equations of EFEM�
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��� Numerical study of the validity of EFEM
for plates and coupled plates

This section relates the limits of the validity region of EFEM to the
basic approximations and assumptions that are made in the derivation
of the fundamental equations of EFEM 	see sections ��� and �����
�
Since there is some scepticism on the validity of EFEM for structures
with more than one dimension� this section discusses a numerical study
of the validity of EFEM for plates and coupled plates with hysteresis
damping� In a �rst paragraph� calculations are performed on a sin�
gle plate� Also in this paragraph� results with two possible de�nitions
of the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l in the wavelength cri�
teria are compared� A second paragraph shows results for di�erent
con�gurations of coupled plates� Numerical results from EFEM are
compared to results from modal superposition 	if possible
� classical ��
nite element calculations 	with very �ne meshes
 and statistical energy
analysis 	SEA
�

��
�	 Validity of EFEM for single plates

This paragraph discusses the validity of EFEM for calculations on a
single plate with hysteresis damping� Since no couplings are involved�
the main assumptions to be checked are 	see section ���
 �i� the ba�
sic equation for the internal damping� i�e� the equality of the kinetic
and potential energy and �ii� the in�uence of the near �eld e�ects and
the omission of the direct �eld in the spatial distribution of the en�
ergy density� First the basic equation for the internal damping will
be checked� by calculating the global energy balance � the total input
power must be equal to the total dissipated power� In a second part of
this paragraph� the in�uence of the near �eld e�ects and the omission
of the direct �eld in the spatial distribution of the energy density will
be checked�

������� Global energy balance in a single square plate

As stated before� the basic equations of EFEM and SEA for the in�
ternal dissipation of energy due to hysteresis damping are completely
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similar 	see section ���
� Since EFEM calculates the spatial distribu�
tion of energy densities� the total energy balance of the entire plate is
calculated as �

Pin � Pdiss �

Z
Splate

��e dS 	����


Note that this basic equation is automatically ful�lled in SEA and

EFEM� But� in theory� the energy 	

Z
Splate

edS
 that is calculated from

the input power by equation 	����
 is equal to twice the potential energy
where it is most commonly interpreted as the total energy or twice
the kinetic energy� The remainder of this section investigates when
the kinetic energy equals the potential energy for a �nite plate� An
extensive study is performed on a simply supported square plate with
uniform hysteresis damping� The plate is excited by a harmonic point
force 	out�of�plane
 at the centre� The general solution for a simply
supported rectangular plate is represented as an in�nite series 	modal
superposition
�

uz	x� y� t
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m��
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n��
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�
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with Lx and Ly the length of the plate in x and y direction� �mn the
natural frequencies of the plate and Fmn the modal force� The series
will be truncated at su�ciently high parameters m and n in order to
ensure convergence� The natural frequencies are �
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and the modal force is� for a harmonic point load F � F�e
j�t acting at
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Out of the modal solution 	����
� the time averaged input power is
calculated as �

Pin �


�
�
�
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�
�uz�exc
�t

���
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where uz�exc is the displacement at the excitation point� The time
averaged energy is calculated as in equation 	����
 	see section �������

and inserted in equation 	���
 	see section ���
 to calculate the total
dissipated power� This calculated dissipated power is compared to the
input power�

Numerous tests were performed in which the frequency� the damping
loss factor 	� ranging from �
�� to �
�
 and the 	absolute
 dimen�
sions of the square plates were systematically varied� The material and
geometrical parameters of the plate that remain constant during the
numerical tests are summarized in table ����

Property symbol value

elasticity modulus E ���GPa
Poisson�s coe�cient � ���

mass density � ����kg�m�

thickness h �mm

Table ��� � Properties of the plates in the numerical study of
the validity of EFEM

It was observed that the equality of the kinetic and potential energy was
not dependent on the damping loss factors� Moreover� the di�erence
between kinetic and potential energy seemed to be a unique function of
the wavelength parameter l as de�ned in the previous paragraph� The
absolute values of the dimensions and the frequency have no direct in�
�uence� only the relative non�dimensional parameter l determines the
equality of the kinetic and potential energy� Or� for each combination
of absolute plate dimensions with frequency that yields the same value
for the wavelength parameter l� the same ratio of input power over dis�
sipated power was obtained� when the dissipated power was calculated
with the total energy density� Thus� the non�dimensional parameter l
seems to be a good choice for the description of the validity of EFEM
based on the global energy balance�

Figure �� compares the calculated input power to the total dissipated
power when the dissipated power is calculated from the total energy�
When 	twice
 the potential energy was used to calculate the dissipated
energy� the dissipated power equals the input power as expected� This
was used as a check of the numerical results in all calculations on the
global energy balance�
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Figure �� � Simply supported plate� input power over total
dissipated power

Figure �� demonstrates that the second wavelength criterion of para�
graph ����� 	l � �
�
 can be explained in the use of kinetic or total
energy in the equations for damping losses instead of potential energy�
For high values of the parameter l� the kinetic and potential energy can
be assumed to be equal� whereas at low values the di�erences can be
very large�

������� Global energy balance in single plates of di�erent

shapes

In a second part of the study� plates of di�erent shapes with uniform
hysteresis damping are studied � rectangular plates with di�erent as�
pect ratios and trapezoidal plates� The plates are excited again by a
harmonic point force 	out�of�plane
 near the centre� Di�erent bound�
ary conditions 	free�free and simply supported
 are applied� The aim
of the study is to extend the conclusions for square plates to plates of
di�erent shapes and to �nd the most suitable description of the charac�
teristic length of the plate in the non�dimensional wavelength param�
eter l� Possible choices for the characteristic dimension L 	as shortly
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discussed in paragraph �����
 are the smallest dimension 	shortest dis�
tance between two not adjacent edges� as proposed by �Gur et al� ����

or an averaged dimension 	square�root of the surface area� as used in
the derivations in the previous section
� For square plates as above�
both de�nitions of l coincide�

The displacement solution of a simply supported rectangular plate can
be obtained again by truncation of an in�nite series 	modal superpo�
sition
 similar to the expressions of the square plates above� For the
trapezoidal plates� the displacement and stress results are obtained by
a classical dynamic FEM calculation 	with MSC Nastran
 with a
very �ne mesh� Again� the time averaged input power is calculated
from the displacement solution� As in the case of square plates� the
time averaged energy is calculated as in equation 	����
 	see section
�������
 and inserted in equation 	���
 	see section ���
 to calculate
the total dissipated power� This dissipated power is compared to the
input power� The material and geometrical parameters of the plate
that remain constant during the numerical tests are the same as for
the square plates 	see table ���
�

For rectangular plates� numerous tests are performed with di�erent
plate dimensions� di�erent damping loss factors 	� ranging from ����
to ���
� di�erent frequencies and di�erent aspect ratios 	longest over
shortest plate dimension
� � ���� � and �� The plates are tested
with simply supported boundary conditions� Similar as for the square
plates� it was observed that the equality of the kinetic and potential
energy was not dependent on the damping loss factors� However� di�er�
ent curves were obtained for plates with di�erent aspect ratios� For a
given aspect ratio� the di�erence between kinetic and potential energy
is again a unique function of the non�dimensional wavelength param�
eter l� Or� for each combination of absolute plate dimensions with
frequency 	with constant aspect ratio
 that yields the same value for
the wavelength parameter l� the same ratio of input power over dissi�
pated power was obtained� when the dissipated power was calculated
with the total energy density�

Figures ��� and ��� show the input power compared to the total dissi�
pated power for simply supported rectangular plates with aspect ratios
equal to  	square plate
� ���� � and �� The di�erent suggestions for
the de�nition of the wavelength parameter 	as mentioned before
 are
shown� Figure ��� uses the smallest dimension as the characteristic
plate dimension� i�e� l � Lmin�� with Lmin the smallest plate dimen�
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Figure ��� � Rectangular plates with di�erent aspect ratios� in�
put power over total dissipated power
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Figure ��� � Rectangular plates with di�erent aspect ratios� in�
put power over total dissipated power
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sion and � the �exural wavelength� Figure ��� uses the square root
of the surface area as characteristic length� i�e� l � Lmean�� with

Lmean �
p
S where S is the area of the plate� For rectangular plates�

the di�erence between both de�nitions is a factor equal to the square
root of the aspect ratio� Comparison of �gures ��� and ��� con�rms
the conclusions for square plates and indicates that� as expected� the
smallest plate dimension is a better parameter than the mean plate
dimension in the wavelength criterion�

The same conclusions can be obtained for more general trapezoidal
shaped plates� Two di�erent trapezoidal plates are studied as shown in
�gures ��� and ���� For the trapezoidal plate in �gure ���� the smallest
plate dimension is �
�m� where the mean plate dimension 	de�ned as

the square root of the surface area
 is equal to
p
�
�m� �� �
��m� For

the trapezoidal plate in �gure ���� the smallest plate dimension is �
�m
	note that this does not correspond to the shortest edge
� where the
mean plate dimension is equal to �
�m�


�� 
�� 
��

���

�
� 


excitation

Figure ��� � Trapezoidal plate� shape  	dimensions in �m�
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���



� � excitation

Figure ��� � Trapezoidal plate� shape � 	dimensions in �m�
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The trapezoidal plates are subjected to two di�erent boundary condi�
tion sets � simply supported edges and free�free conditions� Numerical
results for the displacements 	to calculate the kinetic energy� as in
equation 	����
 	see section �������

 and the stresses 	to calculate
the potential energy� as in equation 	����
 	see section �������

 were
obtained by a classical dynamic �nite element calculation with a very
�ne mesh � more than � elements per wavelength� The material prop�
erties and the thickness are again as in table ���� Results for both
trapezoidal plates for both boundary condition sets are shown in �gure
��� 	with the smallest dimension as characteristic plate dimension in
the wavelength criterion
 and �gure ��� 	with the mean dimension in
the wavelength criterion
�

The results in �gures ���� ���� ��� and ��� con�rm the conclusion for
square plates that a wavelength criterion as de�ned in the previous
section ����� can be explained in the use of kinetic or total energy
in the equations for damping losses instead of potential energy� For
high values of the parameter l� the kinetic and potential energy can
be assumed to be equal� whereas at low values the di�erences can be
very large� The use of the wavelength criterion with the smallest plate
dimension is better than the criterion with the mean plate dimension�
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Figure ��� � Trapezoidal plates 	shapes as in �gures ��� and
���
� with � di�erent boundary condition sets
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Figure ��� � Trapezoidal plates 	shapes as in �gures ��� and
���
� with � di�erent boundary condition sets

������� Distribution of energy in a single plate

The prediction of the spatial distribution of the energy density is a
major advantage of EFEM over SEA� As stated before� EFEM predicts
a smoothed approximation of the energy density� The assumptions and
approximations that are made in the derivation of EFEM might cause
errors in the distribution of energy 	density
 in the plate� The main
assumptions and approximations in this context are the omission of
the in�uence of the near �eld e�ects and the interference terms of the
propagating waves 	see section ���
 and the plane wave approximation
that implies that in plates with a point loading� the direct �eld which
consists of cylindrical waves is omitted in the solution�

Examples of the spatial distribution of the energy density in a single
rectangular plate� as also reported in �Bouthier ����� are presented
in �gure ���� The �gure shows the spatial distribution of energy on
the plate and� to have a better idea of the accuracy� the energy density
along the diagonal of the plate� It present results from modal super�
position 	see equation 	����

� from EFEM and from SEA� The �gures
show the in�uence of the loss factor and the frequency on the energy
distribution of a simply supported square plate with a point load in the
middle� From the �rst to the second �gure the loss factor is increased
and subsequently the frequency is doubled�
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Figure ��� � Energy density distribution on a simply supported
plate� comparison between modal superposition�
EFEM and SEA results
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Figure ��� presents typical results of the spatial distribution of the en�
ergy density in the trapezoidal plate as in �gure ��� along the dashed
line� In the �rst �gure� the damping loss factor � is ���� where in the
second �gure the damping loss factor � is equal to ���� The results
are shown for the one�third frequency band of ����Hz�
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Figure ��� � Energy density along the dashed line in the trape�
zoidal plate in �gure ��� at ����Hz� comparison
between classical FEM and EFEM results

In all presented examples of the distribution of energy density in a
single plate� the smoothed trend of the energy density is captured�
with an underestimation near the excitation and an overestimation
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farther away from the excitation� As stated by �Langley ����� this
behaviour can be explained by the plane wave approximation in the
EFEM derivations� which does not capture the cylindrical waves in the
direct �eld of a point loaded plate� The error that is made in the direct
�eld of a point loaded structure feeds through to the amount of energy
which is input to the reverberant �eld at the �rst re�ection of the direct
�eld� The resulting e�ect is that the energy distribution predicted by
EFEM tends to be more homogeneous than the true result with an
underestimation near the excitation and overestimation away from the
excitation�

By comparison between the di�erent results� it is clear that in struc�
tures with higher damping� the results from the classical FEM are closer
to the EFEM predictions since the local variations of the energy density
become smaller� A similar conclusion holds when comparing results at
di�erent frequencies � there is a better match at higher frequencies�
In structures with low damping values and at lower frequencies� the
EFEM solution provides only a mean value� similar to SEA� These
observations con�rm the �rst wavelength criterion in equation 	����

qualitatively�

��
�� Validity of EFEM for coupled plates

This paragraph extends the conclusions on the validity of EFEM to
coupled plates� Numerical examples illustrate that the parameters that
give an indication of the validity of EFEM on a single plate can also
be used for coupled plates� Like for a single plate� �rst the basic global
energy balance is checked� i�e� the equality of kinetic and potential
energy 	see section ���
� A second part validates the spatial distribution
of the energy density over the plates � this includes �i� the partitioning
of the energy between the di�erent plates and �ii� the distribution of
energy within the plates�

������� Global energy balance of coupled plates

First� the equality of the input power and the total dissipated power
is investigated for di�erent con�gurations of coupled plates� Note that
because of the coupling of the plates� also in�plane longitudinal and
shear waves are present next to the �exural out�of�plane waves�
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Since in general no analytic solution is available for coupled plates�
classical dynamic FEM solutions with a very �ne mesh 	at least �
elements per wavelength
 are used as a reference calculation� Out of the
results of the classical dynamic FEM calculation� the input power and
the energy due to out�of�plane and in�plane vibrations are calculated
by equations 	����
� 	����
 and 	����
� From the energy densities� the
total dissipated power is calculated as in section ����� In the numerical
examples� the loss factor for in�plane and out�of�plane vibrations are
set equal� In practice� the �exural loss factor is usually higher than the
in�plane loss factor because of radiation losses�

Three cases of coupled plates were investigated �

� Two plates coupled at an angle of �� degrees�

�� Two plates coupled at an angle of �� degrees 	perpendicular
�

�� Three plates coupled with one common edge and at di�erent an�
gles as in �gure ����

excitation

���

���

���

Figure ��� � Con�guration of the three plates in case study �

The properties of the plates in the � case studies have nominal values
as in table ���� Results were averaged over � di�erent frequencies in
the one�third octave band of ���Hz� The �exural wavelength at ���Hz
is equal to ����m� In all cases� the dimensions L of the square plates
are varied from ���m 	�� one �exural wavelength
 to �m 	�� �ve �exural
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Figure �� � Two plates coupled at �� degrees� input power
over total dissipated power

wavelengths
� The excitation was a harmonic point force at 	L��� L��

from a corner away from the common edge� The damping loss factors
are varied as shown in the legend of the �gures�

Figure �� shows the results of the �rst case with two plates at an angle
of �� degrees� Like in paragraph ����� the calculated input power is
compared to the total dissipated power of the entire structure� Results
are plotted for di�erent values of the damping loss factor� Figures
��� and ��� give similar plots for respectively the second case of two
coupled plates at �� degrees and the third case of three coupled plates
	con�guration as in �gure ���
�

The results indicate that the wavelength criterion for a single plate can
be extended to coupled plates� A wavelength criterion as de�ned in the
section ����� can be explained in the use of total energy in the equations
for damping losses instead of potential energy� For high values of the
parameter l� the kinetic and potential energy can be assumed to be
equal� whereas at low values the di�erences can be very large� The
value l �� �
� can be used as a criterion for deciding whether an l�
value is high or low� These results are very close to the results derived
from the SEA criterion on the mode count and to the �ndings in �Gur
et al� �����
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Figure ��� � Two plates coupled at �� degrees� input power
over total dissipated power
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Figure ��� � Three coupled plates 	con�guration as in �gure
���
� input power over total dissipated power
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������� Energy distribution in coupled plates

Both SEA and EFEM describe the coupling of plates based on the
power transmission coe�cients� EFEM uses a joint element at the cou�
pling where the calculation of the joint matrix is based on the power
transmission coe�cients and some geometrical properties of the cou�
pling 	see section ���
� SEA describes the coupling of the plates by
means of a coupling loss factor 	see section ���
� The coupling loss
factor for plates coupled along an edge is also based on the power
transmission coe�cients �Lyon and DeJong �����

�ij �
	i�jcgiLcoupling

��Si
	����


where Lcoupling is the length of the coupling� 	i�j is the power trans�
mission coe�cient� cgi is the group speed in plate i and Si is the area
of plate i� �Wang ����� shows in his thesis that 	at least for point
couplings
 there is a large similarity between the descriptions at the
coupling between SEA and EFEM�

Table ��� shows typical results of the energy levels in the coupled plates
for an example where the criterion in the previous part is satis�ed
	l � �
�
� The table compares results from the �rst case study of the
previous paragraph 	plates coupled at �� degrees
 for the parameter
l equal to �
�� and the damping loss factor � � �#� The excitation is
on the �rst plate� The columns gives average energy densities in both
plates� for �exural and in�plane motion separately� The �rst column
in calculated from the numerical solution by classical dynamic FEM�
The second column gives the results from EFEM with the power trans�
mission coe�cients calculated by the procedure described by �Langley
and Heron ���� for the coupling of thin plates� The next column gives
results from an SEA calculation using equation 	����
 for the coupling
loss factor when the same power transmission coe�cient matrix is used
as in EFEM� The last column gives SEA results obtained by a com�
mercial SEA package 	SEADS v���
�

From these results� it is clear that EFEM gives a good prediction of
the distribution of the energy over the two plates� The results in table
��� are typical results for coupled plate structures when the wavelength
criterion of the previous paragraph is satis�ed� Similar results are ob�
tained for other damping loss factors and plate dimensions� As reported
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FEM EFEM SEA SEADS

�exural energy density �J�m��

plate � 
��� ��	 
��� ��	 
��� ��	 
��� ��	

plate � �
�� ��� �
��� ��� �
�� ��� �
�� ���

in�plane energy density �J�m��

plate � �
��� ��� 
��� ��� 
�� ���� 
��� ���

plate � �
�� ��� 
��� ��� 
��� ���� �
��� ���

Table ��� � Average energy density for � coupled plates at ��
degrees

in literature 	see e�g� �Langley ����
� the energy methods tend to un�
derestimate the energy level near the excitation and overestimate the
energy levels farther away from the excitation� due to the neglection
of the direct �eld in the solution� This observation holds for the total
energy level of the plates as well as for the energy distribution within
a plate� as discussed below�

The spatial distribution of energy within the plates can also be checked
against the numerical results� Similar results as for single plates are
expected since EFEM only predicts the smoothed energy� Figure ���
shows results of the �exural energy density of the two plates corre�
sponding to the same calculation as in table ����

Like in the case of a single plates� EFEM tends to overestimate the en�
ergy density at the excitation and to underestimate the energy density
away from the excitation� This observation applies to both the locally
smoothed energy density within a plate and the distribution of energy
over the coupled plates as discussed before� Like in the case of a single
plate� the results from the classical FEM are closer to the EFEM pre�
dictions in structures with higher damping since the local variations of
the energy density become smaller� A similar conclusion holds when
comparing results at di�erent frequencies � there is a better match at
higher frequencies� In structures with low damping values and at lower
frequencies� the EFEM solution provides only a mean value� similar as
in SEA� These observations con�rm the �rst wavelength criterion in
equation 	����
 qualitatively�
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Figure ��� � Two plates coupled at �� degrees� comparison of
�exural energy density between FEM and EFEM

��� Conclusion

This chapter discusses wavelength criteria for the validity of EFEM
and gives a fundamental explanation of the validity limits in terms of
the assumptions and approximations of EFEM�

Basis for the derivation are modal parameters that give an indication
of the validity of SEA and some recent publications on EFEM that
derive a wavelength criterion for the validity of EFEM from experi�
ments or experience� The �rst section discusses these parameters for
the validity of SEA and the wave based parameters for EFEM that are
reported in literature� A direct relation between the modal SEA param�
eters and the wavelength criteria for EFEM is derived for several types
of components� For each type of component� two wavelength criteria
are established for the validity of EFEM based on a non�dimensional
wavelength parameter l� that can be thought of as the number of wave�
lengths that are captured by the component� The �rst criterion states
that the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l has a lower limit that
is a function of damping� Since wavelengths decrease with frequency�
the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l increases with frequency
and this �rst criterion implies that the lower frequency limit of the
validity region will decrease with higher damping� This criterion is
equivalent to the SEA criterion that the modal overlap factor MOF
should be larger than unity� The second criterion states that the non�
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dimensional wavelength parameter l has an absolute lower limit that is
calculated in case the frequency averaging is done in one�third octave
bands� This criterion is equivalent to the SEA criterion on the mode
count N � The exact numbers that are used in the di�erent criteria
di�er for the di�erent wave types� but in each case very simple criteria
can be stated in function of the non�dimensional wavelength parameter
l�

The second section discusses an extensive numerical validation study
that is performed on EFEM for plates and coupled plates with hys�
teresis damping� Comparison of the total input power to the total
dissipated power calculated with the total energy� demonstrates that
the second wavelength criterion can be explained in the use of total 	or
kinetic
 energy in the equations for damping losses instead of potential
energy� For high values of the parameter l� the kinetic and potential
energy can be assumed to be equal� whereas at low values the di�er�
ences can be very large� Especially in the case of coupled plates� the
observations on a limit value of the parameter l are very close to other
results that are reported in literature� In the case of a single plate� it is
shown that the use of the wavelength criterion with the smallest plate
dimension is better than the criterion with the mean plate dimension�

As reported in literature� the EFEM results tend to underestimate the
energy density at the excitation and to overestimate the energy density
away from the excitation due to the omission of the direct �eld in the
solution� This observation applies to both the locally smoothed energy
density within a plate and the distribution of energy over the coupled
plates 	total energy level of a plate
� In general� the exact results
are closer to the EFEM predictions in structures with higher damping
since the local variations of the exact energy density become smaller
and the EFEM only predicts the spatially smoothed trend� A similar
conclusion holds when comparing results at di�erent frequencies � there
is a better match at higher frequencies� In structures with low damping
values and at lower frequencies� the EFEM solution provides only a
mean value� similar to SEA� These observations con�rm qualitatively
the �rst wavelength criterion that was derived from the SEA criterion
on the modal overlap factor�
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General conclusions

This dissertation addresses the problem of vibro�acoustic modelling in
the high frequency range� In order to overcome the de�ciencies of
classical deterministic methods 	excessive computational costs� high
sensitivity to small parameter variations����
 at high frequencies� sta�
tistical tools are developed for the high frequency range that predict
the average or smoothed dynamic behaviour� At present� statistical en�
ergy analysis 	SEA
 is the most widely accepted and used theoretical
framework in the high frequency range� SEA models a complex sys�
tem as a network of subsystems� with the lumped vibrational energy
of each subsystem as the main variable� A major advantage of SEA is
the small model size which is independent of the considered frequency
band� However� as discussed in chapter �� it is not at all straight�
forward to establish a valuable SEA model because of the di�erent
approach of describing a vibro�acoustic system with SEA parameters�
There is not always a direct relation between the SEA parameters and
the physical properties that are commonly used in classical dynamic
modelling in the low frequency range� Another major drawback of
SEA� is the loss of information on the spatial distribution of the vibra�
tional energy throughout a structural or acoustic component� Several
alternative methods to SEA are developed that try to overcome some
limitations of SEA by providing solutions with higher informative con�
tent� Most of the methods are still in the development and validation
phase� Main focus of this dissertation is on the energy �nite element
method 	EFEM
� In comparison to SEA� EFEM provides spatial infor�
mation on the smoothed dynamic response of a vibro�acoustic system�

��
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while keeping the advantage of low computational cost and the usage
of a parameter database that is similar to a classical analysis of the
dynamic behaviour by the �nite element method�

Chapters � and � give a full description of the theoretical background of
EFEM for complex systems that are composed of commonly used ba�
sic components 	beams� plates and acoustic cavities
� The basic energy
di�erential equation for each wave type in a basic component is formally
equivalent to the steady�state heat conduction equations� The propor�
tionality constant 	equivalent to the conductivity constant in thermal
problems
 is a function of the loss factor� the circular frequency and
the group velocity of the wave type� This dissertation extends this
�nding to fully coupled waves in 	thick
 beams and to the complete
description of plates with in�plane motion and out�of�plane motion in
thin and thick plates� The coupling relationships between several basic
components are expressed by the use of a joint element which relates
the energy density and the energy �ow at the joint� The derivation of
the joint element based on the power transmission coe�cient matrix
is systematically discussed in the case of basic components coupled in
one point� coupled along a line and coupled along an area� The full
description of the theoretical background and the discussion on some
aspects of the practical implementation with �nite elements are �rst
major contributions of this dissertation�
Another contribution of this dissertation with respect to the theoreti�
cal background is the systematic and explicit overview of the di�erent
assumptions and approximations in the derivation of the basic equa�
tions of EFEM� Depending on the type of the basic component� several
assumptions and approximations are necessary to obtain the simple
energy di�erential equation in basic components � the omission of the
near �eld e�ects and the interference terms between propagating waves�
the plane wave assumption���� In the coupling description� additional
assumptions are related to the analytic derivation of the power trans�
mission coe�cients that are essential in the description of joints in
EFEM� The validity of the assumptions and approximations will yield
limits on the validity domain of EFEM�

As denoted in the title� the two main aspects that are studied in this
dissertation are related to the practical use of EFEM and to the va�
lidity domain of this predictive tool� Chapter � gives an overview of
several aspects of the applications of EFEM to beam structures� cou�
pled plates and vibro�acoustic problems� One aspect that was treated
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in this chapter refers to the most di�cult part of an EFEM calcula�
tion � the 	analytic
 prediction of the power transmission coe�cients
for various types of couplings� Several algorithms on this subject have
already been reported in literature� mainly written for SEA purposes�
Section ��� studies the power transmission coe�cients for a general
plate coupling� Details are given on the algorithm for the calculation
of the power transmission coe�cients based on the Mindlin plate the�
ory for bending of thick plates� Numerical case studies show that at
high frequencies the thick bending terms must be included in the plate
theory in order to get accurate results for analytically calculated power
transmission coe�cients related to �exural waves� As in these exam�
ples rather small di�erences are found using both theories to calculate
the power transmission coe�cients� only limited in�uence is expected
on the results of EFEM or analytic SEA�

The applicability of EFEM in practical situations is studied in two
experimental validation studies of EFEM on a two dimensional beam
structure and on interior noise prediction in a thin walled cavity� The
�rst test structure is a two dimensional frame that consists of highly
damped beams� One interesting aspect of this example is that two
di�erent wave types are involved 	torsional and �exural
 that produce
out�of�plane motion that can be experimentally veri�ed� The coupling
of the two wave types at the connections of the beams is well predicted
by EFEM� In this application� a close correlation is obtained between
experimental and the EFEM results in di�erent frequency bands which
indicates that the EFEM approach is valid for this 	highly damped

beam structure� In the second experimental validation study� the in�
terior noise prediction in a box structure is studied� Results of EFEM
and analytic SEA are validated by experimental results� The di�er�
ence between EFEM models� that look to be closer to the real physical
structure� and the SEA model is clearly illustrated in this example�
Interesting in this case study is the validation of the vibro�acoustic
coupling description between plates and acoustic cavities� as it di�ers
somewhat from earlier descriptions in literature� As a conclusion of this
second validation study� it may be stated that a good correlation was
obtained between analytic SEA� EFEM and the measurement results
for the prediction of the total energy level of acoustic cavity and the
di�erent plates of the test box� It is also demonstrated that� in contrast
to SEA� EFEM is able to predict the smoothed spatial distribution of
energy�
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With respect to the validity of the EFEM approach 	the second part
in the title of this dissertation
� chapter � discusses wavelength criteria
for the validity of EFEM� Basis for the derivation are modal param�
eters that give an indication of the validity of SEA and some recent
publications on EFEM that derive a wavelength criteria for the validity
of EFEM from experiments or experience� A direct relation between
the modal SEA parameters and the wavelength criteria for EFEM is
derived for several types of components� Two wavelength criteria are
established for the validity of EFEM based on a non�dimensional wave�
length parameter l� that can be thought of as the number of wave�
lengths that are captured by the component� The �rst criterion states
that the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l has a lower limit that
is a function of damping� Since wavelengths decrease with frequency�
the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l increases with frequency
and this �rst criterion implies that the lower frequency limit of the va�
lidity region will decrease with higher damping� The second criterion
states that the non�dimensional wavelength parameter l also has an
absolute lower limit that is calculated in case the frequency averaging
is done in one�third octave bands� The exact numbers that are used
in the di�erent criteria di�er for the di�erent components� but in each
case very simple criteria are derived in function of the non�dimensional
wavelength parameter l�
A fundamental explanation of the validity criteria is found in terms of
the assumptions and approximations of EFEM by extensive numerical
validation studies of EFEM on plates and coupled plates� Comparison
of the total input power to the total dissipated power calculated with
the total energy� demonstrates that the second wavelength criterion can
be explained in the use of total energy in the equations for damping
losses instead of potential energy� For high values of the parameter l�
the kinetic and potential energy can be assumed to be equal� whereas
at low values the di�erences can be very large� Especially in the case of
coupled plates� the observations on a limit value of the parameter l are
very close to other results that are derived from literature� In the case
of a single plate� it is found that the use of the wavelength criterion
with the smallest plate dimension is better than the criterion with the
mean plate dimension�
As reported in literature� the EFEM results tend to underestimate the
energy density at the excitation and to overestimate the energy density
away from the excitation� This observation applies to both the locally
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smoothed energy density within a plate and the distribution of energy
over coupled plates� It is observed that� in general� exact results are
closer to the smoothed EFEM predictions at higher frequencies and in
structures with higher damping since the local variations of the energy
density become smaller� In structures with low damping values and
at lower frequencies� the EFEM solution provides only a mean value
and thus yields only limited advantage over SEA� These observations
con�rm qualitatively the �rst wavelength criterion�

In general� it can be concluded that EFEM is a promising technique
for the prediction of dynamical behaviour in the high frequency range�
The implementation in a �nite element formulation with a simple pro�
cedure for the matrix assembly� similar to the classical �nite element
method� the need for relatively few elements to model built�up struc�
tures in the high frequency range and the similarity of the database to
that of a classic �nite element model make this technique attractive�
powerful and user friendly as a predictive tool for high frequency vi�
bration problems�
The main di�culty in the practical application of EFEM is reliable
parameter input on power transmission coe�cients� This topic will re�
main important in future work on EFEM� One advantage here is that
research on the derivation of power transmission coe�cients in many
di�erent applications is of common interest with SEA that also uses
the power transmission coe�cients in the derivation of the coupling
loss factors�
At present� agreement is being reached on the validity of EFEM under
speci�c assumptions� A main challenge in the future work on EFEM
is to extend the con�dence in the method by the further veri�cations
of EFEM on real life applications� Especially good estimates of the
con�dence level of the EFEM results in general applications is a major
obstacle to be tackled in order to derive objective and clear criteria of
the applicability of EFEM on a variety of vibro�acoustic problems�
Another line of future work on EFEM is situated in the possibility to
extend the use of EFEM towards the mid frequency range� The de�
velopment of hybrid methods that combine EFEM with low frequency
deterministic methods seems very promising as the basic description in
EFEM is similar to that of classical FEM� The extension to the mid
frequency range opens a new perspective for the high frequency method
to gain more general acceptance�
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Energy �ow of in�plane

plate vibrations

The equations of motion which govern the in�plane motion of a plate
are �
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where ux and uy are the in�plane displacement in respectively x and
y direction and Ec is the complex elasticity modulus which takes into
account the dissipation e�ects as de�ned in section ���� As shown in
section ������� a plane wave solution for these equations� yields two
di�erent wavetypes � longitudinal and shear waves�

A�� In	plane longitudinal waves in plates

The wavenumber k�L � k�x � k�y of the longitudinal waves satis�es �
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The complex wavenumber kL can be written as �

kL �
�

cL

p
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where the phase velocity cL is equal to the group velocity cgL �
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For a lightly damped structure 	� � 
� kL� and kL� are approxi�
mately �
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In case of light damping� also the kx and ky components of the
wavenumber kL can be expressed as �
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As stated in section ������� both displacement variables ux and uy
of a longitudinal plane wave solution have the following space time
dependency 	equation 	���
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where kx and ky are the complex wavenumbers in x and y direction
at � according to equation 	����
 and Ax� Bx� Ay and By are complex
coe�cients depending on the boundary conditions�
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These displacement solutions are entered in the general equations of
the time averaged energy density hei 	see equation 	����
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and the time averaged energy �ow hqxi and hqyi 	see equations 	����
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The expanded form of the time averaged energy density heLi in case
of a longitudinal plane wave solution in a plate can then be calculated
as 	in the assumption of light damping� � �  and thus neglecting all
terms in � of order � or higher
 �
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The expanded form of the time averaged energy �ow hqLxi and hqLyi in
respectively the x and y direction of a longitudinal plane wave solution
in a plate is 	in the assumption of light damping
 �
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A spatial smoothing operation� as de�ned in equation 	���
� is per�
formed� As described by �Bouthier ����� this smoothing operation
needs to take place over the span of the apparent wavelength �x and
�y in respectively the x and y direction� where the �x and �y are de�ned
by �

�x �
��

kx
�y �

��

ky
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The spatial smoothing operation on a variable a is de�ned as �

a �


�x�y

x��x��Z
x��x��

y��y��Z
y��y��

a dx dy

As a result of the smoothing operation� all spatial harmonic terms
vanish in the energy density and energy �ow solutions� Only the �rst
term of each equation is kept �
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where �


� denotes a spatially smoothed variable�

From these equations� the relationship between the time averaged� spa�
tially smoothed energy �ow vector

�
�qL
�
with components hqLxi and�

qLy
�
and the time averaged� spatially smoothed energy density heLi

can be derived for longitudinal waves ��
�qL
�
� � c�L

��
rheLi 	A��


This equation is a basic relation in the derivation of EFEM� as ex�
plained in chapter ��
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A�� In	plane shear waves in plates

The second in�plane wavetype in a plate are the shear waves� The
wavenumber k�S � k�x � k�y of the shear waves satis�es �

k� � k�S �
����	 � �


Ec
�

���

Gc

The complex wavenumber kS can be written as �
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p
 � i�
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where the phase velocity cS is equal to the group velocity cgS �
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s
G

�

For a lightly damped structure 	� � 
� kS� and kS� are approxi�
mately �
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In case of light damping� also the kx and ky components of the
wavenumber kS can be expressed as �

kx �� kx�

�
� i
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�
� i

�
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	A��


where

k�x� � k�y�
�� ���

G
	A�


As stated in section ������� both displacement variables ux and uy
of a shear plane wave solution have the following space time depen�
dency 	equation 	����
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uy	x� y� t
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where kx and ky are the complex wavenumbers in x and y direction
at � according to equation 	����
 and Ax� Bx� Ay and By are complex
coe�cients depending on the boundary conditions�

These displacement solutions are again entered in the general equations
of the time averaged energy density hei 	see equation 	����
 or in the
previous section
 and the time averaged energy �ow hqxi and hqyi 	see
equations 	����
 or in the previous section
�

The expanded form of the time averaged energy density heSi in case of
a shear plane wave solution in a plate can then be calculated as 	in the
assumption of light damping� � �  and thus neglecting all terms in �
of order � or higher
 �
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The expanded form of the time averaged energy �ow hqSxi and hqSyi
in respectively the x and y direction of a shear plane wave solution in
a plate is 	in the assumption of light damping
 �
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When� similar as for the longitudinal waves� a spatial smoothing oper�
ation is performed as de�ned in equation 	���
� all spatial harmonic
terms vanish in the energy density and energy �ow solutions� Only the
�rst term of each equation is kept �
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From these equations� the relationship between the time averaged� spa�
tially smoothed energy �ow vector

�
�qS
�
with components hqSxi and�

qSy
�
and the time averaged� spatially smoothed energy density heSi

can be derived for in plane shear waves �

�
�qS
�
� � c�S

��
rheSi 	A��


This result is similar as for the other wavetypes and is used in the basic
energy equations in EFEM�



Appendix B

Additional experimental

validation results of EFEM

on a two dimensional beam

structure

This appendix presents additional experimental validation results of
EFEM on the two dimensional beam structure as described in section
���� Figures B� to B�� present results of the experimental validation
in di�erent one�third�octave frequency bands ranging from ���Hz to
����Hz� The measurements are performed with a distance of �mm
between the measurement points 	d��mm in �gure ���
� The wave�
length and group speed of the torsional and �exural waves in the dif�
ferent frequency bands are summarized in table B�� Like in section
���� the �gures only show results in the outer frame� i�e� beams  to
� in �gure ��� The excitation source is located at the corner 	x ���
y ����mm
� The results in the di�erent frequency bands show the
energy density decaying away from the excitation point� The spatial
wavelengths are less clear in the measurement results compared to the
results in section ��� due to the coarser measurement grid�

Similar to the results presented in section ��� in the ����Hz frequency
band� the results in this appendix show that the �exural energy den�
sity is dominant in the beams near the excitation� Like in the results
in section ���� the torsional energy density increases at the corners

��
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Frequency torsional torsional �exural �exural
band wavelength group speed wavelength group speed
�Hz� �m� �m�s� �m� �m�s�

��� ���� ����� ����� �����
��� ���� ����� ���� �����
���� ��� ����� ��� ������
���� ���� ����� ���� ������
��� ���� ����� ����� ������
���� ���� ����� ����� ������

Table B� � Wavelength and group speed in the one�third oc�
tave frequency bands as in �gures B� to B��

	x� y
�	���
 and 	x� y
�	���m����m
 in the beams away from the exci�
tation� both in the EFEM and experimental results� At these corners
the �exural energy is mainly transformed into torsional energy� which
can be seen from comparison of the results of the �exural and the
torsional energy density� In the beams away from the excitation� the
torsional energy density is dominant� Both torsional and �exural en�
ergy density are best predicted in the beams where they are dominant�
except for the �exural energy density near the excitation� where near
�eld e�ects are important�

The agreement between the numerical results and the measurement
result is excellent in all beams for the total energy density which is the
sum of �exural and torsional energy density� The total energy decays
away from the excitation source� At the T�couplings with the inner
beams� a part of the energy will �ow out of the outer frame into the
inner beams which results in a sudden drop of the energy level� The
maximal deviation occurs in the region near the excitation point� A
possible reason for the deviation in the neighbourhood of the excitation
is the omission of the near �eld e�ects in the EFEM solution which are�
because of the relatively high material damping� only signi�cant in a
small region close to the excitation and the boundaries�

In this application� a close correlation is obtained between experimental
results and EFEM results in di�erent one�third octave frequency bands
which indicates that the EFEM approach can be successfully applied
to this 	highly damped
 beam structure at high frequencies�
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